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Preface and Overview

|

I

M y interest in developing and form alizing techniques of qualitative, holistic 
comparison originated in the frustrations 1 experienced as a  comparative so
ciologist I was trained, as are m ost Am erican social scientists today, to  use 
m ultivariate statistical techniques whenever possible. I often found, how
ever, that these techniques were not well suited for answering som e of the 
questions th at interested m e. For exam ple, I often found that m y theoretical 
and substantive interests led m e to hypothesize relatively complex patterns 
of statistical interaction. Yet the cross-national data sets I was using were 
relatively small in size and severely constrained such analyses. A  second 
problem concerned the com parability of different countries. W hen can two 
nation-states legitim ately be compared? Statistical methods encourage in
vestigators to increase sample size and ignore o r at least skirt issues of com
parability. 1 found this bias frustrating because it discourages investigators 
from  asking questions about historically, culturally, or geographically de
fined social phenomena.

Instead of trying to develop new techniques appropriate for the questions 
that interested me, I first attempted to use traditional statistical methods 
whenever possible. O f course, 1 was not by myself. Today, social scientists 
routinely apply multivariate statistical techniques to any question with a 
large enough data base to allow their use. Often, the desire to use these 
techniques shapes the way social scientists ask their questions. Instead of 
asking questions about relatively narrow classes of phenomena (about types 
of national revolts, for instance), they tend to reformulate their questions so 
that they apply to wider categories (such as questions about cross-national 
variation in levels of political instability). Instead of trying to determine the 
different contexts in which a cause influences a certain outcome, they tend 
to assess a cause's average influence across a variety (preferably a diverse 
sample) of settings.

There is a long tradition in  the social sciences of preferring big questions 
and comparably broad empirical generalizations. Thus, th e reformulation of 
questions according to the demands of statistical techniques is generally ap
plauded. This book represents an effort to step back from  traditional statis-
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P R E F A C E

tical techniques, in comparative social science especially, and to explore alter
natives. In doing this, I am bucking the trend in m ainstream social science 
toward the application of ever m ore sophisticated m ultivariate techniques to  
all types of social data. Fortunately, I am  not alone in this endeavor, and like 
others engaged in sim ilar or parallel struggles (see Duncan 1984> lieberson  
1985, Stinchcombe 1978, and Tilly 1984), I remain sym pathetic with (and an 
avid user of) m ultivariate statistical techniques. The problem is not to show  
which methodology is best but to  explore alternative ways of establishing a 
meaningful dialogue between ideas and evidence.

Initially, m y only goal in this work was to  present a  prelim inary form ula
tion of a technique of data reduction that uses Boolean algebra to simplify 
complex data structures in a logical and holistic m anner. I found, however, 
that it was very difficult to  present the technique 1 had developed without 
also presenting a general discussion of strategies of comparative research. 
N ot only is this discussion crucial as background m aterial; it repeats, in a 
highly simplified form , the intellectual journey that led to  the development 
of an algebraic technique of qualitative comparison. By itself, the technique 
is only a  set of relatively simple algorithm s. W hen considered in the context 
o f problems in comparative research and social science methodology more 
generally, however, the logic of the qualitative comparative approach be
comes clear.

Comparative social science is an ideal setting for addressing basic meth
odological issues. The essential characteristics of the qualitative/quantitative 
split in the social sciences are clearly visible in comparative social science. In 
contrast to  other subdisdplines, this field has a  long tradition o f qualitative 
work that is stronger and richer than its quantitative counterpart. N ot only 
is this tradition qualitative, but it also tends to be case-oriented (as opposed 
to variable-oriented) and historical (as opposed to abstractly causal). For 
these reasons the split between the two m ajor research strategies is m ore 
complete and m ore profound in comparative social science than in m ost 
other subdisciplines.

The consequences of this division are unmistakable and unfortunate. Im 
portant research questions are often overlooked, or if asked they tend to  be
distorted. For example, there are several cross-national studies of aggregate 
social turm oil involving virtually all countries, and there are comparative 
case studies erf the handful of countries that have experienced social revolu
tions, but the cross-national studies tend to  be vague and abstract, and the 
studies of social revolution tend to treat each revolution separately and draw
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only a few general conclusions. The tendency is either to expand research 
questions so that they are broader and therefore relevant to  m any countries 
or to restrict investigation to  a few significant cases. Interest in m ilitary 
coups in Africa, for example, m ight be expanded into a  study of regim e in
stability and encompass all H urd W orld countries for all countries), o r it 
m ight be confined to an in-depth analysis of a  manageably small number of 
m ajor m ilitary coups.

The first approach, broadening the scope of a study, is attractive because it 
allows the use of the quantitative took of mainstream  social science. The 
problem with this practice, which I characterize as a variable-oriented ap
proach, is that in the course of satisfying the demands of statistical tech
niques, the connection between the research, on the one hand, and the theo
retical, substantive, and political concerns th at m otivate research in the first 
place, on the other, tends to be strained. Sometimes quantitative cross- 
national studies have an unreal quality to  them — countries become orga
nisms with systemic distress, for example— and the data examined have 
little meaningful connection to  actual empirical processes. M ore concrete 
questions— relevant to the social bases and origins of specific phenomena in 
sim ilarly situated countries and regions— do not receive the attention they 
deserve.

These questions usually are addressed only by researchers who study a 
few cases at a tim e. I refer to  this second approach, which tends to  be quali
tative, as the case-oriented tradition. Case-oriented studies, by their nature, 
are sensitive to complexity and historical specificity. Thus, they are well 
suited for addressing empirically defined historical outcom es, and they are 
often used to generate new conceptual schemes, as well. Researchers who 
are oriented toward specific cases (area specialists especially) do not find it 
difficult to  maintain a meaningful connection to sodal and political issues 
because they are m ore concerned with actual events, with human agency 
and process. It is difficult, however, to  sustain attention to com plexity across 
a large number of cases. Furtherm ore, case-oriented researchers are always 
op ai to the charge that their findings are specific to  the few cases they exam
ine, and when they do make broad comparisons and attem pt to generalize, 
they often are accused of letting their favorite cases shape o r at least color 
their generalizations.

W hile the case-oriented approach is limited in this way, it has m any spe
cial features that are well w orth preserving, even in studies that span m any
cases. First, case-oriented methods are holistic— they treat cases as whole
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entities and not as collections of parts (or as collections of scores on vari
ables). U rns, the relations between the parts of a whole are Understood 
within the context of the whole, not within the context of general patterns of 
covariation between variables characterizing the members of a population of 
comparable units. Second, causation is understood eonjuncturally. O ut
comes are analyzed in term s of intersections of conditions, and it is usually 
assumed that any of several combinations of conditions m ight produce a  cer
tain outcom e. These and other features of case-oriented methods make it 
possible for investigators to interpret cases historically and make statem ents 
about the origins of im portant qualitative changes in specific settings.

A  prim ary goal of this book is to  identify the unique strengths of case- 
oriented methods and to  form alize them  as a general method of qualitative 
comparison using Boolean algebra. The analytic strategy I present (which I 
call the qualitative comparative m ethod) can be applied to  a  few cases o r to  
hundreds. The principle guiding the form ulation of this approach was that 
the essential features of case-oriented methods should be preserved as much 
as possible in the development of techniques for larger questions. This is 
im portant because mainstream  statistical methods disaggregate cases into 
variables and distributions before analyzing them . This practice makes his
torical interpretive work very difficult, if not impossible, In short, m y goal 
was to form alize qualitative comparative methods without departing from  
the general logic of case-oriented research. The formalization I present is 
based on Boolean algebra, the algebra of logic and set theory.

In m any respects, the analytic strategy 1 discuss provides an alternative 
to  m ultivariate statistical analysis. Unlike m ultivariate statistical analysis, 
which tends to be radically analytic (because it breaks cases into parts— vari
ables— that are difficult to  reassemble into wholes), qualitative comparison 
allows examination of constellations, configurations, and conjunctures. It is 
especially well suited for addressing questions about outcomes resulting 
from  multiple and conjunctura! causes— where different conditions combine 
in different and sometimes contradictory ways to produce the same or simi
lar outcom es. M ultivariate statistical techniques start with simplifying as
sumptions about causes and their interrelation as variables. The method of 
qualitative comparison, by contrast, starts by assuming m axim um  causal 
com plexity and then mounts an assault on that complexity.

W hile the techniques I present could be considered alternatives to multi
variate statistical analysis, they do not supersede traditional statistical m eth
ods. In fact, experience may show that they can be used to greatest advan
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tage in conjunction w ith them . A n im portant part of research is the dialogue 
that develops between the investigator's theory and the data. Generally, the 
character of this dialogue is shaped by the techniques of data analysis used 
by the investigator. W hile this dialogue occurs in all types of social scientific 
research, in comparative social science, especially in the branch 1 call case- 
oriented, it is particularly rich and elaborate, th e  techniques of qualitative 
comparison that I introduce bring some of this richness to studies involving 
more than a handful of cases. In other words, they overcom e some erf the 
limitations of m ultivariate statistical techniques as a basis for carrying on 
this dialogue. Thus, use of these techniques may be viewed as a possible 
corrective to the radically analytic tendencies of m ost statistical techniques.

This work addresses specific methodological issues in comparative social 
science, issues I have worked on over the last several years. However, the 
methodological problems I address and the tentative solutions I offer are not 
in any way restricted to die fields of comparative sociology and political sci
ence, where I draw m ost of m y examples. I discuss two research traefitions in 
comparative social science. One traditionally has been viewed as qualitative, 
the other as quantitative. This division occurs again and again in virtually  
every social scientific field; it is certainly not restricted to  comparative w ork  
Essentially, I address metatheoretical differences between approaches gen
erally called qualitative (or case-oriented) and quantitative (or variable- 
oriented)— prim arily in term s of their different orientations toward the 
analysis and interpretation of data. Less attention is paid in this work to the 
production of so-called raw data, an integral part of die research process.

AN IMPORTANT CAVEAT

The Boolean approach developed in this work touches the world of statistical 
analysis erf social data in several ways. It examines cases; it uses categorical 
variables; it lodes at different combinations erf conditions (that is, cells of a 
multivariate cross-tabulation); it can be applied to categorical dependent 
variables; and it involves data reduction. Thus, it should not be surprising 
that I have encountered strong pressure to build a  bridge between the 
Boolean approach and statistical methods designed for these kinds of data 
and problems (such as log-linear methods) in order to show how the two 
approaches can be usefully integrated.

H us bridge can be made undo: certain conditions (for «cam ple, avail
ability of a very large number of observations), but this book is not the place
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for it. If I were to present that bridge in this work, many readers would 
conclude that the case-oriented approach is simply a watered-down version 
of log-linear statistical methodology. It is essential, however, to  acknowledge 
and comprehend the unique features of the case-oriented approach. O ne of 
m y prim ary goals is to  broaden the boundaries of methodological discussion 
by form alizing the differences between case-oriented and variable-oriented 
research in comparative social science and other subdisciplines as well.

Some sections of the work may be read defensively by those who use 
s tatistical methods regularly, and technical solutions to  some of the problems 
I discuss will immediately com e to  mind. M y primary point in these discus
sions is not to argue that these problems cannot be solved by statistical 
methods but to  show that by their nature statistical methods tend to  discour
age awareness of these problems. I am  not concerned that the use of statis
tical techniques requires assumptions, for example, but I am troubled by the 
tendency for these assumptions to become hidden from the user's view and 
to distort the dialogue between ideas and evidence.

W H A T FO LLO W S

Chapter 1 discusses rite distinctive features of comparative social science, 
especially its case-oriented tradition, that make it an ideal setting for exam
ining basic methodological issues. Prominent among these features are its 
qualitative orientation and its related interest in {and appreciation of) com
plexity, its emphasis on interpretive questions and specific historical out
comes and processes, its limited data base (many questions are relevant to 
only a small number of countries or regions), and its special metatheoretical 
treatm ent of aggregate units such as nation-states. For these and related rea
sons, the consequences of methodological decisions are more apparent in 
comparative research than in other areas.

A  hallmark of qualitative approaches is their attention to  com plexity—  
the heterogeneity and particularity of individual cases. Chapter 2 addresses 
the problem of com plexity through a  discussion of multiple conjunctural 
causation and the special methodological problems this type of causation 
presents. When several different combinations of conditions produce the 
same outcome (a common finding in comparative studies), it is very difficult 
to  unravel the different patterns across a range of cases. Analysis is further 
complicated by the limited diversity of naturally occurring social phenom
ena. (In a laboratory it is possible to manufacture all possible combinations
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of causes and thereby disentangle the decisive causal conjunctures.) Chapter 
2  outlines this basic problem in order to set the stage for discussing the two 
dominant ways of simplifying complexity— by exam ining similarities and 
differences among a limited number of cases (the case-oriented strategy) and 
by looking at relations between variables (the variable-oriented strategy).

The first m ajor strategy, the case-oriented approach, is the focus of Chap
ter 3 . A  common goal in this type of analysis is to  interpret a common his
torical outcome or process across a lim ited range of cases, usually only a 
handful. Cases are examined as wholes, which means that the causal signifi
cance of an event or structure depends on the context (that is, on other fea
tures of the case). This strategy highlights com plexity, diversity, and unique
ness, and it provides a powerful basis for interpreting cases historically. 
However, it is very difficult to  use this approach to examine m ore than a few 
cases at a tim e. Faced with a large number of cases, the investigator is forced 
to  make m any paired comparisons— too m any to  grasp all at once— and the 
analysis may disintegrate into descriptive statem ents lacking any generality. 
Thus, while die case-oriented approach avoids m any of the simplifying as
sumptions of the variable-oriented approach, it cannot be used to address 
sim ilarities and differences among m any cases.

The variable-oriented approach, the focus of Chapter 4 , is the dominant 
research strategy of m ainstream  social science. In this approach cases are 
disaggregated into variables and distributions. Examination of patterns of 
covariation among variables is used as a basis for making general statements 
about relations between aspects of cases considered collectively as popula
tions of comparable observations. These general statem ents typically are 
linked to abstract theoretical ideas about generic properties of macrosocial 
units (such as societies). Because this strategy starts with simplifying as
sum ptions, it is a  powerful data reducer. Thus, it is an ideal instrum ent for 
producing broad statements pertaining to relatively large bodies of data en
compassing diverse cases. However, the simplifying assumptions that make 
this approach possible often violate commonsense notions of causation and 
sometim es pose serious obstacles to  making interpretive statem ents about 
specific cases or even about categories of cases,

A  conceivable resolution of the gulf between case-oriented and variable- 
oriented research is to combine the two strategies in some way. In fact, m any 
investigators have attempted to do this with moderate success. Chapter 5  
analyzes three such attem pts: Jeffrey Raige's Agrarian Revolution, John Ste
phens's The Transition from  Capitalism to Socialism , and Edward Shorter

x iii
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and Charles Tilly's Strikes in France. These three studies have m any laudable 
features, but their respective research strategies do n ot fully transcend the 
quantitative/qualitative split in comparative social science. Even though nil 
three combine variable-oriented and case-oriented methods, each tends to be 
dominated by one strategy. Paige's study and Stephens's study are primar
ily variable-oriented approaches buttressed w ith independent case studies, 
while Shorter and Tilly's work is prim arily a  case study that uses quan
titative analysis to support their broad historical interpretation of that case.

The discussion of combined strategies provides a basis for outlining the 
essential features of a m ore synthetic approach to comparative research. Ba
sically, a synthetic strategy m ust be able to address more than a handful of 
cases and, at the same tim e, avoid making the simplifying assumptions about 
cause which are characteristic of the variable-oriented approach. It is essen
tial to  avoid certain simplifying assumptions because they interfere w ith the 
goal of historical interpretation. It is difficult to make statem ents about the 
origins of im portant historical outcom es, for example, if the model of causa
tion implicit in the analytic technique contradicts theoretical and substantive 
understanding of the phenomenon in question. A  synthetic, broadly com
parative strategy m ust be both holistic— so that the cases themselves are not 
lost tn the research process-—and analytic— so that m ore than a  few cases 
can be comprehended and modest generalization is possible.

An algebraic basis for a synthetic approach exists in Boolean algebra, the 
algebra of sets and logic. Chapter 6  presents the basic features of Boolean 
algebra (the Boolean number system . Boolean addition and multiplication, 
and set theory) and then introduces rudim entary principles of Boolean al- 
gebra used to logically minimize (reduce the complexity of) truth  tables. 
The process of minimizing truth tables has a  direct link to  the problem of 
data reduction in variable-oriented research (a truth  table bears some simi
larity to  a data m atrix), but the mechanics are entirely different. Chapter 6  
details these differences. No background in Boolean algebra is assumed, and 
die notational system  is simple.

The m aterial presented in Chapter 7  builds on the previous chapter to  
introduce advanced methods of Boolean analysis. Two in particular are em 
phasized. The first addresses the limited diversity of social phenomena (that 
is, the fact that macrosorial phenomena cannot be manipulated experim en
tally). W ith Boolean techniques it is possible to construct a model of the 
diversity then e a sts  am ong comparable outcomes and then to study the 
causes of these outcomes within the context of the "available" diversity. In
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other words, an integral part of the research process itself can involve direct 
attention to, and consideration of, the limitations of naturally occurring so
cial phenomena. A second procedure concerns the use of set theory to con
trast empirical configurations with theoretically constructed models. Essen
tially, this method makes it possible both to evaluate theories and to  use 
them as a basis for historical interpretation. The m ajor objective here is to  
show that Boolean methods are not mechanical techniques but can be inte
grated into the dialogue of ideas and evidence in social research.

Chapter 8  presents a variety of examples of Boolean-based qualitative 
analysis. The m ajor example is an analysis of ethnic political mobilization 
am ong territorially based linguistic m inorities in W estern Europe. O thers 
include an analysis of characteristics of juvenile courts and a reanalysis of 
data used by Stein Rokkan in presenting his configurational approach in 
comparative political sociology. Chapter 8  offers a  range o f examples to dem
onstrate the general utility of Boolean techniques of qualitative comparison. 
The examples are only prelim inary because the larger argum ent emphasizes 
die role of qualitative comparative methods in the dialogue of ideas and evi
dence in social research, especially in comparative work that is both histori
cally interpretive and causal-analytic. W hile it is impossible to  reproduce an 
entire research dialogue in a brief illustration of m ethod, 1 hope to convey 
die general flavor of this dialogue in the variety of examples presented.

Chapter 9  concludes the book by sum m arizing the m ajor argum ents and 
then emphasizing the strengths of Boolean techniques of qualitative com
parison. It also discusses the im pact of the application of Boolean techniques 
on the entire research process.
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1

The Distinctiveness of 
Comparative Social Science

"Thinking without comparison is unthinkable. And, in the absence of 
comparison, so is all scientific thought and scientific research" (Swanson 
1 9 7 1 :1 4 5 ). Most social scientists today would agree w ith this observation, 
although some might be tempted to substitute the phrase variables and re
lationships for the word comparison. V irtually all empirical social research  
involves comparison of some sort. Researchers compare cases to  each other; 
they use statistical methods to construct (and adjust) quantitative com
parisons; they compare cases to  theoretically derived pure cases; and they 
compare cases' values on relevant variables to average values in order to as
sess covariation. Comparison provides a basis for making statem ents about 
empirical regularities and for evaluating and interpreting cases relative to  
substantive and theoretical criteria. In this broad sense, comparison is cen
tral to  empirical social science as it is practiced today. Lieberson {1 9 8 5 :4 4 ) 
states simply that social research, "in  one form  o r other, is comparative 
research."

W hile virtually all social scientific methods are comparative in this broad 
sense, in social science the term  com parative m ethod  typically is used in a 
narrow sense to refer to  a specific kind of comparison— the comparison of 
large macrosocial units. In fact, the comparative method traditionally has 
been treated as the core method of comparative social science, the branch of 
social science concerned with cross-societal differences and sim ilarities 
(Easthope 1974). Despite this tradition, there is substantial disagreement to
day concerning the distinctiveness of comparative social science in general
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and the comparative method in particular. Several com parativists have ob
jected to the idea that comparative social science is distinctive in any impor
tant respects from  social science in general (Griinshaw 1 9 7 3 :1 8 ).

Sm elser (1 9 7 6 :2 -3 ) , for exam ple, claim s that comparative social scien
tific inquiry is not a "species of inquiry independent from the rem ainder of 
social scientific inquiry" and that "th e analysis of phenomena in evidently 
dissimilar units (especially different societies o r cultures) should have no 
methodological problem Unique to itself." According to Smelser (1976 :5 ), 
this continuity between comparative and noncomparative work exists be
cause their respective goals are identical— to explain social phenomena by 
establishing controls over the conditions and causes of variation. (See also 
A rm er 1 9 7 3 :5 0 .) Any technique that furthers the goal of explaining varia
tion, according to th é  reasoning, is a comparative method. This includes vir
tually all analytic methods used by social scientists (see Bailey 1982).

This position, that there is nothing truly distinctive about comparative 
social science and that virtually all social scientific methods are comparative 
methods, is sound, and it is attractive because it suggests th at social science 
subdisriplines are united by their methods. The argum ent is favored by 
m any comparativists, in fact, because the emphasis on continuities between 
comparative and noncomparative work supports the idea that comparative 
social science is as scientific as its siblings. This position overlooks die fact, 
however, that there are im portant differences between the orientations of 
m ost comparativists and m ost noncomparativists and these differences have 
im portant methodological consequences. W hile it is true that the logic of 
social science is continuous from  one subdisdpline to  another, the pecu
liarities of comparative social science make it an ideal setting for an exam i
nation of key issues in methodology. In fact, I argue that a lot can be gained 
from exaggerating the distinctive aspects of comparative work and that these 
lessons can be applied to  other social science subdisciplines as well.

H ie m ost distinctive aspect of comparative social science is the wide gulf 
between qualitative and quantitative work. It is wider in comparative social 
science than in perhaps any other social science subdiscipline, In part this is 
because its qualitative tradition is dominant, the opposite of the situation in  
m ost other fields. O ver the last tw enty years, some of th e m ost celebrated 
works in the social sciences (from  M oore's Social Origins o f Dictatorship and 
Democracy to W allerstein's M odem World System ) have come out of this 
tradition, making it appear continuous with the grand theorizing of such 
classical scholars as Durkheim and Weber.
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M ore fundamental to  the gulf, however, is the fact that several other divi
sions coincide with th e quaiitative/quantitative split in comparative social 
science and reinforce it. Qualitative researchers tend to look at cases as 
wholes, and they compare whole cases w ith each other. W hile cases m ay be 
analyzed in term s of variables (for example, the presence o r absence of a 
certain institution m ight be an im portant variable), cases are viewed as con
figurations— as combinations of characteristics. Comparison in the qualita
tive tradition thus involves comparing configurations. This holism contra
dicts the radically analytic approach of m ost quantitative work.

N ot only is the qualitative tradition oriented toward cases as wholes, as 
configurations, but it also tends to be historically interpretive. The term  in
terpretive is used in a restricted sense here. O ften, the term  is used to de
scribe a type of social science that is only rem otely em pirical and concerned 
prim arily w ith problems erf meaning or hermeneutics. In this book, inter
pretive work is treated as a type of empirical social science: historically ori
ented interpretive work attem pts to account for specific historical outcomes 
or sets of comparable outcomes o r processes chosen for study because of 
their significance for current institutional arrangements or for social life in 
general. Typically, such work seeks to  make sense out erf différait cases by 
piecing evident» together in a m anner sensitive to chronology and by offer
ing limited historical generalizations that are both objectively possible and 
cognizant of enabling conditions and lim iting means— of context. This defi
nition of interpretive work leans heavily on W eber (1 9 4 9 ,1 9 7 5 ,1 9 7 7 } but 
makes m ore allowance for the possibility of historical generalization based 
on examination of comparable cases. In this chapter I discuss these distinc
tive characteristics and sketch the implications of these features for com
parative methodology. I begin by delineating the field.

T H E BO U N D A R IES A N D  G O A LS O F  
CO M PA RA TIV E SO C IA L SC IE N C E

There have been several attem pts to delineate the boundaries of comparative 
social science. Yet, there is still little agreem ent today concerning its domain. 
M ost attempts to delineate the field have emphasized its special data or its 
special types of data. For reasons detailed below, this is a  poor starting point. 
1 argue that comparative social science is better defined by its distinctive 
goals.

It is common to  define comparative research as research that uses compa
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rable data from  at least two societies. This definition emphasizes the feet that 
the (feta of comparative social science are cross-societal. (See Andreski 
1 9 6 5 :6 6 ; A im er 1 9 7 3 :4 9 .) W hile this is an acceptable working definition 
of comparative social science, m ost comparativists would find this definition 
too restrictive. It excludes, for example, comparatively oriented case studies. 
Tocqueville's Democracy in America is excluded, as is Durkheim's Elemen
tary Forms o f the Religious life . M any area specialists are thoroughly com
parative because they implicitly compare their chosen case to their own 
country o r to  an im aginary but theoretically decisive ideal-typic case. Thus, 
to  define comparative social science in term s of its special data is a mislead
ingly concrete way to delineate its boundaries.

Others have attempted to differentiate comparative social science by em 
phasizing its m ultilevel character (as in Rokkan 1 9 6 6 :1 9 -2 0 ). According to 
Przeworski and Teune (1 9 7 0 :5 0 -5 1 ), comparative work proceeds at two lev
els simultaneously— at the level of system s (or m acrosodal level) and at the 
w ithin-system  level. According to  their argum ent, any analysis that is based 
only on m acrosodal sim ilarities and differences is not truly comparative, 
even if this analysis includes an examination of aggregations of within- 
system  characteristics. For exam ple, if an investigator uses system -level 
variables (such as GNP per capita) to  explain variation in a dependent vari
able based on aggregations of individual-level data within each system  (such 
as literacy rates), the study would n ot qualify as a  comparative study accord
ing to Przeworski and Teune. Ideally, system -level variables should be used 
to  explain variation across system s in w ithin-system  relationships.

Alford's (1963) study of international variation in class voting qualifies as 
a comparative study by these criteria because he uses system -level variables 
(degree of industrialization and urbanization) to explain differences among 
countries in w ithin-system  relationships (the strength of the relationship be
tween social class and party support). W alton's (1984) study of national re
volts in the Third W orld also conform s to  this definition of comparative 
work. H e uses degree of incorporation into the world economy, a  system - 
level variable, to account for variation in the degree to which popular pro
tests and state reactions to protest contributed to  the coalescence of revolu
tionary situations in six countries (see especially W alton 1984 :1 8 8 -1 9 7 ). 
Few studies traditionally thought of as comparative, however, conform to  
these strictures. Com paratively oriented case studies are excluded, as are 
quantitative cross-national studies dim use only aggregate, national-level 
(feta. (N ote dim  quantitative cross-national studies focus direedy on cross
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societal similarities and differences.) Przeworski and Teune's definition of 
comparative inquiry as multilevel research is much m ore restrictive than 
even the first definition considered here.

Both definitions are inadequate. Yet they suggest a  tentative solution to 
the problem of delineating comparative work. One level that invariably plays 
a big part in definitions of comparative work is the macrosocial level. It ap
pears in the first definition offered above in its emphasis on data from two 
societies and in the second's emphasis on multilevel analyses, with one level 
the macrosocial. The boundaries of comparative social science, therefore, 
m ust be coterminous with a specific usage of macrosocial units.

It is n et as a data category that m acrosodal units are im portant to com - 
parativists, but as a metatheoretical category. W hat distinguishes com
parative social science is its use of attributes of m acrosodal units in explana
tory  statem ents. This special usage is intim ately linked to  the twin goals of 
comparative social science— both to  explain and to interpret m acrosodal 
variation.

The im portance of m acrosodal units to  explanation in comparative social 
srience is best understood by example. Consider an investigation which con
cludes that a  strong relationship between sodal class and party preference
exists in  G reat Britain because "G reat Britain is an industrial so aety ." This 
conclusion concretizes the term  society  by providing an example (Great 
Britain) and by implying that there are other sodeties, some of which are 
industrial and some of which are not. If the investigator had conduded in
stead that the relationship exists because "citizens vote their pocketbooks" or 
because "th e relations of production shape political consciousness," then he 
or she would have avoided concretizing any m acrosodal unit and thereby 
would have avoided engaging in comparative social sdenee.

This direct, empirical implementation of abstract, m acrosodal units is a 
metatheoretical act, and it separates comparativists from  noncomparativists. 
In order to compare sodeties or any other m acrosodal unit, the compara- 
tivist m ust identify them by name. The com parativist thus assumes, at least 
implicitly, that m acrosodal units are real and then defines them , sometimes 
by default, in the course of research. The feet that the difference between 
comparativists and noncomparativists is a m etatheoretical difference based 
on the spedal goals of comparative social sdenee has been obscured by the 
tendency of all social sdentists to claim that they study societies or that so
cial sdenee is the study of society. For the noncomparativists, however, m ac- 
rosodal units tend to rem ain abstractions. Noncomparativists can assure
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themselves that the patterns and processes they study exist in a society; the 
concept need not be operationalized explicitly. For the cornparativists, how
ever, m acrosocial units impinge on their work in a fundamental manner.

Rarely are these large, encompassing units defined. (Parsons 1977 and 
M arsh 1967 are exceptions.} In his discussion of the distinctiveness of com
parative work, for exam ple, Grimshaw (1 9 7 3 :4 ) states, "I will defer discus
sion of what constitutes a [macrosocial] system ." This reluctance is not un
com m on; m ost comparadvists are m ore interested in making comparisons 
than in defining the objects of their comparisons (see Andresld 1 9 6 5 :6 6 ). 
The fact rem ains, however, that comparadvists compare m acrosodal units; 
they m ust be operationalized in the course of comparative work.

A t a very general level, comparadvists are interested in identifying the 
similarities and differences am ong m acrosodal units. This knowledge pro
vides the key to understanding, explaining, and interpreting diverse histori
cal outcomes and processes and their significance for current institutional 
arrangem ents. Cross-sodetal similarities and differences for m any social 
scientists constitute the m ost significant feature of the sotial landscape, and, 
consequently, these researchers have an unmistakable preference for expla
nations that cite m acrosodal phenomena. This tendency is reinforced by the 
fact that the goals of comparative social scientists typically extend beyond an 
interest in simply cataloging and explaining cross-sodetal similarities and 
differences. M ost comparadvists, especially those who are qualitatively ori
ented, also seek to interpret specific experiences and trajectories of specific 
countries (or categories of countries). That is, they are interested in the cases 
themselves, their different historical experiences in particular, not simply in 
relations between variables characterizing broad categories of cases. This in
terest reinforces the tendency to use macrosocial attributes in explanatory 
statem ents.

The dedsion to study m acrosodal variation and to use explanatory state
ments riting m acrosodal properties is, of course, a conscious choice, shaped 
in large part by the enduring reality of countries, nations, states, and other 
large (and imposing) political entities. As long as social scientists continue to  
be influenced by their social and historical contexts and continue to try  to  
interpret them , they will use m acrosodal attributes in their explanations of 
social phenomena. It is possible to imagine a  sodal srience devoid of explan
atory statem ents riting macrosocial phenomena. A  totally psychologized so
d al srience, for exam ple, m ight attem pt to disavow such explanations. It is 
unlikely, however, that social sdentists will lose interest in interpreting na
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tional and international events and processes and thereby divorce themselves 
from  significant features of their social contexts. (In any event, to  do so 
would be to deny the social origins and bases of social science.) Thus, m ac- 
rosodal units are central to  the practice of comparative social science because 
they are an essential ingredient of the explanations comparativists offer.

A  NOTE OF CAUTION ON UNITS OF ANALYSIS

It would be wrong at this point to conclude simply that comparativists differ 
from  noncomparativists in their "chosen unit of analysis." The example sup
plied previously suggests that any data unit ran  be used in comparative re
search. All that m atters is how the results of research are understood. The 
feet that the explanations of comparative social science tend to be cross- 
societal and cite macrosocial phenomena, however, implies that the question 
of units is relevant.

Very little continuity exists, however, in discussions of units of analysis 
offered by comparatively oriented social scientists. An im portant source of 
this lack of continuity is the simple fact that the term  unit o f analysis is used 
to describe two very distinct m etatheoretirai constructs. Sometim es unit 
of analysis is used in reference to data categories. In a  quantitative cross- 
national study of economic dependency and economic development, for ex
ample, an investigator m ight state that the unit of analysis is the nation-state 
because the data are collected at that level. A t other tim es, however, the term  
unit o f analysis is used in reference to theoretical categories. W iener (1976), 
for example, in a review of Barrington M oore?s Social Origins o f Dictator
ship and Democracy (1966), states that M oore's unit of analysis is "class." 
W allerstein (1 9 7 4 ,1 9 7 9 ,1 9 8 0 ,1 9 8 4 ) argues in various works that there is 
only one valid unit of analysis in comparative social science: the "world sys
tem ." Upon closer exam ination, however, one finds that M oore's cases are 
different countries and Wallerstein's discussion of the modem world system  
is rife with references to nation-states and comparisons of, for example, core 
countries and peripheral countries.

The fact that the term  unit o f analysis has been used in reference to both 
data categories and theoretical categories has created a great deal of confu
sion in the field of comparative social science. Some followers of W allerstein, 
for example, have attacked those who use the nation-state as a unit of analy
sis in the data category sense, arguing that this practice violates world- 
system s theory and results in meaningless tests of its propositions, (See, for
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example, Bach 1977.) O ther researchers have attempted to  use the m odem  
world system  as a  unit of analysis in the data category sense and have exam 
ined cycles and trends in die world econom y as a whole. (See, for example, 
Bergesen 1980 and McGowan 1985.) It is d ear from  W allerstein's discussion 
and from  his actual analyses of the world system , however, that his argu
m ent is that the world system  is the only valid explanatory unit, not the 
only valid data unit.

This tension between the two meanings of unit of analysis has bedevilled 
the comparative social science literature a t least since die early 1960s. Issues 
associated with the aggregation problem have compounded the terminological 
difficulties and confusion. AUardt (1 9 6 6 :3 3 9 -3 4 1 ), for example, attem pted 
to draw a distinction between “data units" and "analytical units," arguing 
that the latter are m ore theoretically relevant. In a sim ilar vein, Scheuch 
(1 9 6 6 :1 6 4 ) argued that comparativists should distinguish between "units of 
observation" (see also W alton 1 9 7 3 :1 7 6 ) and "units of inference." In an early 
attem pt to form ulate a  methodological position, Hopkins and W allerstein 
(1 9 7 0 :1 8 3 ) contrasted "research sites" and "theoretical u nits." Several re
searchers attempted to clarify the situation by lim iting their comm ents to  
"units of comparison" (Eisenstadt 1 9 6 6 :8 6 ; Etzioni and Btibow 1970 : 7 ; 
Czudnowslti 1 9 7 6 :2 7 ), Finally, Przeworski and Teune (1970 :8 , 4 9 -5 0 )  
attem pted to distinguish between "levels of observation" and "levels of 
analysis."

M ost of these discussions were stimulated by the ambiguity associated 
with the term  unit o f analysis. For most noncomparative social scientists, 
the term  presents no special problems. Their analyses and th eir explanations 
typically proceed at one level, the individual o r organizational level. This 
is rardly the case in comparative social science, where the analysis often  
proceeds at one level (perhaps the individual level, as in the preceding ex
ample) and the explanation is couched at another level (usually the m acro- 
social level). O f course, this duality exists in other types of social science, 
and the methodological issues raised here apply to these areas as well. The 
duality is m ost pronounced, however, in comparative social science, which is 
one of the features that makes it an ideal arena for methodological discussion.

To clarify the unit of analysis question in comparative social science, it is 
necessary to  distinguish between observational units arid explanatory Units. 
This distinction follows m y discussion concerning the two meanings of unit 
of analysis— as a data category and as a  theoretical category, Observational
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unit refers to  the unit used in data collection and data analysis; explanatory 
unit refers to the unit that is used to account for the pattern of results ob
tained. In the class voting example mentioned above, the observational unit 
is the individual (the relationship is based on individual-level data) and th e  
explanatory unit is societal.

M ET H O D O LO G IC A L C O N SEQ U EN C ES

The explanation that there is a  strong relationship between social class and 
party preference in a  sample of British voters because "G reat Britain is an 
industrial society" implies that societies can be identified, that they can be 
classified as either industrial or n ot industrial, and that in industrial societies 
there is a strong relationship between social class and party preference, 
while in nonindustrial societies there is no such relationship. Because so
cieties are (at least apparently) identifiable, an investigator conceivably could 
draw up a  list of them , classify them  as industrial and not industrial (dr at 
least m easure die degree to  which each society is industrial), and then ex
amine the degree to which the m ore industrial societies agree in manifesting 
a consistent relationship between social class and party choice and also the 
degree to  which the less industrial societies agree in manifesting a  weaker 
relationship. If these two patterns of agreem ent can be established, then the 
general statem ent (that in industrial societies there is a strong relationship 
between social class and party preference) used to explain the particular in
stance (the relationship observed in Great Britain) is supported.

Unfortunately, social scientific investigation is rarely this simple. There 
are m any practical problems associated with establishing cross-societal dem
onstrations such as the one described above. M ost of these practical problems 
concern die comparability of relatively dissimilar societies. This concern for 
comparability derives ultim ately from  the fact that the cases (say, countries) 
which com parativists study have known histories and identities. They are  
not anonym ous, disembodied observations. In the preceding investigation, 
for instance, a researcher fam iliar with the relevant cases m ight have doubts 
about the cross-societal comparability of measures of class positions or 
about the identification of parties with social classes. An investigator m ight 
also have doubts about the classification of societies as in d u stry  and not in
dustrial or about ordinal and interval measures of degree of industrializa
tion. These m easurement problems are very im portant, and they have ab
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sorbed the attention of comparative social scientists for some tim e. In fact, 
m any discussions erf comparative methods have concerned these issues al
m ost exclusively.

A t a m ore basic level, it is difficult to  evaluate explanatory statem ents of 
comparative social science because the num ber of relevant units available for 
such assessments is often limited by empirical constraints. Even the inves
tigator who claims that he or she is interested in all societies, and defines 
societies as all contem porary nation-states, encounters serious statistical 
problems if a  quantitative analysis of these cases is attem pted. A  seemingly 
large set of m ore than one hundred nation-states can be reduced by half if 
there are problems with missing data. O ften, the rem aining eases are not 
representative of the original hundred-plus nation-states, much less of all 
societies (or all m acrosodal system s). This problem is apparent in the hypo
thetical research described above. There are m any societies, both industrial 
and nonindustrial, that are not democratic. Thus, any attem pt to  assess the 
strength of the relationship between social dass and party preference in 
these countries would be questionable, if not misguided. Furtherm ore, the 
definition of democratic society is problematic and ideologically charged.

Theoretical strictures also may reduce the number of relevant cases. In 
the hypothetical analysis of m ore and less industrial societies discussed 
above, for exam ple, it is possible that the general statem ent (that social dass 
shapes party preference only in industrial sodeties) is theoretically mean
ingful only when applied to democratic countries with a feudal past. If this 
were the case, then the investigator would first draw up a list of democracies 
with a feudal past and then distinguish between m ore and less industrial 
countries within this set. Generally speaking, the greater the theoretical or 
em pirical specificity, the sm aller die num ber of cases relevant to the inves
tigation. The smaller the number of relevant cases, the greater the likelihood 
that the investigator will find it difficult to  evaluate an explanatory statem ent 
in a way that conform s to the standards of mainstream  social sdence, espe
cially its quantitative brandi.

Sometim es there are m ore explanations of a certain phenomenon than 
there are examples of it because these strictures reduce the number of rele
vant cases to a m ere handful. In such investigations it is impossible to ad
judicate am ong competing explanations. In the language of th e statistical 
method, the use of sodeties in explanatory statem ents often presents serious 
degrees-of-freedom  problems, for the number of relevant explanatory vari
ables m ay far exceed the number of cases. From  the perspective of main
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stream  social science, therefore, comparative social science is severely defi
cient in the opportunities it presents for testing theory.

But m any comparativists, especially those who are qualitatively oriented, 
are not often involved in "testing" theories per se. Rather, they apply theory  
to cases in order to interpret them . Because the explanatory statem ents of 
comparative social science cite attributes of macrosocial units, objects with 
known identities and histories figure prom inently in the conduct of inquiry. 
Thus, it is very difficult to treat these units simply as the undifferentiated 
raw m aterial of empirical social science. There is an ever present pressure to  
take into account and to explain the particularity of specific cases, which in 
turn requires the use of case-oriented methods sensitive to tim e, place, 
agency, and process.

Recall also that one of the distinctive goals of comparative social science is 
to  interpret significant historical outcom es. From the perspective of main
stream  social science this goal imposes very restrictive boundaries on social 
research, dramatically reducing the number of relevant observations. In es
sence, when a  eomparativist interprets significant historical outcom es, he or 
she selects extrem e values on a  m ore general dependent variable (for in
stance, social revolution is an extrem e value on a  general m easure of social 
turm oil) and studies the cases with these extrem e values exclusively. This 
practice is justified by the qualitative break that exists between extrem e val
ues and lesser values on what m ight be viewed by some as a continuum and 
also by the cultural importance and historical significance of these extrem e 
cases. Thus, the problem of having too few societies on which to test theory  
is compounded by the fact that the interests and goals of comparative social 
science (and scientists) often dictate the design of studies with a small num
ber of cases— too few to perm it the application of any technique of statistical 
comparison.

M ost comparativists, in fact, are interested in questions that are limited, 
substantively and historically. The questions they ask usually are much 
m ore circumscribed than the abstract research question posed above Con
cerning the effect of industrialization on the strength of the relationship be
tween social class and party preference. In the typical comparative study, 
only a small set of cases m ay provide the basis for empirical generalization. 
Instances of social revolution, at least as defined by Skocpol (1979), for ex
ample, are few. There are also only a few instances of successful anti
neocolonial revolt. There are m ore cases of dependent industrial develop
ment in the Third W orld today, but not so m any that they can be studied
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easily w ith quantitative cross-national techniques. Yet these and related top
ics demand the attention of comparative social scientists. The fact that there 
are few relevant instances of each phenomenon and that these instances have 
known identities and histories (that is, known particularity) has a powerful 
im pact on the diam eter of the research process.

ENTER THE COMPARATIVE METHOD

As the number of relevant observations decreases, the possibility of subject
ing argum ents to rigorous statistical testing diminishes. O ther methods 
m ust be used. Smelser (1 9 7 6 :1 5 7 ) argues that the method of "system atic 
comparative illustration" (a method he portrays as a crude approximation of 
m ore sophisticated statistical methods) m ust be used when die number of 
relevant cases is sm all: "T h is method is m ost often required in the com
parative analysis of national units or cultures." Smelser provides as one ex
ample of the method of system atic comparative illustration TocqueviUe's 
three-w ay comparison of A m erican, French, and English custom s. Tocque
ville argued simply that the conditions these collectivities share (such as lan
guage in the case of the English and the Am ericans) could not be used to 
explain their differences and that differences could not be used to explain 
similarities (Sm elser 1 9 7 6 :1 5 8 ). In general, die technique of system atic 
comparative illustration involves applications of M il's (1843) method of 
agreem ent and his indirect method of difference. (These case-oriented tech
niques are discussed in detail in Chapter 3 .)

In an earlier work, Smelser (1973) called this system atic analysis of simi
larities and differences the comparative method and contrasted it with the 
statistical method. In his m ore recent Comparative M ethods in the Social 
Sciences (1976), however, Smelser argues that, broadly speaking, virtually 
all social scientific methods are comparative and that the method of system 
atic comparative illustration is inferior to the statistical method as a com
parative method. It is inferior, according to  Sm elser, because it m ust be used 
when the number of relevant cases is small and the possibility of establishing 
system atic control over the sources of variation in social phenomena is re
duced. The possibilities for social scientific generalization are reduced.

In fact, the method that Sm elser calls "th e method of system atic com
parative illustration" is what social scientists traditionally have called the 
comparative m ethod. It faim s the core of the case-oriented strategy and is 
quite different from  correlational methods which form the core of the vari
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able-oriented strategy (see Chapters 3 and 4). it is proper to  call this method 
the comparative method because it follows directly from  asking questions 
about em pirically defined, historically concrete, large-scale social entities 
and processes— the kinds of questions that comparative social scientists tend  
to ask. Questions that necessarily lead to detailed analyses of relatively 
small numbers of cases are asked in other types of social science, as well, but 
this type of investigation is m ost common in comparative social science.

O nce it is admitted that the comparative method derives ira distinc
tiveness from  the special goals of comparative social science and that it is 
m ost often a direct consequence of engaging in this enterprise, the special 
features of the comparative method can be delineated.

TH E LO G IC O F TH E COM PARATIVE M ETH O D

"It is surprising, for all that has been said about the value of comparison, 
that a rigorous comparative methodology has not emerged. The reason for 
this lack may be the great difficulties that a  rigorous comparative m eth
odology would im pose" (Porter 1 9 7 0 :1 4 4 ). Smelser m ight argue that a rig
orous comparative method is a  contradiction in term s because, by definition, 
thé comparative method is used only when the number of relevant cases is 
too small to allow the investigator to establish statistical control over the 
conditions and causes of variation in social phenomena. While the number 
of cases relevant to an analysis certainly imposes constraints on rigor, often 
it is the combinatorial nature of the explanations of comparative social sci
ence and the holistic character of the comparative method that militate 
against this land of rigor.

Most oomparativists, especially those who are qualitatively oriented, are 
interested in specific historical sequences or outcomes and their causes across 
a set of similar cases. Historical outcomes often require complex, com
binatorial explanations, and such explanations are very difficult to prove in a 
manner consistent with the norms of mainstream quantitative social sci
ence. When causal arguments are combinatorial, it is not the number of 
cases but their limited variety that imposes constraints on rigor.

When qualitatively oriented oomparativists compare, they study how dif
ferent conditions or causes fit together in one setting and contrast that with 
how they fit together in another setting (or with how they might fit together 
in some ideal-typic setting). That is, they tend to analyze each observational 
entity as an interpretable combination of parts— as a whole. Thus, the ex
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planations of comparative social science typically cite convergent causal con
ditions, causes that fit together or combine in a certain manner.

A simple example illustrates this practice. A comparativist m ight argue 
that social class and party preference are strongly related to  each other in a  
sample of British voters not simply because G reat B rita n  is an industrial 
society but also because it has a long history of class mobilization and con
flict which coincided with the development of its current political system . In 
effect, dûs explanation cites three convergent conditions: (1) a history of 
class struggle (2) coinciding with polity m aturation (3) in a  country that has 
b eat industrialized for a  long tim e. I t is their combined effect that explains 
the enduring individual-level relationship between social class and party  
preference. The argum ent would be that dûs configuration of causes explains 
theobserved association.

To evaluate this argum ent rigorously, it would be necessary to find in
stances (am ong democratic countries) of all the logically possible combina
tions of the three conditions and then to assess the relationship between so
cial class and party preference in each combination. Each logically possible 
combination should be examined because the argum ent is that it is the coin
cidence of these three conditions that explains the association. If the ex
pected relationship is obtained only when these three conditions coincide, 
and if all instances of such concurrence m anifest the predicted relationship, 
then the general statem ent would be supported.

It would be difficult to evaluate this argument because instances of all 
logically possible combinations of conditions are not available. A completely 
rigorous assessment would require the identification of democratic countries 
with eight different combinations of characteristics. (There are eight differ
ent logically possible combinations of three dichotomies.) Each different 
combination is conceived as a different situation, a different totality, not 
simply as a different collection of values on three variables. Some of these 
combinations, however, while logically possible, do not exist. At best, the 
investigator would be able to examine the combinations that do exist 
and assess the relationship between class and party within each of these 
configurations.

While this simple example shows the limitations placed on the com
parative method as a consequence of its holistic nature, it also illustrates key 
features of the method. As already noted, the comparative method attends 
to configurations of conditions; it is used to determine the different com
binations of conditions associated with specific outcomes or processes. More-
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over, die comparative m ethod is based on "logical m ethods" (see Gee 1950); 
it uses two of M il's methods of inductive inquiry: die m ethod of agreem ent 
and the indirect method of difference (M il 1843; see also Skocpol 1 9 7 9 :3 6 ; 
Skocpol and Som ers 1980; Zelditch 1971 ; Ragin and Zaret 1983). These 
methods use all available and pertinent data concerning the preconditions of 
a specific outcom e and, by exam ining die sim ilarities and differences among 
relevant instances, elucidate its causes.

Because the comparative method has this character, statistical criteria are 
less im portant to this approach. This means that the comparative method 
does not work w ith samples o r populations but with all relevant instances of 
the phenomenon of interest and, further, that the explanations which result 
from applications of the comparative method are not conceived in proba
bilistic term s because every instance of a  phenomenon is examined and ac
counted for if possible. Consequently, d ie comparative method is relatively 
insensitive to the relative frequency of different types of cases. For exam ple, 
if there are m any instances of a certain phenomenon and two combinations 
of conditions that produce it, both combinations are considered equally valid 
accounts of the phenomenon regardless of their relative frequency. If one is 
relatively infrequent, an application of the statistical method to this sam e set 
of data m ight obscure its existence. H ie comparative method would consider 
both configurations of conditions relevant since both result in the phenome
non of interest;

Smelser's argum ent implies that the comparative method is inferior to the 
statistical method. Is it? The comparative method is superior to die statistical 
method in several im portant respects. First, the statistical method is not 
combinatorial; each relevant condition typically is examined in a  piecemeal 
manner. Thus, for exam ple, the statistical method can answer the question - 
what is the effect of having a history of class struggle net of the effect of 
industrialization? But it is difficult to  use this method to  address questions 
concerning the consequences of different combinations of conditions (that is, 
to investigate situations as wholes). To investigate combinations of condi
tions, the user of the statistical method m ust examine statistical interactions. 
The examination of a  large number of statistical interactions in variable- 
oriented studies is complicated by collinearity and by problems with scarce 
degrees of freedom, especially in comparative research where the number of 
relevant cases is often small. A n exhaustive examination of different com 
binations of seven preconditions, for exam ple, would require a statistical 
analysis of die effects of more than one hundred different interaction term s.

C O M P A R A T I V E  S O C I A L  S C I E N C E
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Second, applications of the comparative method produce explanations 
that account for every instance of a certain phenomenon. True, these expla
nations may contain interpretive accounts of the particularity of one o r m ore 
deviating cases, hut at least the comparative method autom atically highlights 
these irregularities and requires the investigator to propose explanations of 
them. This concern makes the comparative method m ore consistent w ith the 
goal of interpreting specific cases and addressing historical specificity. This 
feature of the comparative method also makes it especially well suited for 
die task of building new theories and synthesizing existing theories.

Third, the comparative method does not require die investigator to pre
tend that he or she has a  sample of societies drawn from  a particular popula
tion so that tests of statistical significance can be used. The boundaries of a 
comparative examination are set by the investigator (see W alton 1 9 7 3 : 
174—1 7 5 ); they are not coterm inous with the boundaries of an arbitrarily 
defined or (m ore typically) undefined population of societies o r points in 
tim e or events in societies.

finally, the comparative method forces die investigator to  become famil
iar with the cases relevant to the analysis. To make meaningful comparisons 
of cases as wholes, the investigator m ust examine each case direcdy and 
compare each case with all other relevant cases. The statistical m ethod, by 
contrast, requires the investigator only to disaggregate cases into variables 
and then to examine relationships among variables, not to conduct a direct 
examination of the differences and similarities among cases considered as 
configurations of characteristics (that is, as meaningful wholes).

In short, the comparative method is not a bastard cousin of the statistical 
method. It is qualitatively different from the statistical method, and it is 
uniquely suited to the kinds of questions that many comparativists ask.

T H E Q U A LITA TIV E/Q U A N TITA TIV E SPLIT  IN  CO M PA RA TIV E  
SO C IA L SC IEN C E

As outlined here, the comparative method is essentially a case-oriented 
strategy of comparative research (see Chapter 3). The focus is on comparing 
cases, and cases are examined as wholes— as combinations of characteristics 
(Ragin and Zaret 1983). This orientation distinguishes it from mainstream  
statistical methodology. Of course, not all social scientists who call them
selves comparativists use the comparative method as presented in this chap
ter. Many use a variable-oriented strategy which conforms to the method
ological norms of mainstream social science with its emphasis on variables
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and their interrelationships, The usual goal of variable-oriented investiga
tions is to  produce generalizations about relationships among variables, not 
to understand o r interpret specific historical outcomes in a  small number of 
cases or in an em pirically defined set of cases (see Chapter 4 ). Combined 
strategies also exist, but dose examination usually shows that studies using 
combined strategies tend to  fell into one of the two camps (see Chapter 5), 
Examples of combined strategies indude variable-oriented analyses supple
mented with case studies (as in Paige 1975 and Stephens 1979) and case 
studies reinforced with quantitative analyses (as in Shorter and Tilly 1974).

The dichotomized nature of comparative work (case-oriented comparative 
study versus variable-oriented analysis) makes it an ideal setting for exam
ining methodological issues— especially the gap between qualitative and 
quantitative orientations and how this gap might be bridged. Comparative 
work is thé one branch of contemporary American social science that ac
cords high status to the qualitative analysis of a small number of cases. In 
comparative social science, the variable-oriented strategy poses a challenge 
to traditional qualitative approaches, in other social science research areas, 
by contrast, the opposite is true. Thus, in comparative social sdemce there is 
an established case-oriented tradition that can be directly contrasted with a 
growing variable-oriented tradition.

In comparative social science the qualitative tradition is strong because 
other methodological divisions coincide with the quialitative/quantitative 
split As the preceding discussion of the logic of the comparative method 
shows, qualitative researchers tend to ask historically and empirically de
fined questions and typically answer these questions historically, in terms of 
origins. Thus, qualitative comparative researchers are both holistic and in
terpretive in their approach to comparative materials.

The split between qualitative and quantitative work in comparative social 
science is further aggravated by the feet that all com parativists are concerned 
with questions of direct relevance to macrosocial units with meaningful so
cial identities (nation-states, for exam ple). These identities are crucial to 
qualitative researchers, whereas they sometimes confound th e w ork of those 
who do quantitative cross-national work. (For example, Kuwait is always a 
troublesome outlier in studies of economic dependence and development.) 
This aspect of comparative social science magnifies its value as an arena for 
addressing methodological issues. Contrasts between research strategies are 
exaggerated and the (often political) implications of methodological deci
sions are readily apparent.

Development, for example, is an outcom e that has attracted the attention
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of social scientists for some tim e. Yet it can be defined in a variety of ways. 
To define it in term s of gross national product per capita makes W estern Eu
rope, the United States, and a few oil-rich countries appear to be the m ost 
developed. Defining it in term s of satisfaction of basic human needs, how
ever, shuffles the development hierarchy and Eastern European countries oc
cupy m ore of the prom inent positions. Alternatively, development can be 
defined politically and qualitatively in term s of the emergence of a national 
political culture supported by a stable central governm ent which, in turn, is 
acknowledged as legitim ate by its subjects. This third definition reshuffles 
the hierarchy (M exico, for example, is among the more advanced countries 
according to this definition) and suggests a complete rethinking of issues 
surrounding the causes of development.

Thus, methodological decisions that m ight seem m inor in other research 
areas have unavoidably political implications in comparative work. These im
plications are especially salient to researchers who do qualitative work.

LOOKING AHEAD

Before contrasting the two m ajor strategies of comparative research (in 
Chapters 3  and 4 ), I address the issues of heterogeneity and causal complex
ity', especially multiple conjunctural causation, in Chapter 2 . The latter issue 
is im portant for two reasons. First, m any comparativists are especially inter
ested in historical outcom es, and their explanations often cite combinations 
of causal conditions. The assessment of causal complexity, therefore, is of 
m ajor im portance to comparative social science. Second, the two m ajor re
search strategies differ dram atically in their approach to causation. In the 
case-oriented approach, causal complexity is easier to  examine (and to as
sert) because usually only a small number of cases are examined. In the 
variable-oriented approach, by contrast, causal com plexity poses difficult 
specification issues. Thus, the examination of causal com plexity provides an 
im portant backdrop for contrasting the two m ajor strategies.



2

Heterogeneity and Causal Complexity

"Social phenomena are com plex." A s social scientists we often make this 
claim . Sometim es we offer it as justification for the slow rate of social scien
tific progress. According to  our collective folklore there are m any, m any 
variables— too m any to  specify— affecting the phenomena that interest us.
Consequently, our explanations are often inadequate. This folklore implies 
that social phenomena are inordinately complicated and that it is surprising 
that anyone knows anything about social life.

Yet this depiction of social life does not fit well with experience. We sense 
that there is a great deal of order to social phenomena— that there is method 
to the madness. In fact, it is our strong sense that social phenomena are 
highly ordered that keeps us going. What is frustrating is the gulf that exists 
between this sense that the complexities of social phenomena can be un
raveled and the frequent failures of our attempts to do so. The complaint 
that social phenomena are complex is not so much an excuse as it is an ex
pression of this frustration.

This sense of order-in-oom plexity is very strong in comparative social 
science because it is not difficult to  make se ise  of an individual case (say, a 
general strike) o r to  draw a  few rough parallels across a  range of cases (a 
number of general strikes separated in tim e and space). The challenge comes 
in trying to  make sense of the diversity across cases in a  way that unites 
sim ilarities and differences in a single, coherent framework. In other words, 
it is often impossible to  sum marize in a theoretically o r substantively mean
ingful way the order that seems apparent across diverse cases.

H ie problem of identifying order-in-com plexity has two general form s.

1 9
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One is the identification of types of Case»— the problem of constructing 
useful empirical typologies. Most Third World countries are economically 
dependent on the developed capitalist countries, for example, but in different 
ways (see Cardoso 1973,1977). What are the characteristic forms of depen
dency? How many different forms are there ? Such empirical typologies are 
important because they set boundaries on comparability. It would be unrea
sonable, for example, to expect a certain change in the world economy to 
have identical consequences in different types of dependent countries.

The other characteristic form of the problem of order-in-complexity con
cerns the difficulty involved in assessing causal complexity, especially mul
tiple conjunctural causation. When an outcome results from several differ
ent combinations of conditions, it is not easy to identify the decisive causal 
combinations across a range of cases, especially when the patterns are con
founded. Many different combinations of conditions, for exam ple, may cause 
the leaders of a governm ent to  resign ("regim e failure"). These combina
tions may vary both within and between countries. Yet there is certainly a 
describable order to these combinations, a  patterning that is comprehensible, 
identifiable, and possibly predictive as well.

Though very different conceptually, these two characteristic form s of the 
problem of order-in-com plexity parallel each other. The first concerns sim
plifying the com plexity am ong combinations of characteristics of cases and 
then constructing a model of the types that exist. The second concerns sim
plifying the com plexity am ong combinations of causes of an outcom e (ob
servable across a range of cases) and then constructing a model of these 
causal combinations. Because the two characteristic form s of the problem are 
parallel, I focus the discussion in this chapter on only one— the problem of 
deciphering causal complexity (especially multiple conjunctural causation). 
This problem has a definite advantage over the first because it is relevant to  
the general concern in social science for causation, which, in turn, is central 
to explanation. Parallels between the two problems are examined in later 
chapters, where I show that the solutions to these two problems provide 
complementary approaches to the general problem of deciphering order-in- 
complexity. I begin by discussing the relation between interests and com
plexity and then address the issue of causal com plexity specifically.

IN TERESTS, SIM PLICITY, A N D  CO M PLEXITY

Whether any aspect of social life or social organization is simple or complex 
depends ultimately on the interests of social scientists (and, by implication,
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the interests of their audiences). For example, it may be true in a  proba
bilistic sem e that children of divorced parents are m ore likely to  drop out of 
school. This is a perfectly acceptable empirical generalization which presents 
one aspect of social life in a simple and straightforward m anner. It may be 
entirely unsatisfactory, however, to  an investigator (or school principal) in
terested in understanding how, from die perspective of dropouts, events 
seem to conspire to force them  to quit school. Broken homes m ay be p art of 
the general context for some of these (apparendy) conspiring circum stances, 
but only a smaE part. The simple probabilistic relation between broken 
homes and dropping out is only one of several starting points for a  more 
thorough investigation.

Another simple example comes from the study of face-to-face interac
tion. Certain patterns of interaction in dyads (asking m ore questions, for 
example) are related to the distribution of power. This is a  straightforward 
generalization from empirical data. The fact that this simple, probabilistic 
relationship exists does not mean, however, that it is poindess to  study the 
variety of situations in which the relation is reversed (with die m ore power
ful person in the dyad displaying an interaction style usually characteristic 
of less powerful individuals) or to try  to generalize about these exceptions. 
The fact that a general pattern exists does not negate the value of trying to  
unravel the intricacies of situations in which the relationship is reversed.

The direct relation between interes ts and the degree of com plexity of so
cial phenomena is even more apparent in comparative social science. Several 
macrosocial theories, for example, argue that international inequality is 
maintained, in part, by the economic dependence of underdeveloped coun
tries on developed countries. Drawing cm these theories, a number of re
searchers have documented a weak but consistently negative cross-national 
relationship between economic dependence (such as degree of specialization 
in die export of prim ary commodities) and economic growth (rate of in
crease in GNP per capita). Thus, interest in a  global argum ent about inter
national inequality has inspired general tests of the relationship, and a 
simple cross-national pattern has been confirmed, though not overwhelm
ingly. (See Bornschier and others 1978 and Rubinson and Holtzanan 1981.)

O ther perspectives aigue, however, that dependency and GNP per capita 
growth are not necessarily incompatible and that several countries have ex
perienced "associated-dependent development" (Cardoso 1973). Note that 
this perspective is m ore an elaboration erf the first (which argues, in effect, 
that dependency uniform ly stunts economic development) than a rejection. 
The second argues that dependency and growth are compatible in a  context
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of severe (and possibly increasing) internal inequality and regime repressive
ness (see Bradshaw 1985). Several studies have documented cases of associ
ated-dependent development and have shown that it form s a complex of 
traits consistent with theoretical expectations (see Evans 1979). In this sec
ond line of research, detailed study at the case level was mandated because 
the goal was to docum ent associated-dependent development as a relatively 
complex totality in die modest number of cases where it has occurred.

The contrast between these two schools of thought and the picture they  
present of the relation between interests and com plexity is dear. The first 
line of research, which dictates relatively little concern for com plexity, views 
underdeveloped countries as a m ore or less homogeneous mass and applies a  
single, variable-oriented causal model to the entire population with some 
success. The second line of research, by contrast, dictates greater concern 
for com plexity and views the underdeveloped world as heterogeneous— a 
set containing several distinct populations. N either view is incorrect. Ulti
m ately, the degree to which a  set of observations or cases is one population 
o r m any depends on the interests of the investigator and those of the in
tended audience.

The dose connection between interests and com plexity in comparative 
research is also evident in m any com parativists' predilection for studying 
cases that register "extrem e values" on im portant dimensions of cross
national variation. Com parativists often argue that cases with extrem e val
ues are qualitatively different from  other cases and that this quality justifies 
dose attention to  their com plexity, despite their relative infrequency. The 
example of countries experiencing social revolutions versus countries expe
riencing milder form s of social turm oil is useful here. (The argum ent ap
plies equally well to  other infrequent but im portant large-scale social phe
nom ena.) The fact that some elem ents of a revolution are present—-albeit in 
m uted form — in nonrevolutionary cases does not change the fact that a  so
d a! revolution is an unusual combination of circum stances. In disaggregated 
form , the different components of a revolution (which m ight be present in 
different countries at different times— for exam ple, executive instability in 
the United Steles during the W atergate period) are not revolutionary be
cause it is the w hole these components form  when combined that gives them  
their revolutionary character. The fact that a few superficial commonalities 
exist across revolutionary and nonrevolutionary cases does not detract from  
the im portance of social revolution as a theoretical category with consider
able cultural and political significance— a phenomenon demanding the spe
cial attention of social srientists.
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Some comparativists argue further that cases registering extreme values 
deserve detailed attention because they provide especially pure examples of 
certain social phenomena. (See, for instance, Durkheinfi in Elementary 
Forms o f the Religious Life.) Dumont (1970), for example, argues that the 
Indian caste system provides a unique opportunity to study human social 
stratification in its purest known form. Anthropologists (such as Harris 1978 
and 1985) frequently justify their selection of cases on these grounds, usu
ally with the goal of showing that emergent cultural patterns that m ay seem  
bizarre or extreme in some way have im portant practical value and should 
therefore be understood in a larger con text

In general, attention to com plexity is justified whenever it is argued that 
a certain historical outcom e (say, the Sandinista Revolution in Nicaragua) o r  
set of sim ilar outcomes (say, anti-neooolonial revolutions) is historically or 
culturally significant in its own right and therefore demanding of social sci
entific interpretation, The interpretation erf im portant historical events and 
outcomes (which indudes a  wide array of macrosorial phenomena ranging 
from brief episodes of collective action to the rise of the W est) is one of the 
defining features of comparative social science— one of its special missions. 
Furthermore, this type of interpretation is a  prim ary avenue for the dis
semination of sodal sdentific knowledge. W hile general statem ents about 
m ajor dimensions of macrosotial variation and their interrelation (that is, 
the stuff of variable-oriented comparative social sdence) are im portant, the 
reach of these general statements beyond a purely academic audience is lim
ited by their abstract character (see Ragin 1985).

Interest in complexity is most apparent whenever comparative social sci
entists address specific historical outcomes, especially when they exam ine 
the causes of sim ilar outcomes in different contexts. It is difficult to specify 
historical causation across a range of cases, however, because such causation 
is often conjunctural. I turn now to a general discussion of the issue of mul
tiple conjunctural causation as it relates to comparative research.

C A U SA L C O M PLEX IT Y

V irtually all everyday events show causal complexity. A funny joke told in 
the wrong setting can fall flat. Some compliments come off like insults; 
some insults com e off like jokes. Certain behavioral patterns in some indi
viduals are seen as virtues; in others they are seen as vices. In ail these ex
amples context plays an im portant part. This is because human understand
ing of causation and of events in general is fundamentally holistic. (See
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Nisbett and Ross 1980. ) Parts are not viewed in isolation but in context of 
the whole they form . To change one or m ore elem ents often changes how 
the whole is perceived o r understood, which, in tu rn , has an impact on the 
meaning of each individual part. (For a m ore sophisticated treatm ent of 
these and related issues, see Goffman 1974.)

Examples of causal com plexity at the m acrolevel abound. A  president's 
popularity may increase as the result of m ilitary intervention in other areas 
of the world; it can also plum met. News about higher interest rates can cause 
the stock m arket to go up o r down, depending on other economic news. Ap
peals to patriotic sentiment by political leaders are som etim es quite effective, 
depending on the tim ing and character of the appeal and the specific m ix of 
national symbols used in the appeal. But they often fall flat. It is hazardous 
to predict when an appeal to patriotism  will work. In short, the prediction of 
collective sentiments, mass behavior, and aggregate trends in general is a 
risky business. W e are awash w ith political and economic advisors and con
sultants precisely because of die causal complexity of national-level events 
and processes.

Most national-level events of interest to comparativists show a great deal 
of causal complexity. Some polities in the Third World, for example, are 
thought to be stable because they are democratic (Costa Rica, for example), 
but others are thought to have failed because of the instability that was 
magnified by the adoption of democratic procedures (certain countries of 
sub-Saharan Africa, for instance). The specific contribution of democracy to 
political stability depends on context. Another example : sometimes a pro
longed deterioration in socioeconomic conditions demoralizes people and 
makes them apathetic (see Gurr 1970). In other circumstances it may make 
them revolutionary (see Walton 1984). Still, there are instances of mass mo
bilization occurring in the absence of important socioeconomic change. An
other example: in some countries ethnic inequality fuels ethnic political mo
bilization (as in Wales), while in others there is ethnic political mobilization 
without dramatic ethnic inequality (as in Belgium). Ethnic political mobi
lization can result from a variety of seemingly unrelated causes. There is no 
universal explanation of this or most other large-scale events common to 
contemporary nation-states.

Whenever social scientists examine large-scale change (such as the col
lapse of a polity, the emergence of an ethnic political party, or the rapid 
decline in support for a regime), they find that it is usually combinations of 
conditions that produce change. This is not the same as arguing that change
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results from many variables, as in the statement "both X , and X 2 affect Y," 
because this latter type of argument asserts that change in either causal vari
able produces a change in Y, the dependent var iable.

When a causal argument cites a combination of conditions, it is concerned 
With their intersection. It is the intersection of a set of conditions in time and 
in space that produces many of the large-scale qualitative changes, as well as 
many of the small-scale events, that interest social scientists, not the sepa
rate or independent effects of these conditions. Such processes exhibit what 
John Stuart Mill (1843) called "chemical causation." The basic idea is that a 
phenomenon or a change emerges from the intersection of appropriate pre
conditions— the right ingredients for change. In the absence of any one 
of the essential ingredients, the phenomenon— or the change—does not 
emerge. This conjuncture! or combinatorial nature is a key feature of causal 
complexity.

The conjuncture! nature of social causation is not the only property of 
social phenomena that makes them complex. Typically, there are several 
combinations of conditions that may produce the same emergent phenome
non or the same change. The comparison of many large-scale changes, for 
example, often leads to the conclusion that for a given type of outcome (say, 
the formation of regionally based ethnic political parries) there are many 
causally relevant intersections df conditions. In one set of cases, for example, 
a coincidence of ethnic inequality, a high degree of government centraliza
tion, and increased domination of regional economies by multinational firms 
may explain the emergence of ethnic parties, fit another set, a coincidence of 
ethnic equality, decentralized government, and an increased migration of 
members of the numerically dominant ethnic group into regions containing 
minority ethnic groups might explain the formation of ethnic parties. In the 
first set, it is the lure of separatism that spurs ethnic mobilization. In the 
second, it is the infringement by the majority group on formerly ethnic turf 
that stimulates ethnic mobilization. These two combinations of conditions 
certainly would not exhaust all instances of regionally based ethnic political 
mobilization. Other combinations might be identified, and the specification 
of other causal- combinations might further the identification of different 
types of ethnic mobilization. The point is not the number of causal combina
tions or types but the fact that the same general outcome— ethnic political 
mobilization— may result from various combinations of causes.

That social causation is often both multiple and conjuncture! is consistent 
with oommonsense notions about how the world works. Hie key considers-
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tion is the whole— how different conditions or parts fit together. The prob
lem that social scientists face is to unravel the empirically relevant causal 
combinations. In other words, once the possibility of multiple conjunctural 
causation is admitted, It is necessary to determine how different conditions 
fit together— and in how many different combinations— to produce a given 
outcome. The identification and interpretation of these causal configurations 
(or causal complexes) allows the investigator to delineate the different em
pirical processes and causal mechanisms relevant to a specific outcome.

Thus, social phenomena are complex and difficult to unravel not because 
there are too many variables affecting them , although the number of causal 
variables is certainly important, but because different causally relevant con
ditions can combine in a  variety of ways to produce a given outcom e. In 
short, it is the comhinatorial, and often complexly com binatorial, nature of 
social causation that makes the problem of identifying order-in-com plexity 
demanding.

T H E A N A LY SIS O F C A U SA L C O M PLEX IT Y

Causal com plexity is not easily unraveled, paradoxically, because of the rela
tively limited diversity of empirical social phenomena. The similarities and 
differences among nonexperimental cases confound attem pts to specify so
cial causation unambiguously. If social scientists could create social phenom
ena displaying all the different combinations of causal conditions and then 
observe outcomes (that is, if they could conduct experiments), it would be a 
simple matter to explicate the decisive causal combinations. Obviously, this 
is not possible, so they have developed research strategies appropriate for 
nonexperimental data. Before addressing nonexperimental strategies, I ex
amine the experimental design standard that inspires nonexperimental 
approaches.

The ideal social scientific comparison is identical in structure to the 
simple experiment. In a simple experiment an investigator compares an ex
perimental group, which has been subjected to an experimental treatment, 
with a control group, which differs from the experimental group in only one 
respect— it does not receive the treatment. O nly one factor, the treatment, 
is allowed to vary; all other conditions are held constant or randomized. If 
significant posttreatment differences between the experimental and control 
group emerge, these differences are credited to the experimental or treat
ment variable, and a  tentative cause—effect sequence is established.
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Experimental design has an unrivaled directness and simplicity, and it is 
immune to some of the inferential errors that affect other methods. Of 
course, experimental research is confronted with a host of threats to its va
lidity (see Campbell and Stanley 1966; Cook and Campbell 1979), but it is 
more capable of deciphering causal complexity than other techniques. This 
is because it allows the investigator to manipulate causes directly— to manu
facture a basis for making comparisons.

Many features of social life confound attempts to unravel causal complex
ity when experimental methods cannot be used. Three are especially rele
vant to this discussion because they concern issues of multiple and conjunc
ture! causation. First, rarely does an outcome of interest to social scientists 
have a single cause. The conditions conducive to strikes, for example, are 
many; there is no single condition that is universally capable of causing a 
str ike. Second, causes rarely operate in isolation. Usually, it is the combined 
effect of various conditions, their intersection in time and space, that produces 
a certain outcome. Thus, social causation is often both multiple and con
junctural, involving different combinations of causal conditions. Third, a 
specific cause may have opposite effects depending on context For example, 
changes in living conditions may increase or decrease the probability of 
strikes, depending on other social and political conditions (Snyder 1975). 
The fact that some conditions have contradictory effects depending on con
text further complicates the identification of empirical regularities because it 
may appear that a condition is irrelevant when in fact it is an essential part of 
several causal combinations in both its presence and absence state.

Natural scientists attempt to establish causes that are either necessary or 
sufficient or both necessary and sufficient. In situations where causation is 
multiple and conjunctural, there may be no necessary or sufficient condi
tions for an outcome of interest. For example, if outcome Y occurs following 
the combination of X , and X 2 or the combination of X  3 and X  „ then none of 
the single conditions, X , through X 4, is either necessary or sufficient to 
produce Y. This possibility complicates the observation of causal relations in 
nonexperimental settings because investigators typically are not able to ob
serve all logical combinations of the relevant causal conditions. Yet com
parative social scientists are often confronted with phenomena that display 
this type of causation.

Multiple conjunctural causation can be assessed directly only in experi
mental designs. Suppose a researcher believes that three factors (X L, X ., and 
X 3) are causally relevant to Y and has strong reason to suspect that different
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table 1: Experimental Design Exhausting Logically Possible 
Combinations of Three Treatments

Treatments

*i *2

Group 1 absent absent absent
Group 2 present absent absent
Group 3 absent present absent

"Group 4 present present absent
Group 5 absent absent present
'Group 6 present absent present

"Group 7 absent present present
Group 8 present present present

"Groups showing change in'outcome variable (y).

combinations of these factors cause Y. The presence of any one factor alone 
is not drought to be sufficient; only certain (as yet unspecified) combina
tions of factors are capable of causing Y. Determining the relevant combina
tions of conditions is a simple m atter if an experim ental design is feasible. In  
this example the experim enter would set up eight different experimental 
groups and apply different combinations of the treatm ent variables, as 
shown in Table 1. The investigator would exam ine Y  under each of the eight 
conditions to see which combinations of X's cause Y. If Y  were to  occur only 
in groups 4 and 7, for example, the investigator would conclude that if X 2 is 
accompanied by X , or X 3, but not by both, then Y will result. (In this ex
ample, X ,  is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for Y.)

The beauty of experimental design is that it is a simple m atter to  examine 
combinations of conditions and determ ine the specific combinations th at are 
causally relevant. Thus, causal complexity, which is a key characteristic of 
soda! life, is unraveled. Decisive comparisons can be made because all the 
relevant combinations of conditions are manufactured by the investigator. In 
the hypothetical study described here, Yis caused by X , when it is combined 
with either X , or X 3,  but not when it is combined with both. There are three 
decisive comparisons that establish this finding: the comparison of group 4  
with groups 2 and 3 , which establishes that X2 and X  , must be combined to 
produce Y; the comparison of group 7 with groups 3 and 5, which establishes 
that X z and X 3 must be combined to produce Y; and the comparison of
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groups 4 and 7 with group 8, which establishes that when X 2 is combined 
with both X , and X 3, then V does not result. (Other comparisons are also 
important, but these are the most decisive.) In each of the key comparisons 
an experimental group is compared with other groups differing in only one 
causally relevant condition.

O f course, social scientists rarely ask questions that can be addressed with 
experimental methods. Their questions are usually shaped by the events 
around them, and social scientists often are called upon to interpret events 
(or simply desire to do so), including the social and historical forces that have 
shaped contemporary social arrangements. For example, some social scien
tists are interested in the conditions that lead to different types of collective 
action. What conditions cause peasants to rebel? What conditions cause 
workers to go on strike? What conditions cause citizens to feel nationalistic 
or cause members of an ethnic minority to organize ethnic political parties? 
Obviously, experimental methods are not applicable to these questions. It is 
impossible to manipulate conditions affecting large masses of people, and so
cial scientists must be content to study naturally occurring (that is, "nan- 
experimental") data. Yet there is good reason to believe that the causes of 
these phenomena are both multiple and conjuncture! and therefore require 
experiment-ike analyses. Only when naturally occurring data approximate 
experimental designs is it possible to decipher the order-in-complexity that 
seems apparent in these phenomena.

Consider, for example, the following hypothetical examination of the 
causes of peasant revolts in different areas within a single country. Assume 
there are four Causes to consider across six different regions, with different 
combinations of causes appearing as in Table 2.

There are no experiment-like contrasts among the six regions because all 
pairs of regions differ on at least two of the four causes. When this pattern 
exists, it is difficult to draw any strong conclusion. For example, data from 
regions 3 and 6 indicate that land hunger combined with an absence of com
mercialization of agriculture may be important to peasant revolts. But re
gion 4 had the opposite pattern on these two variables and also experienced a 
revolt. Regions 3 and 4 both combine peasant communalism and few middle 
peasants, suggesting that peasant revolts are more likely in traditional peas
ant communities lacking an upwardly mobile class of middle peasants. But 
region 6 has the opposite values on these two variables and experienced a 
revolt. Examination of the four regions with revolts suggests that if any two 
of four conditions are present, then a peasant revolt is likely. But region 2
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table 2: Hypothetical Regional Data Showing Distribution of 
Causes of Peasant Revolts

Region Revolt L G p M

1 no no no no no
2 no yes yes yes yes
3 yes yes no yes no
4 yes no yes yes no
5 yes yes yes no no
6 yes yes no no yes

L — Land hunger
C =  Commercialization of agriculture 
P =  Peasant conununalism 

M  — Middle peasants

had all four conditions present, and a  revolt failed to  occur. In short, it would 
be unwise to  draw any strong conclusions foam these data. The diversity of 
causal patterns am ong these cases is too limited to perm it sound conclusions 
based on the data.

C U R R EN T  A LTERN A TIV ES T O  EX PER IM EN T A L D ESIG N

The observations offered above concerning the limited applicability of experi
mental designs to m ost social science data are certainly not new. The dis
cussion serves prim arily to  establish what m ost A m erican-trained social 
scientists, both comparativists and noncomparativists, consider to be die ul
tim ate standard in social science m ethodology: the precision and causal cer
tainty of experimental design. (See also lieberson 1985 .) Social scientific 
statem ents about empirical phenomena are thought to be sound to  the ex
tent that the demands of experim ental design (which could be considered a 
methodological ideal type) have been m e t The closer the approximation to  
the type of comparison fundamental to experimental design, the m ore 
sound the statem ent of empirical regularity.

Obviously, social scientists rarely come dose, and some argue that social 
scientists should simply acknowledge the limitations of their efforts and give 
up the experimental design standard. W hile it m ight be possible to abandon 
the standard, comparison still provides the prim ary basis for empirical gen
eralization. As Swanson (1 9 7 1 :1 4 5 ) notes, "thinking without comparison is
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unthinkable"— and comparison, at its social scientific best, involves experi
ment-like contrasts. Is it possible to  ask the questions that social scientists 
ask and still retain experiment-like comparison as an ideal? There have been 
two basic responses to this question. Each response constitutes a research 
strategy; both research strategies have long histories.

The first strategy has been lor comparatively oriented social scientists to 
use case-oriented methods, also known as the comparative method {see 
Chapters 1 and 3 ; Sm elser 1 973 ; Ragin 1983), qualitative historical methods 
(Ragin and Zaret 1983), the method of system atic comparative illustration 
(Sm elser 1976), and logical methods (Gee 1950 ; see also Skocpol and Somers 
1980), to  name only a  few of the m any labels that have been applied. Inves
tigators who use this strategy usually work only with small, theoretically 
defined sets of cases, and they compare cases with each other as wholes to 
arrive at modest generalizations, usually about historical origins and out
com es, concerning relatively narrow classes of phenomena.

Some have argued that this tradition follows in the footsteps of W eber, 
and Germ an historiography m ore generally, and that it is prim arily an inter
pretive tradition. W hile there is a good deal of truth to the daim  that the 
tradition is W eberian (Ragin and Z aret 1983), this strategy is usually not 
merely interpretive but also causal-analytic. To characterize this tradition as 
predominantly interpretive implies that the experimental design standard is 
irrelevant— that a concern for historical essences and particularities removes 
any need for experiment-like comparisons.

Considering only extreme examples of case-oriented investigation, it is 
true that this type of inquiry often involves a different way of seeing social 
phenomena. The best work in this tradition, however, the work that is most 
relevant to the concerns of social scientists, does not stop with historical in
terpretation. Two tasks are usually apparent: interpreting historically sig
nificant or decisive social phenomena and determining the causes of impor
tant categories of social phenomena (such as the origins of different types of 
modernizing revolutions, as in Moore 1966) .

The case-oriented strategy attempts to approximate experimental rigor 
by identifying comparable instances of a phenomenon of interest and then 
analyzing the theoretically important similarities and differences am ong 
them . This approach provides a  basis for establishing modest empirical gen
eralizations concerning historically defined categories of social phenomena. 
O f course, there is rarely a  sufficient variety of cases to prove o r disprove 
causal argum ents. Typically, several possible explanations can be supported

H E T E R O G E N E I T Y  A N D  C A U S A L  C O M P L E X I T Y
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in a given set of cases. The limited variety of cases imposes a necessary inde
terminancy. Thus, the investigator must support Ms or her chosen explana
tion by citing surrounding drcutnstances and, more generally, by interpret
ing cases. This attention to the details of individual cases engenders à rich 
research dialogue between the investigator and the evidence.

The second strategy also has deep intellectual roots, wMch can be traced 
back to Comte and Durkheim (see Ragin and Zaret 1983), but it has recently 
received a strong boost from mainstream social science methodology, espe
cially quantitative methods. The second strategy typically is not concerned 
with accounting for Mstorically defined phenomena, such as modernizing 
revolutions or peasant rebellions. It is concerned with formulating broad 
generalizations about societies and other large-scale social organizations. 
Unlike the first strategy, which is oriented toward explaining specific cases or 
historically defined categories of social phenomena, the second strategy is 
more concerned with variables and their relationsMps. Its primary goal is to 
test abstract hypotheses derived from general theories concerning relation
sMps between features of social units such as societies conceived as variables.

A  preference for generality over specificity enhances the compatibility of 
the second strategy with the goals of mainstream social science wMch, in 
turn, has allowed the use of mainstream methods, especially techniques of 
statistical control. This strategy attempts to approximate the rigor of experi
mental methods through statistical manipulation. The effects of competing 
and confounding variables are "removed" or "partialed" in estimating the 
effect of each variable. In this way conditions are "controlled," and a basis 
for generalizing about confounded causes is manufactured mathematically. 
(These procedures and the logic of statistical control in nonexperimental re
search in general are critically evaluated in Lieberson 1985.)

Note that in this strategy it is possible to manufacture a basis for gener
alizing about causes only by making simplifying assumptions about their 
operation. Three assumptions sometimes are not necessary, but they greatly 
simplify the task of examining empirical data and the problem of summariz
ing and presenting the general patterns of covariation that exist among di
verse cases. Statistical techniques are biased toward simplifying complexity 
tMough assumptions because the assumptions are often built Into the proce
dures themselves. Thus, these techniques do not decipher causal complexity 
but eliminate perplexing elements of it.

A common (and sometimes testable) assumption, for example, is that 
causes are additive. One problem with this assumption is that it asserts that
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the effect erf a  cause is die sam e in all contexts— regardless <rf the values or 
levels of other causal variables. This assertion directly contradicts the idea, 
held dear by m any case-oriented investigators, that causation, especially his
torical causation, is often multiple and oonjuncturai. (This issue is addressed 
in greater detail in Chapters 3  and 4 .) Assumptions that are built into statis
tical models have a profound effect on the nature of the research dialogue—  
the interaction between the investigator and the evidence— that develops in 
die variable-oriented approach. The dialogue centers on the issue of specify
ing the "correct" model. The identity, diversity, and particularity of cases 
tend to be obscured.

In the next two chapters, 1 exam ine these broad Strategies in detail. I pay 
special attention to the way scholars in both traditions have attempted to  
approximate features of experim ental design. It is im portant to point out 
that in m any respects I present exaggerated versions of these strategies and 
that m any variants and combinations e a s t. In feet, the best comparative 
w ort usually combines these two strategies in some way (see Chapter 5 ). 
A fter all, for m ost comparativists the problem is not choosing strategies per 
se, but doing good comparative work. Following m y presentation of the 
basics of these broad strategies, l discuss several ways these strategies have 
been combined. Finally, I present a middle road between the two which inte
grates im portant features of both, This integration is the foundation for m y 
elaboration of Boolean techniques erf qualitative comparison.
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Case-Oriented Comparative Methods

O ften, comparativists seek to  form ulate historical (or, in Nagel's 1961 term i
nology, "genetic") explanations of specific historical outcomes o r historically 
defined categories of empirical phenomena. Instances of such phenomena 
are intrinsically interesting to com parativists as cases, in part because they
embody certain values (W eber 1 9 4 9 ,1 9 7 5 ,1 9 7 7 ) but also because they are 
finite and enumerable. It is their particularity— the fact that they are in
stances of significant events or phenomena— that attracts the attention of 
the investigator. Sometim es, there is only one or two or a small handful of 
such instances.

Various case-oriented research strategies have emerged to accommodate 
this interest in specific cases and specific historical chronologies. Present-day 
followers of W eber, for exam ple, employ a comparative strategy centered on 
extensive use of ideal types and other theoretical devices to guide the inter
pretation of empirical cases (Bonnell 1980; Ragin and Zaret 1983). O thers 
use comparative materials to conduct "parallel demonstrations of theory" 
o r to analyze causal mechanisms across sets of comparable cases (Skocpol 
and Som ers 1980). Still others Use "universalizing," "encom passing," or 
"variation-finding" strategies (Tilly 1984) to  aid comprehension of diverse 
historical trajectories. M ost investigators who use case-oriented strategies, 
however, are not self-consciously m ethodological; that is, they do not regard 
the case-oriented strategies they use as formal methodologies. Nevertheless, 
there is substantial agreem ent among comparativists concerning the essen
tial features of the case-oriented approach.

3 4
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The goals of case-oriented investigation often are both historically inter
pretive and causally analytic. Interpretive Work, as defined in Chapter 1, at
tempts to account for significant historical outcomes or sets of comparable 
outcomes or processes by piecing evidence together in a manner sensitive to 
historical chronology and offering limited historical generalizations which 
are sensitive to context. Thus, comparativists who use case-oriented strate
gies often want to understand or interpret specific cases because of their in
trinsic value. Most, but not all, case-oriented work is also causal-analytic. 
This companion goal is to produce limited generalizations concerning the 
causes of theoretically defined categories of empirical phenomena (such as 
the emergence of class-based political parties) common to a set of cases.

In Social Origins o f Dictatorship and Democracy, for example, Barring
ton Moore interprets the process of polity modernization in seven major 
countries and pinpoints common historical features Constituting three major 
paths to polity modernization. While Moore's purpose is both to interpret 
these cases and to pinpoint the historical origins of these different paths, the 
goal of causal generalization is given precedence over the goal of historical 
interpretation. In some investigations, however, the goal of interpretation 
takes precedence over the goal of causal analysis. For example, while case- 
oriented comparisons are very important in Bendix's work (1977,1978), his 
primary goal is to interpret each case. He produces little in die way of em
pirical generalization because he emphasizes the particularity of each case as 
a representative of a distinct theoretical type. Thus, differences between the 
cases he selects overwhelm their similarities.

Many empirically oriented comparativists (such as Smelser 1976; Skoc- 
pol and Somers 1980) stress the basic, underlying similarities between case- 
oriented comparative work and other kinds of empirical social science. They 
emphasize the use of empirical data on cases to decipher important causal 
patterns and downplay the interpretive side of comparative work. The goal of 
causal generalization is emphasized to create a gulf between comparative so
cial science and highly abstract, nonempirical work that traditionally has 
been called interpretive (that is, work which is concerned almost exclusively 
with problems of meaning). There is no necessary contradiction, however, 
between doing empirically based causal analysis and interpreting cases his
torically. Both goals (causal analysis and historical interpretation— as de
fined in this work) are important; having one does not entail a denial of the 
other.

Regardless of which goal may take precedence, the underlying logic of
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case-oriented comparisons is roughly the same. Most discussions of case- 
oriented methods begin (and often end) with John Stuart Mill's presentation 
of canons of experimental inquiry in A System o f Logic: Ratiodnatiue and 
Inductive (1843). Mill outlined several general research strategies for estab
lishing empirical generalizations. His main goal was to establish a logical 
foundation for inductively oriented scientific investigation. Two of Mill's 
methods are of particular relevance to case-oriented investigations: the 
method of agreement and the indirect method of difference.

C A S E - O R I E N T E D  C O M P A R A T I V E  M E T H O D S

MILL'S METHOD OF AGREEMENT

The method of agreement is by far the simplest and the most straight
forward of M il's methods, but it is also generally regarded as an inferior 
technique that is likely to lead to faulty empirical generalizations. Simply 
stated, the method of agreement argues that if two or more instances of a 
phenomenon under investigation have only one of several possible causal 
circumstances in common, then the circumstance in which all the instances 
agree is the cause of the phenomenon of interest. The application of this 
method is straightforward: if an investigator wants to know the cause of a 
certain phenomenon, he or she should.-first identify instances of the phe
nomenon and then attempt to determine which circumstance invariably 
precedes its appearance. The circumstance that satisfies this requirement is 
the cause. Although M il  stated that researchers should look for a single 
causal condition in which all instances agree, he would probably allow for the 
possibility that this single circumstance might be a recurrent combination 
of conditions. All instances would have to agree iri this single causal 
combination.

The method of agreement, especially in comparative social science, pro
ceeds by elimination. Suppose, for example, that an investigator is interested 
in the causes of peasant revolts and gathers evidence on major revolts. 
Among the possible causes are land hunger (see Paige 1975), rapid commer
cialization of agriculture (see Wolf 1969; Moore 1966; Chirot and Ragin 
1975), a strong middle peasantry (see Stinchcdmbe 1961; Wolf 1969), and 
peasant traditionalism (see Chirot and Ragin 1975; Moore 1966). Suppose 
further that all the possible causal circumstances exist in the first case the 
investigator examines. Which one is the cause? The method of agreement 
dictates that the researcher examine the other instances of peasant revolt in 
an effort to eliminate any of the four explanatory variables. For example, if
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an instance of peasant revolt in a country or region lacking a strong middle 
peasantry could be found, then this factor could be eliminated as a possible 
explanation of peasant revolts. The search for cases lacking one of the other 
four conditions would continue until no other cause could be eliminated. The 
remaining; cause (or set of causes) would be considered decisive because at 
this point the investigator could conclude that all cases of peasant revolt 
agree in only this precondition (or set of preconditions). If aB cases agreed 
on all four causes, then the investigator would conclude that all four condi
tions are important.

The method of agreement is used extensively by both oomparativists and 
noncomparativis ts. Comparativists often use it when they are concerned 
primarily with a single case. To support their interpretation of a causal se
quence in a specific case they often cite secondary cases that agree with the 
first in displaying both the cause and the effect. Many noncomparativists 
also use the method of agreement. It bears a striking resemblance, for ex
ample, to the technique of analytic induction used by many qualitatively 
oriented mkrosodologists, Analytic induction is useful both for eliminating 
causes, as in the work of Lindesmith (1968), and for demonstrating cause, as 
in Cressey's (1953) work.

Essentially, the method of agreement is a search for patterns of invariance. 
All instances of a phenomenon are identified, and the investigator attempts 
to determine which of the possible causal variables is constant across all in
stances. Thus, a constant (say, peasant revolt) is explained with another con
stant (say, rapid commercialization of agriculture— if all cases agreed on 
only this cause). M il believed that the main problem with this method is its 
inability to establish any necessary link between cause and effect. For ex
ample, the fact that ah instances of peasant revolt also display rapid commer
cialization of agriculture does not guarantee that rapid commercialization 
causes peasant revolts. Both rapid commercialization and peasant revolts may 
result from some unidentified third factor (say, a change in the political bal
ance between the state and the landed aristocracy resulting from the in
creased power of large landowners) and the observed relationship may be 
spurious. Mill reasoned that the only way to be certain that a cause-effect 
sequence has been established is to attempt to recreate it experimentally.

There is another problem with the method of agreement that is particu
larly relevant to comparative social science: the method of agreement is 
completely incapacitated by multiple causation (which was known to Mill as 
plural causation). If peasant revolts result from either rapid commerdaliza-

C A S E - O R I E N T E D  C O M P A R A T I V E  M E T H O D S
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tion or land hunger/ then there may be instances where revolt has resalted 
from only rapid commercialization and other instances where revolt has re
sulted from  only increased land hunger. Application of the method of agree
ment would lead to  the incorrect conclusion that neither o f these factors 
causes revolts. In situations of multiple causation, therefore, the method of 
agreement is likely to yield incorrect results. (Of course, it still might be 
possible to  argue in advance that two causes are somehow equivalent at the 
conceptual level, and die presence of either constitutes a  single, invariant 
cause. M il did not address this issue directly because of his interest in tech
niques of inductive inquiry.)

Plural causation is an im portant problem because m any comparative so
d a! Sdentists use a  technique known as paired comparisons to support their 
arguments, Specifically, they compare pairs of cases to reject competing ex
planatory variables. Hie typical argument has the form, "Even though X 
(land hunger) appears to be the cause of Y (peasant revolt) in country A , it is 
not, because country B also has Y  (peasant revolt) but does not have X  (land 
h u n ger)/' There is nothing inherently wrong with such statem ents if the 
phenomenon of interest is known to result from a single cause (which, of 
course, is impossible to know in advance). To allow the possibility of mul
tiple causation, however, closes off paired comparisons as an avenue of argu
mentation and makes application of die method of agreem ent a relatively 
futile exercise.

Mill cautioned against liberal use of the method of agreement and sug
gested that investigators use experimental designs whenever possible (a 
technique he called the method of difference). Some (such as Skocpol 1979) 
have argued that M ill's method of difference, which involves comparisons of 
cases differing in only one causal condition, the treatm ent variable, is avail
able to comparative social sdentis ts in the form of longitudinal comparisons, 
Russia in 1905, for example, resembled Russia in 1917 in most respects. 
W hat key differences account for the greater success of the 1917 revolt? 
W hile longitudinal comparisons are often useful, they do not come close to  
canform m g to the demands of experim ental design. One obvious key differ
ence between Russia in 1917 and Russia in 1905 is the simple fact that 1917 
Russia had already experienced 1905 Russia, whereas 1905 Russia had not. 
(Other problems with this design are discussed in Campbell and Stanley 
1966 and Cook and Campbell 1979.) M ill argued that when direct experi
mental manipulation is not feasible, investigators should use the indirect 
method of difference, a method which attem pts to approximate experi
mental design with nonexperimental data.

C A S E - O R I E N T E D  C O M P A R A T I V E  M E T H O D S
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Before describing the indirect method, it should be noted that die method 
of difference is available to investigators as a theoretical method (see Stinch- 
combe 1978; Bormdl 1980). It is possible to contrast an empirical case with 
an imaginary case representing a theoretically pure instance of the phenom
enon of interest— that is, conduct a type of thought experiment (see Weber 
1949 and 1978). For example, an investigator might contrast the Sandinista 
Revolution in Nicaragua With a theoretical pure instance of anti-neocolonial 
revolution (that is, with an ideal-typk anti-neocolonial revolt constructed 
from knowledge of many such cases and embellished with the aid of the
ory). Hie goal in this analysis would be to link the differences between the 
Nicaraguan case and die ideal-typic case in relevant causes to differences in 
outcomes. This method would allow the investigator to explain and interpret 
specific features of the Nicaraguan case. In this general type of analysis die 
divergence of die empirical case from the imaginary case in causes is the 
experimental or treatment variable; differences in outcome show the effect 
of the experimental variable (see Ragin 1985). White attractive, this method 
is a  theoretical method and therefore not in the same class with such em
pirical methods as the method of agreement and die indirect method of 
difference.

M ILL'S IN D IR EC T M ETH O D  O F D IFFER EN C E

Mill's indirect method of difference is a double application of the method of 
agreement. Suppose an investigator believes that rapid commercialization 
causes peasant revolts. First, the investigator identifies instances of peasant 
revolt to see if they agree in displaying rapid commercialization. If they do, 
then instances of the absence of peasant revolts (among peasant societies) are 
examined to see if they agree in displaying an absence of rapid commer
cialization. In effect, the presence and absence of peasant revolts is cross- 
tabulated against the presence and absence of rapid commercialization in 
peasant societies. If all cases fall into the presence/presence or absence/ 
absence cells of the 2 x 2  matrix, then the argument that rapid commer
cialization is the cause of peasant revolts is supported.

This pattern of results would correspond to a perfect zero-order correla
tion in statistical analysis, which also would support the inference of causa
tion. Because of this correspondence, it is tempting to see the indirect 
method of difference as a simple statistical technique. After all, it involves 
cross-tabulations of causes and effects. It is not a statistical technique, how
ever. like  the method of agreement, the indirect method of difference is
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used to establish patterns of invariance. Imperfect (that is, probabilistic) re
lationships are the province of statistical theory, not the indirect method of 
agreement. (In practice, of course, perfect relationships are rarely identified, 
and the investigator is forced to account for deviant cases.)

Ideally, Mill (1843) argues, the second set of cases— those displaying an 
absence of both the cause and the effect— should also provide a basis for re
jecting competing hypotheses. Thus, for example, if the cases displaying 
both peasant revolts and rapid commercialization also display land hunger, a 
possible explanation of revolts, then some of the cases displaying an absence 
of both rapid commercialization and peasant revolts (ideally) should also dis
play land hunger. This pattern of results would allow the investigator to re
ject land hunger as a possible explanation of revolts, because revolts are ab
sent in die second set

This is another type of paired comparison. It has die form: "even though 
it appears that X  (land hunger) may be the cause of Y (peasant revolt) in 
country A, it is not, because country B has X  (land hunger) but lacks Y 
(peasant revolt)." If all competing explanations can be rejected in this man
ner, Mill reasoned, then the conclusions reached by the indirect method of 
difference are reinforced, for true experimental design (Mill's method of dif
ference) has been approximated. Thus, the indirect method of difference has 
three distinct phases: two applications of die method of agreement (the 
cross-tabulation of cause and effect) and a third phase involving the rejection 
of competing single-factor explanations through paired comparisons.

While this closer approximation of experimental design is preferable to 
the simple method of agreement, especially to Mill, it suffers some of the 
same liabilities as the method of agreement in situations of multiple causa
tion. If land hunger and rapid commercialization both independently cause 
peasant revolts, there may be instances of revolt caused by rapid commer
cialization in the absence of land hunger and vice versa. If an investigator 
were to examine instances of land hunger, he or she would find agreement 
between land hunger and revolts. However, the second phase of the indirect 
method of difference would lead to the conclusion that land hunger is not the 
cause of revolts because rapid commercialization by itself— in the absence of 
land hunger— also causes revolts; thus, there are instances of the absence 
of land hunger associated with revolts. Parallel investigation of rapid com
mercialization would lead to parallel conclusions if there are revolts caused 
by land hunger in the absence of rapid commercialization. In the language of 
the statistical method, the cross-tabulation of the outcome with either causal 
variable would lead to independent rejection of both variables.

C A S E - O R I E N T E D  C O M P A R A T I V E  M E T H O D S
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The reliance of the indirect method of difference on negative cases to re
ject competing argum ents, as discussed above, is also flawed. N either land 
hunger nor rapid commercialization can be rejected w ith instances showing 
an absence of revolts and a presence of one of these two factors because both 
independently cause revolts. The fact that neither cause Can be accepted or 
rejected illustrates the inconclusive nature of the indirect method of differ
ence in situations of multiple causation.

Note also that the type of paired comparison used in the third phase of 
the indirect method of diference is seriously incapacitated by conjunctural 
causation. Suppose that revolts occur when land hunger and rapid commer
cialization coincide and that all instances of knd hunger also are instances of 
rapid com m ercialization, but not the reverse. (In essence, instances of land 
hunger form  a subset of instances of rapid com m ercialization.) The inves
tigator believes that land hunger alone causes revolts, however, and the data 
seem to  support this conclusion. All instances of land hunger would also be 
instances of revolt, and all instances of the absence of land hunger would 
agree in showing no revolt. Further, the third phase of the indirect method 
of agreem ent would allow us to  reject rapid comm ercialization as a  cause of 
revolts because some instances of the absence of revolts display rapid com
mercialization without land hunger. In other words, the paired comparison 
of a positive instance (where land hunger and rapid commercialization com
bined to produce a revolt) with a negative instance (where rapid commer
cialization without knd hunger failed to produce a revolt) leads to the rejec
tion of rapid commercialization as a cause of revolts, when in fact it is the 
coincidence of knd hunger and rapid commercialization that causes revolts. 
This pattern could not be observed because the investigator believed knd  
hunger alone to be sufficient to cause a revolt. Thus, conjunctural causation 
seriously debilitates the type of paired comparison involved in the third 
phase of the indirect method of difference.

The m ajor point of contrast between the indirect method of difference 
and the method of agreement is that the indirect method uses negative cases 
to  reinforce conclusions drawn from  positive cases. Generally, the indirect 
method is preferred to the method of agreem ent, but in some types of inves
tigation the set of negative cases is ill-defined and the indirect method cannot 
be used. The examination of negative cases presupposes a theory allowing 
the investigator to identify th e set of observations that embraces possible 
instances of the phenomenon of interest. Ideally, the definition of this set 
should not be influenced by knowledge of instances of hypothesized causes 
or instances of the effect.
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It is often impossible in case-oriented inquiry to define such inclusive 
sets because an interest in specific cases or in specific categories of cases often 
motivates research. For example, it would be difficult to define the set that 
includes all negative instances of social revolution. Skocpol (1979), for ex
ample, uses nineteenth-century Germany as a negative instance of social 
revolution and compares this case with positive instances (Fiance, Russia, 
and China). However, Germany did experience a massive upheaval in 
1917-1918 that came dose to being a full-blown social revolution. Thus, 
Germany is borderline at best as a negative instance. Because die selection of 
negative cases is arbitrary in the absence of strong theoretical or substantive 
guidelines, investigators who are interested in unusual or extreme outcomes 
tend to rely on the method of agreement. (For these reasons, Tilly 1984 cor
rectly views Skocpol's approach as a "universalizing" strategy, his term for 
the method of agreement)

C A S E - O R I E N T E D  C O M P A R A T I V E  M E T H O D S

MULTIPLE A N D  CO N JU N CTU RA L CAUSATION 
IN CA SE-O RIEN TED  RESEA RCH

These two methods, the method of agreement and die indirect method of 
difference, form the core of the case-oriented strategy. While they are both 
useful, especially as inductive techniques, both appear to be incapable of
handling multiple or conjuncture! causation, at least in the simple and rela
tively abstract versions presented above. If multiple conjuncture! causation 
is in fact common, as argued in the previous chapter, why should these case- 
oriented techniques remain popular? What explains their continued use?

Case-oriented methods are used primarily to identify invariant relation
ships. They are used to pinpoint patterns of constant association, not to ex
plain variation. Because of causal complexity, however, it is difficult to iden
tify invariant relationships that are neither circular nor trivial. Typically, 
therefore, when the method of agreement or the indirect method of differ
ence is applied in a mechanical fashion to the evidence, the investigator's ini
tial argument is disproved. If the investigator has reason to believe that the 
argument has at least an element of truth to it, however, then it is not likely 
to be discarded. Usually, a dialogue between the investigator's ideas and the 
evidence develops. The initial rejection of preliminary arguments is simply 
the first step in this dialogue. Often such rejections constitute the anomaly 
to be explained and may become the primary focus of an investigation.

Several options are available to case-oriented investigators once prelimi
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nary hypotheses have been rejected. Investigators can refine their argu
ments and try to effect a better fit with the evidence. Suppose, for example, 
that the initial argument is that a certain outcome follows a coincidence of 
three preconditions, and the investigator finds that all instances of the out
come agree in displaying a coincidence o f these three. Suppose also, how
ever; that there are instances of the absence of the outcome which also 
display the same three preconditions. Rather than discard the initial for
mulation of the hypothesis, the investigator at this point might try to iden
tify additional conditions relevant to the outcome that must accompany the 
original three. If, for example, all instances of the outcome agree in an addi
tional precondition, and instances of an absence of the outcome displaying 
the original three preconditions agree in not displaying the fourth condition, 
then the investigator could report that the evidence supports a more elabo
rate argument than initially proposed. The investigator in this example suc
cessfully narrows the range of empirical conditions relevant to  an outcome 
from a coincidence of three conditions to  a coincidence of four.

Other responses to rejections o f preliminary hypotheses are possible. An 
application of the method of agreement may show that instances of a  certain 
outcome display no common causes. Confronted with this initial rejection, 
the investigator may search for differences among instances of the outcome 
that may have been overlooked. Perhaps the investigator originally assumed 
that all outcomes identified as instances of the phenomenon of interest (as 
instances of ethnic political mobilization, for example) were identical or at 
least of the same type, when in fact several different types exist. The inves
tigator would then try to delineate these types (that is, types of ethnic mobi
lization) and then determine the different combinations of causes relevant to 
each type.

Suppose an investigator is trying to identify the causes of national revolts 
in Third World countries (see Walton 1984) and has collected information on 
the causes of aD major national revolts. The method of agreement may show 
no common cause or set of causes. Rather than conclude that there are no 
Invariant relationships, the investigator may suspect that there are different 
types of national revolts and that different sets of causes are relevant to each 
type. In a reanalysis of the evidence, the investigator would attempt to es
tablish these different types by using the method of agreement to shew in
variant relationships within each type. The indirect method of difference 
would then be used to distinguish between types. Thus, multiple causation is 
addressed by reconceptualizing the phenomenon of interest so that types can 
be distinguished. Used in this manner, case-oriented methods provide a
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powerful basis not only for identifying causes but also for differentiating 
among important types and subtypes of social phenomena.

This second strategy is often used when negative cases are difficult to de
fine. In order to use the indirect method of difference to study revolutions, it 
might be necessary to identify negative cases (that is, instances of an absence 
of revolution) because the double application of the method of agreement, 
which comprises the first two phases of die indirect method, requires posi
tive and negative cases. As noted above, however, the set of nonrevolutions 
is virtually infinite, and it would be difficult to construct a list of nonrevolu
tions that would satisfy all critics. This problem exists in many comparative 
investigations. The set that contains all instances of the failure to form an 
ethnic political party is also difficult to define, it is possible to identify suc
cessful formations; delineating the class of nonfarmations is problematic. 
One solution is to identify types. The indirect method of difference can then 
be applied to types because instances of other types provide negative cases 
whenever the conditions relevant to a certain type are assessed. Tilly (1984) 
would describe this as an exercise in "Sliding variation."

Generally, unanticipated differences among positive cases can be ad
dressed by differentiating types and assessing patterns of m ultiple causation, 
while the analysis of patterns of conjunctural causation (that is, combina
tions o f causes) provides a basis for elaborating the crucial differences be
tween positive and negative cases. The method of agreem ent and the indirect 
method of difference, therefore, provide rough guidelines for the conduct of 
comparative inquiry, especially for carrying on a dialogue w ith the evidence. 
They are not used in a rigid or mechanical m anner in m ost case-oriented 
investigations.

It is im portant to distinguish, therefore, between formal characteristics o f 
case-oriented m ethods, as formulated by M ill and others, and their applica
tion. Form ally, they tend to be incapacitated by either multiple or con
junctural causation if used in a rigid m anner; in practice, such apparent fail
ures of case-oriented methods provide opportunities for the development of 
new theoretical and empirical distinctions and for the elaboration of histori
cal models and types.

CASE-ORIENTED METHODS IN PRACTICE

In practice, case-oriented methods often stim ulate the development of new  
substantive theories. The theory-generative nature of case-oriented inquiry
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is evident even in its most basic application— the ose of the method of agree
ment to resolve a simple paradox. Characteristically» this paradox has the 
form : "objects A and B are different. Yet they both experienced outcome Y. 
What causally relevant similarities between A and B explain this common 
outcome?" The goal of this type of analysis is simply to identify common 
causes and thereby explain a common outcome. O nly when A and B are 
very different is it difficult to identify common causes. The m ore A  and B 
differ, the greater the apparent paradox and the m ore challenging the task of 
identifying the common underlying causal factors.

An excellent example of this type of simple paradox resolution is found 
in Marvin Harris's (1978) investigation of various "sociocultural puzzles." 
For example, Harris studied specific m eat taboos in several regions of the 
world. From a Western point of view m any of these taboos seem bizarre, 
and traditional explanations of these practices cite religious beliefs. H arris 
rejects these arguments as unscientific because a different belief system  is 
cited in the explanation of each taboo. As a  substitute for particularistic ex
planations, Harris is able to show that in each case the em ergence of these 
practices resulted from ecological pressures and crises. These ecological 
crises, in turn, are traced to  tensions between the technology of food pro
duction and human reproduction. Thus, a  common outcom e, religiously 
proscribed foods, is explained in a variety of different settings w ith a single 
overarching framework emphasizing the interplay of social and ecological 
constraints. In the course of showing the underlying sim ilarities among 
these different settings, H arris is able to dispose of particularistic, culturalist 
explanations of certain food taboos.

There are three basic steps in this research strategy. First, the investigator 
searches for underlying similarities among members of a set displaying 
some common outcome (or any characteristic of interest). Second, the simi
larities identified are shown to be causally relevant to the phenomenon of 
interest. And third, on the basis of the similarities identified, the investigator 
formulates a general explanation. In short, it is a straightforward application 
of the method of agreement. It is deductive because initial theoretical no
tions serve as guides in the examination of causally relevant similarities and 
differences. (Without theoretical guides, the search for similarities and dif
ferences could go on forever.) It is inductive because the investigator deter
mines which of the theoretically relevant similarities and differences are 
operative by examining empirical cases. In this phase of the investigation 
the researcher formulates a general explanation on the basis of identified
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similarities. Thus, induction culminates in concept formation and the élab
oration of initial theoretical ideas.

Harris makes it look simple. But the results of applications of this strat
egy are rarely so neat. More typically, the process of identifying underlying 
similarities and differences is anything but straightforward. The problem is 
that the mechanical identification of similarities and differences rarely pro
vides very much in the way of raw material for producing a satisfactory 
resolution of the initial paradox. Obvious similarities, which may be few in 
number, may be causally irrelevant to the outoome of interest or may be too 
general to provide a satisfactory basis for formulating an adequate explana
tion. Furthermore, the possibility of identifying types of a phenomenon as a 
way of circumventing the absence of underlying commonalities is not very 
attractive if there are only two or three Cases. The more challenging the par
adox and the more dissimilar the cases, the less the likelihood that causally 
relevant commonalities can be easily identified.

Michael Burawoy, for example, uses a case-oriented strategy in his study 
of the organization of work incentives at two points in time in a Chicago 
industrial establishment. In his book Manufacturing Consent: Changes in 
the Labor Process Under Monopoly Capitalism (1979) he contrasts the or
ganization of work incentives in a single factory in the 1940s and again in 
the 1970s. His goal is to explain how different incentive systems produce a 
common outcome: worker compliance with production norms. Obvious 
similarities are (necessarily) few. H ie remuneration system used in the 
1940s was oriented toward actual piece rates, and a major locus of conflict 
was over the rate attached to each job. In the 1970s, however, a different 
system prevailed, and conflict centered on base earnings and fringe benefits 
for different jobs and on the ease with which workers could move to the 
higher skilled jobs. "Whereas in 1945 bargaining between management and 
worker over the distribution of the rewards of labor took place on the shop 
floor, in 1975 such bargaining had been largely transferred out of the shop 
and into the conference room" (Burawoy 1979:50).

These two systems of worker remuneration produced the same out
come— worker conformity to production norms— on virtually identical 
shop floors. (Despite higher productivity, relevant technological changes 
were few.) Thus, Burawoy explains a constant (worker compliance) with a 
variable (different ways of producing it on the shop floor). A t a mechanical 
level, few commonalities were identified, for the two systems of incentives

C A S E - O R I E N T E D  C O M P A R A T I V E  M E T H O D S
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were fairly different Yet the outcom e was the same, and Burawoy produces a 
convincing social scientific account of how the same outcome was produced 
in different ways.

This example indicates that identification of underlying commonalities 
often does not involve a simple tabulation and analysis of common charac
teristics. Investigators must allow for the possibility that characteristics 
which appear different (such as qualitatively different systems of incentives) 
have the same consequence. They are causally equivalent at a more abstract 
level— at the level of the "gam e" that develops on the shop Boor, according 
to  Burawoy (1 9 7 9 :4 8 -6 0 )— but not at a directly observable level. Thus, 
there may be an "illusory difference" between two objects that is actually an 
underlying common cause when considered at a m ore abstract level. Allow
ing for the possibility of causal equivalence of apparently dissimilar features 
severely complicates the identification of underlying commonalities.

Another type of paradox resolution that uses a parallel case-oriented 
strategy involves cases with different outcomes. Two cases may appear to be 
very similar and yet experience different outcomes. In this type of inves
tigation, the goal is to  identify the difference that is responsible for contra
dictory outcom es. Instead of studying the underlying sim ilarities between 
relatively dissimilar objects, the investigator studies the causally decisive dif
ferences between relatively sim ilar objects. The bask mechanics of this type 
of paradox resolution are parallel to  the mechanics of the first type: the in
vestigator uses theory to aid in the identification of relevant differences; the 
differences identified are then shown to  be causally relevant to the outcom e 
of interest; and on the basis of the differences identified the investigator for
mulates dr refines a general explanation of the phenomenon of interest.

Examples of this research strategy in comparative social science abound. 
Investigators are very concerned with matching cases as much as possible as 
a way to  establish experim ent-like designs. For example, researchers often 
restrict their investigations to countries that are as sim ilar on as m any theo
retically relevant variables as possible. This strategy allows researchers to 
exclude certain types of explanations o r certain confounding variables cate
gorically. Alford (1963), for example, studied only English-speaking democ
racies with single-m ember, sim ple-plurality electoral system s in his study 
of the effect of urbanization and industrialization on the relationship be
tween sodal class and party support. It was necessary to  control for electoral 
system  by holding it constant because the interpretation of the relationship



between social class and party support is different in electoral system s that 
use proportional representation. Traditionally, this strategy has been called 
the "m ost sim ilar nations" design

This strategy, while experim ent-Bl®, is not w ithout problems of its own. 
The first strategy, sketched above, is confounded by illusory differences—  
features which appear different but are causally equivalent at a m ore abstract 
level. The second strategy is confounded by the obverse of illusory differ- 
ence— "illusory com m onality." The identification of causally significant dif
ferences is the key to  the success of the second strategy. Yet two cases m ay 
appear to share a certain feature which the investigator m ight identify as a 
commonality (and therefore irrelevant to the explanation of differences in 
outcomes), when in fact these apparently common features differ dramati
cally in causal significance.

Illusory commonalities exist whenever two features appear sim ilar but 
have different effects. For example, employment tests are used by some em
ployers as a gating mechanism to screen out illiterate w orkers, regardless of 
the level of literacy required on the job. They are used by others to identify 
applicants with the greatest job-relevant skills. It would be a mistake to  
equate these two uses in an investigation of firm s' hiring practices, even 
though they appear to be similar. It probably would be necessary in this 
investigation to  contextualize the interpretation of employment testing (as a 
variable) by taking into account associated practices and the skill levels em
ployers require of employees. In a  low-skill context, employment testing 
m ay indicate a  simple interest in excluding illiterates, who from  the em
ployer's perspective m ay possess other "undesirable" traits (such as m inority 
membership). In the high-skill context, employment testing m ay indicate a  
simple interest in hiring the m ost qualified workers. Thus, in an investiga
tion of hiring practices, the use of employment tests m ay be an illusory 
commonality.

Both illusory difference and its obverse, illusory comm onality, interfere 
with the identification of underlying similarities and differences. The m ore 
general class that encompasses both illusory com m onality and illusory dif
ference is multiple conjunctural causation. W hat makes a certain feature, a 
com m onality, causally relevant in one setting and not in another is the fact 
that its causal significance is altered by the presence of other features (that is, 
its effect is altered by context). Similarly, apparently different features can 
have the same effect depending on which other features they are associated 
with. Such contextualization of the causal importance of different conditions
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is the rule, rather than the exception, in m ost case-oriented studies. This is a 
prim ary justification for exam ining cases as wholes and for trying to  de
cipher how different causal factors fit together. By exam ining differences and 
similarities in context it is possible to determ ine how different combinations 
of conditions have the same causal significance and how sim ilar causal factors 
can operate in opposite directions^

Such contextualized causal argum ents are necessary because the problem  
is to  explain how relatively dissim ilar cases experience the same outcom e or 
how relatively sim ilar cases experience different outcom es. Thus, mechani
cally identifiable sim ilarities and differences may be few, and the investiga
tion m ust focus on how conditions combine in different settings to  produce 
the same or different outcom es. The identification of patterns of multiple 
conjunctural causation provides a basis for specifying, at a  m ore abstract 
level, the underlying similarities responsible for sim ilar outcom es and the 
underlying differences responsible for different outcomes.

T H E LIM ITS O F C A SE-O R IEN T ED  IN Q U IR Y

Orte of the m ost valuable features of the case-oriented approach, as illus
trated above, is the fact that it engenders an extensive dialogue between the 
investigator's ideas and the data. Each case is examined as a whole, as a  total 
situation resulting from a combination of conditions, and cases are compared 
with each other as wholes. This makes it possible to address causal com
plexes— to examine the conjunctures in tim e and space that produce the im 
portant social changes and other phenomena that interest social scientists 
and their audiences. Furtherm ore, case-oriented methods require that inves
tigators suspend assumptions about the equivalence of cases and conditions. 
F6r example, it is not assumed at the outset of an investigation that all the 
cases are drawn from roughly the same population or that the meaning of 
various m easurements (including presence/absence variables) are the same 
from one case to the next. This flexibility, which is the hallmark of the case- 
oriented approach, enriches the dialogue between ideas and evidence.

The case-oriented approach works well when the number of relevant 
cases is relatively small. The comparison of two to four positive cases with 
the same number of negative cases is manageable. As the number of cases 
and the number of relevant causal conditions increase, however, it becomes 
m ore and more difficult to use a case-oriented approach. W hen there are 
only a few cases, as is the rule in m any comparative historical investigations,
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it is not difficult to identify similarities because the researcher usually has 
(or tries to establish) an intim ate fam iliarity with relevant cases. For m ost of 
mainstream  social science, however, such intim acy is rare. The typical sur
vey study, for example, has hundreds of respondents; the typical quan
titative cross-national study includes scores of countries. Not only does the 
difficulty Of identifying commonalities increase, but the commonalities 
themselves become m ore scarce. As the number of cases increases, the like
lihood that any given causally relevant characteristic will be common to the 
entire set decreases,

In Social Origins o f Dictatorship and Dentoeraq/, one of the best ex
amples of the case-oriented approach, for instance, Barrington M oore (1966) 
analyzes only eight cases. Seven of these cases are instances of success
ful polity modernization. Among these seven, M oore distinguishes three 
types: the democratic, fascist, and comm unist routes to die m odem  world. 
H e uses the indirect method of difference to justify his assignm ent of these 
cases to the three subtypes a id , at the same tim e, to  elaborate their impor
tant similarities and differences. These seven successful cases are contrasted 
with an eighth, India, an apparently unsuccessful case.

W hile elegant, M oore's analysis is complex. He builds an intricate web of 
similarities and differences that is difficult to unraveL This com plexity is a 
direct consequence ot  the logic of case-oriented comparative inquiry. Cases 
are compared as wholes with each other. A s the number of cases increases, 
the number of possible comparisons increases geom etrically. In M oore's 
study, which has a modest number of cases, eight, there are tw enty-eight 
possible comparisons. A  narrative that allows this m any comparisons can 
easily get out of hand. O nly a  skilled com parativist can consider all die theo
retically relevant sim ilarities and differences and keep them  organized. A  
thorough case-oriented study of tw enty cases would email alm ost two hun
dred possible comparisons.

This expanding volume of comparisons is further enlarged if the inves
tigator considers a  large number of causal conditions. Because case-oriented 
comparative methods are holistic, conditions are examined in combinations. 
A s the number of relevant causal conditions increases, die number of logi
cally possible combinations of causal conditions increases exponentially. An 
investigator who considers eight different causal conditions conceived in 
presence/absence term s, for example, m ight consider a m axim um of 256  
different combinations of these eight conditions.

W hile all these different combinations certainly would not exist em
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pirically, they are relevant to speculation about the possible impact of altered 
drcum stances (that is, they are the raw m aterial of thought experim ents). 
Comparative social scientists routinely consider how the presence or absence 
of a certain condition in a specific case m ight have altered the outcome 
it experienced. These theoretical comparisons using em pirical and hypo
thetical cases are similar to  the holistic comparisons of empirical cases. In 
this sense, the num ber of causal conditions considered increases the number 
of cases to  be compared because it expands the set of relevant hypothetical 
cases. It is not surprising, therefore, that investigators who use case-oriented 
methods lim it their investigations to  small numbers of carefully selected 
cases and consider Specific types of causal factors (instead of all possibly rele
vant causes). The volume of logically possible comparisons can easily get out 
of control if the analysis is not restricted in this way.

These observations on the lim its of case-oriented methods turn Smelserb 
(1976) argum ent about the comparative method on its head. He argues that 
the method of system atic comparative illustration (that is, case-oriented 
methods) m ust be used when the number of relevant cases is too small to  
perm it th e use of statistical methods (see Chapter 1 ). The foregoing discus
sion suggests that the reverse is true. Because case-oriented methods com
pare cases with each other and consider combinations or conjunctures of 
causal conditions, the potential volume of the analysis increases geom etri
cally with the addition of a single case, and it increases exponentially with 
the addition of a single causal condition. Thus, it is not the number of rele
vant cases that lim its the selection of m ethod, as Smelser argues, but the 
nature of the method that limits the number of cases and the number of 
different caiusal conditions that the investigator is able to consider.

SU M M A RY O F T H E C A SE-O R IEN T ED  STRA TEG Y

Investigators who use case-oriented methods often combine causal analysis, 
interpretive analysis, and concept form ation in the course of their studies. 
Several distinctive features of case-oriented methods make this possible.

First, they are designed to uncover patterns of invariance and constant
association. A  cross-tabulation of cause and effect is accepted as definitive 
only if all deviating cases are accounted for in some way. Probabilistic rela
tionships are not accepted as demonstrations of cause. This stringent re
quirement forces investigators to get very dose to their data and become 
familiar with their cases as they tty  to  pinpoint key differences between
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cases. The search for invariance encourages greater specificity in causal ar
guments and often leads to the development of important distinctions be
tween subtypes of social phenomena.

The second distinguishing feature follows from  the first: the method is 
relatively insensitive to the frequency distribution of types of cases. A  single 
case can cast doubt on a  cause-effect relationship established on the basis of 
m any observations. It does not m atter how m any cases are in  the presence/ 
presence and absence/absence cells of the cross-tabulation of causes and 
effect. If a single case exists in any of the deviating cells, the causal relation
ship is questioned and the investigator must account for the deviation. Thus, 
notions of sampling and sampling distributions are less relevant to this ap
proach because it is not concerned with the relative distribution of cases with 
different patterns of causes and effects. M ote important than relative fre
quency is the variety  of meaningful patterns of causes and effects that exist.

Third, case-oriented methods force investigators to consider their cases as 
whole entities. Researchers examine cases as wholes, not as collections of 
variables. An interest in interpreting specific cases and in pinpointing the 
combinations of conditions, the causal complexes, that produce specific out
comes encourages investigators to view cases as wholes. Thus, the different 
parts or conditions that make up a case are understood in relation to  each 
other. They are considered together as composing a  single situation. This 
approach contrasts sharply with how they are treated in other types of inves
tigations. In statistical analyses of large numbers of observations, for ex
ample, relations between parts are understood only in the context of analyses 
of the entire population or sample. That is, relations between parts are seen 
as derivative of sample or population properties, not in the context of the 
separate wholes they form . In m ost statistical analyses, population or sample 
patterns determ ine how the parts of a  single case are understood. (This ar
gument is developed in greater detail in Chapter 4 .)

Fourth, case-oriented methods stim ulate a rich dialogue between ideas 
and evidence. Because these methods are flexible in their approach to the 
evidence— few simplifying assumptions are made— they do not restrict o r 
constrain the examination of evidence. They do not force investigators to  
view causal conditions as opponents in the struggle to explain variation. 
Rather, they provide a basis for exam ining how conditions combine in differ
ent ways and in different contexts to  produce different outcomes.

Thus, case-oriented studies have unique strengths and they have lim ita
tions. The distinctiveness of the case-oriented approach is magnified when 
contrasted with the variable-oriented approach, the focus of Chapter 4 .
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The Variable-Oriented Approach

Case-oriented methods, at least as I have described them , are classic com 
parative methods. They are oriented toward comprehensive examination of 
historically defined cases and phenomena. And they em erge clearly from  
one of the central goals of comparative social science— to  explain and inter
pret the diverse experiences of societies, nations, cultures, and other signifi
cant tnaCrosocial units. The case-oriented strategy is very much an evidence- 
oriented strategy. Thus, flexibility in approach to evidence is a key feature 
of case-oriented methods. By contrast, the variable-oriented approach is 
theory-centered. It is less concerned with understanding specific outcomes 
o r categories of outcomes and m ore concerned with assessing the correspon
dence between relationships discernible across m any societies o r countries, 
on the one hand, and broad theoretically based images of m acrosocial phe
nom ena, on the other.

The popularity of the variable-oriented approach in comparative social 
science has been maintained over the last two and a half decades by renewed 
interest in macrosocial theory. The 1960s and the 1970s witnessed a  renais
sance of ecological and evolutionary approaches (Parsons 1977; Lenski 1966, 
1974; Hawley 1981); the convergence of various strains of modernization 
theory into a coherent macrosocial theory (Inkeles and Sm ith 1974; A rm er 
and Schnaiberg 1972; Delacroix and Ragin 1978); and an explosion of inter
est among N orth American social scientists in dependency theory (Frank 
1967, 1969, 1972) and its theoretical descendant, w orld-system s theory  
(W allerstein 1 9 7 4 ,1 9 7 9 ,1 9 8 0 ,1 9 8 4 ; Ragin and Chirot 1984).

5 3
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The renewed interest in macrosocial theory stimulated (and was re
inforced by) the effort to im port quantitative techniques from  mainstream  
social science and to use these techniques to test the theories. Investigators 
reasoned, correctly, that testing broad macrosocial theories would require 
analytic techniques capable of digesting data on m any countries. The attrac
tiveness of these techniques was enhanced by the fact that they gave com 
parative social science greater legitim acy and a new affinity With main
stream  social science, which in turn served to counterbalance the clear 
ideological positions embodied in m any m acrosoda! theories. In m any re
spects, Variable-oriented comparative work became simply a more m acro
social version of the sociology of organizations. (See, for exam ple, Nielsen 
and Hannah 1977.)

This chapter examines the logic of variable-oriented techniques in com
parative social science. M ost of the discussion Contrasts variable-oriented 
methods With case-oriented methods so that the differences between the two 
approaches are highlighted. I begin by contrasting their goals.

T H E G O A LS O F V A R IA BLE-O R IEN TED  CO M PA RA TIV E  
R ESEA R C H

Behind every research effort are general goals that extend beyond the spe
cific goals of the study at hand. These goals are seldom stated explicitly, and 
they are rarely examined. The goal of m ost comparative social science is to  
produce explanations of m acrosodal phenomena that are general but also 
show an appreciation of complexity. In other words, comparative social sti- 
entists recognize that a good social sdentific explanation is relevant to a vari
ety  of cases (if for no other reason than because it uses general explanatory 
concepts), but at the same tim e they recognize that social phenomena are 
complex and that a general explanation is a partial explanation at best. Thus, 
generality and com plexity often compete with each other, even in a single 
study. An appreciation of complexity sacrifices generality; an emphasis on 
generality encourages a neglect of complexity. It is difficult to have both.

In the case-oriented strategies outlined in Chapter 3 , it is clear that the 
goal of appreciating com plexity is given precedence over the goal of achiev
ing generality. Invariant statem ents relevant to m ore narrowly defined cate
gories of phenomena, for example, are preferred to probabilistic statem ents 
relevant to broadly defined categories. In variable-oriented strategies, by 
contrast, generality is given precedence over complexity. This is because in
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vestigators who use this approach are m ore interested in testing propositions 
derived from  general theories than they are in unraveling the historical con
ditions that produce different historical outcomes. The case-oriented ap
proach uses theory to aid historical interpretation and to guide the identifica
tion of im portant causal factors; the variable-oriented strategy, by contrast, 
Usually tests hypotheses derived from theory.

T H E  V A R I A B L E - O R I E N T E D  A P P R O A C H

ELEM EN T S O F T H EO R Y  TESTIN G  IN  V A R IA BLE-O RIEN TED  
R ESEA R C H

W hen a theory is tested, it is necessary for the investigator to amass a sub
stantial quantity of relevant evidence and to apply analytic techniques that 
are conservative by design. Because little attem pt is made to gain concrete 
knowledge about specific cases or specific categories of historical outcomes 
(beyond that necessary to code variables), investigators cast a wide net; they 
avoid any unnecessary restriction of scope. Typically, a variable-oriented 
study begins by specifying the hypothesis to  be tested and then delineating 
the widest possible population of relevant observations. The wider this 
population, the better. Not only does a  wide population provide a basis for a 
more exacting test, but it also gives the investigator the opportunity to dem
onstrate the breadth of an argum ent.

In a typical variable-oriented study, the investigator examines relation
ships between general features of social structures conceived as variables. 
The implicit model of causation central to this strategy is structural. Social 
units, such as nation-states, have structural features which interact in the 
sense that changes in some features produce changes in  other features, 
which in turn m ay produce changes in others. Features of social structure 
are viewed as m ore o r less permanent attributes because they are thought to  
be very slow in changing. Thus, relations between structural features are 
viewed as "perm anent causes" (M ill 1843) because they concern processes 
involving fundamental and enduring attributes of social units. Permanent 
causes cannot be removed for purposes of experimentation because they are 
linked to constituent aspects of the unit.

In this approach, data on social units provide snapshots of instances of 
structural processes. Thus, structural features and their interrelations can be 
represented in term s of variables and intercorrelations. By studying the pat
terns that emerge from such snapshots of structural processes (that is, by 
studying correlations between variables), it is possible to derive empirical
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generalizations about structural processes relevant to large numbers of 
m aaosodal units (usually nation-states). Thus, explanations in the variable- 
oriented strategy usually cite features of social structure.

lik e  the case-oriented strategy, the variable-oriented strategy has a clearly 
identifiable logic of analysis. In the latter, this logic centers on theory test
ing. First, the theory to be tested m ust be m ore o r less clearly specified in 
term s of variables and relations. Second, competing explanations of the phe
nomenon of interest (which typically is a social structural variable) also 
m ust be formulated in term s of variables. Competing explanations play an 
im portant part in the variable-oriented strategy because tests of preferred 
theories m ust be conservative by design; the preferred theory is tested 
against alternatives. Third, it is necessary to devise appropriate m easures of 
the variables specified in the various argum ents, and the investigator must 
ascertain the reliability and validity of these measures. Finally, statistical 
analyses of the relationships between these measures, based on data from a 
system atically selected set of observations, are used to test the theory against 
alternative explanations. Statistical analyses of correlations between variables 
(both cross-sectional and longitudinal) provide a  basis for empirical gener
alizations about structural processes specified in theories. Correlational anal
ysis provides explicit operationalization of principles of structural causation.

An im portant feature of statistical analysis relevant to the variable- 
oriented strategy is the central (but often implicit) goal of parsimony. An 
explanation citing only a  few variables is preferred to one citing m any— as 
long as the m ore parsimonious explanation is a plausible specification of the 
phenomenon of interest and as long as the variables added by the m ore 
elaborate explanation do not significantly increase the proportion of ex
plained variation in the dependent variable. (See lieberaon 1985 for a cri
tique of methods that use proportion of explained variation as a fundamen
tal criterion for evaluating m odels.) Thus, statistical analysis should keep the 
number of explanatory variables to a  minimum. Explanations based on sta
tistical analysis, therefore, focus on dominant patterns that em erge from  a 
broad view of a  phenomenon in a  variety of settings. The confounding 
effects of local, particularistic factors are often conceived as error (see Ragin 
and Zaret 1983), This way of conceiving error is consistent w ith the overall 
strategy of achieving generality at the expense of comprehending o r appre
ciating complexity.
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A PPU CA llO N  OF QUAKITTATTVE TECHNIQUES TO CROSS
NATIONAL DATA

The emphasis of the variable-oriented strategy on general features of social 
structure, conceived as variables, and on testing theory, as opposed to using 
theory to  interpret cases historically, has allowed importation of quantitative 
m ethods, sp ecialty  multiple regression techniques, from  m ainstream  social 
science. These are powerful techniques. They allow investigators to  make 
broad statem ents about cross-societal patterns on the basis of analyses of 
relatively small data sets. (The typical quantitative cross-national data set 
contains fewer than eighty Gases and ten variables— a tiny data set by the 
standards of m ainstream  social science.) Investigators are able to  form ulate 
broad generalizations about such im portant issues as international inequal
ity  on the basis of analyses of such data.

From  the perspective erf m ainstream  social science, the im portation of 
multivariate statistical techniques has benefited comparative social science in 
a number of ways, first, it has allowed comparative social scientists to  study 
m ore than a  handful of cases at a tim e. The application of case-oriented 
methods to a large numbered cases is difficult because case-oriented methods 
encourage investigators to  compare each case with every other case and with 
relevant hypothetical cases. This strategy greatly expands the volume of the 
analysis (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, case-oriented m ethods require inves
tigators to be very familiar with their cases as separate entities; the variable- 
oriented strategy does not demand a comparable level of fam iliarity. (O f 
course, such familiarity certainly enhances the quality of variable-oriented 
research.)

Second, it has spurred a new interest in reliable quantitative crass- 
national data. This interest is beneficial because quantification allows more 
rigorous tests of theory to be performed. Quantification of features of social 
structure provides a basis for testing broad theories about relations between 
structural properties.

Third, it has allowed investigators to consider alternative explanations 
more carefully when testing a theory. Case-oriented methods are Sometimes 
criticized for restricting the consideration of alternative explanations. This is 
especially likely if the primary goal of an investigation is interpretive (Skoc- 
pol and Somers 1980). By contrast, the consideration of alternative explana
tions is an important part of all variable-oriented investigations because the 
rejection of alternative explanations plays an essential role in demonstrating 
the preferred explanation.

T H E  V  A  R I A  B L  E * O  R I  E N  T  E D  A  P P R O A C  H
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Fourth, it has socialized comparative social science. No longer is knowl
edge of countries the special province of area specialists. Cross-national data 
banks, especially those specializing in aggregate data, are easily accessible to  
all investigators. Thus, it is a  simple m atter to  evaluate the foldings of other 
researchers. The results of case-oriented studies, by contrast, tend to be very  
personal.

Fifth, it has made comparative social science m ore cautious in form ulat
ing empirical generalizations. The quantitative techniques that have been 
imported a rt conservative by design; this characteristic is inherent in the 
statistical models that have been used. Typically, the independent variables 
used are strongly correlated, which makes it difficult to assign cause unam 
biguously and also decreases the likelihood th at any single variable will have 
a significant effect. Furtherm ore, significance tests, which are central to this 
approach, favor rejecting rather than accepting hypothesized relationships.

Sixth, it has counteracted die tendency among som e comparativists to 
favor particularistic explanations when faced with m any deviating cases. 
There is no requirement in statistical analysis that investigators m ust ac
count for all cases. Statistical methods assume that causal relationships are at 
best probabilistic, and outliers are expected.

And, finally, it has allowed investigators to  use techniques of statistical 
control. This last point is the m ost im portant and requires considerable 
elaboration.

PR IN C IPLES O F STATISTICA L C O N T R O L IN  CR O SS
N A T IO N A L R ESEA R C H

A  key feature of variable-oriented methods is their emphasis on statistical 
control. Statistical control is very different from  experim ental control, even 
though im portant differences between the two have become blurred (Itieber- 
son 1985). M ost social scientists tend to equate the two as devices that allow 
investigators to  "hold" confounding factors "constant" while exam ining the 
effect of one variable on another. There are several features of statistical con
trol, however, which distinguish it from  experim ental control and compro
mise its use in comparative soda! science.

In the typical m ultivariate statistical analysis, the investigator attempts to  
assess the effect of an independent variable on a dependent variable net of 
the effects of control variables (that is, other independent variables). The 
basic idea is that even though the independent and control variables cannot
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be manipulated, as they are in an experim ent, it is possible to subtract the 
effects of control variables on the dependent variable when estim ating the
effect of a specific causal variable.

In m ost statistical analyses, the effect of a control variable is its average 
effect on the dependent variable, across afl cases, net of the effects of other 
variables. The subtraction of effects central to  statistical control is a purely 
mechanical operation predicated on simplifying assumptions. It is assumed 
in multiple regression, for example, that a  variable's effect is the same in 
each case— that a one-unit change in an independent variable has the same 
effect on the dependent variable regardless of context, that is, regardless of 
the values of the other independent variables. This makes it possible to esti
mate and then remove a variable's effect by simple subtraction. The result is 
a dependent variable whose values have been "corrected" for the effects of 
one or m ore independent variables.

The results of Bom schier and others (1978), for exam ple, show that un
derdeveloped countries with higher levels of domestic investment grow  
faster. Specifically, for every percentage point increase in capital formation 
(computed as a percentage of GNP) underdeveloped countries increase their 
economic growth rates by about three-hundredths of a  percentage point. 
Arm ed with this knowledge, it is possible to correct economic growth rates 
for the effects of dom estic investm ent. To rem ove the effect of domestic in
vestm ent, it is necessary simply to  subtract the quantity— capital formation 
as a percentage of GNP multiplied by 0 .0 3 — from  each country's economic 
growth rate. The resulting values show economic growth rates corrected for 
the effect of domestic investment.

Note that the comparisons that are performed in statistical analyses such 
as the one described here involve contrasts between cases' scores on the rele
vant variables with average or mean scores. This makes it possible to  com
pute simple and partial correlations and to calculate the relevant effects. No 
attem pt is made to  compare cases directly to each other. O nly broad patterns 
of covariation are assessed. W hen quantitatively oriented researchers exam 
ine individual rases, it is usually by plotting the residuals from  a multivari
ate regression analysis and then devoting special attention to  the cases that 
deviate strongly from predicted patterns. Thus, the particularity of a case is 
defined relative to a general pattern specified through multivariate analysis.

Consider a m ore elaborate example of variable-oriented research. An in
vestigator m ight wish to test the argum ent that the presence of democratic 
institutions gives polities greater longevity. To test dre effect of the presence
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of democratic institutions on years of polity existence (measured as number 
of years without a m ajor regime change; see Gurr 1974), it would be neces
sary to rem ove the effect of confounding variables in order to have a proper 
assessm ent of the effect of democratic institutions. For exam ple, wealth of 
the nation-state m ight correlate with the presence of dem ocratic institutions 
and also increase polity longevity. The effect of w ealth, therefore, should be 
removed when estim ating the effect of democratic institutions. A nother fee- 
tor which m ight increase polity longevity and correlate w ith the presence of 
democratic institutions is scope of state action. Scope of state action refers to  
the government's degree of involvement in the lives of its subjects. Because 
m any polities w ith democratic institutions have states that are broad in 
scope, and scope is a plausible cause of longevity, the effect o f scope also 
should be removed. And other causes o f polity longevity, including such fee- 
tors as period of initial polity form ation, th at m ight be confounded with the 
presence of democratic institutions could be identified. M easures of all such 
factors should be included in the statistical analysis of polity longevity and 
should be controlled statistically when the assessment of the effect of demo
cratic institutions is made.

Note that to  estim ate these effects it is not necessary to have data on all 
logically possible combinations of values of the independent variables. (This 
is impossible, of course, if the measures are continuous.) This is one of the 
maj or attractions of s tatistical control. W ith these techniques it is possible to 
infer a variable's effect in all contexts sim ply by assessing its effect in existing 
settings. Thus, btoad claims can be made on the basis of data that are very  
incomplete relative to the experimental design standard.

The mechanics of statistical control are relatively straightforw ard. Effect 
parameters for independent variables are calculated so that the correlation of 
the dependent variable with an additive (or, in a few studies, logarithm ic) 
combination of the independent variables is maximized. The effect parame
ters (say, standardized regression coefficients) indicate the relative impor
tance of the different independent variables. The larger the effect param eter, 
the m ore im portant the variable. If the control variables are the m ost impor
tant variables in the additive combination of independent variables, then the 
variable of theoretical interest (in this exam ple, presence of democratic in
stitutions) m ay have no significant effect. If this occurs, the investigator may 
conclude that it is not an im portant cause of variation in the phenomenon of 
interest.

A  statistical analysis of polity longevity m ight show that the presence
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of democratic institutions— on the average, controlling for wealth of the 
nation-state, the scope of its governm ent, and its date of origin-—increases 
polity longevity by five years. The investigator would conclude that democ
racy contributes moderately to longevity. H ie relative im pact of the three 
control variables on the effect of democratic institutions can be assessed by 
comparing the estim ated effect of the variable of theoretical interest in the 
absence of the controls. For example, if an analysis excluding control vari
ables w ere to show that the presence of democratic institutions increases pol
ity  longjevity by tw enty-five years, the investigator m ight argue that much 
of the apparent effect of democratic institutions on  longevity is actually due 
to  variables it is confounded w ith, such as the w ealth of nations.

This example illustrates the broad sweep afforded by a m ultivariate 
statistical approach. By making die appropriate simplifying assumptions 
about unit changes and additivity, investigators can use methods that digest 
data on m any countries and culminate in general statem ents of empirical 
regularity.

STATISTICAL V ER SU S EX PER IM EN T A L C O N T R O L

How does m ultivariate statistical analysis stack up against the ideal social 
scientific comparison embodied in logic of experimental design (see Chapters 
1 and 2)? W hile m ultivariate techniques of statistical control are rigorous, 
statistical control is qualitatively different from experimental control and im 
plies a substantially different type of comparison. Furtherm ore, the assump
tions of this type of comparison may be inconsistent with some of the dis
tinctive goals of comparative social science.

First, and obviously, the dependent variable is not examined under all 
possible combinations of values of the independent variables, as is possible in 
experimental investigations. Nonexperimental data rarely exhaust the logi
cally possible combinations of values. (This is clearly the case when continu
ous, interval-scale measures are used because no technique could exhaust 
logically possible com binations.) Even if the interval-scale independent vari
ables in this example were categorized into four levels of wealth, four levels 
of governm ent scope, four periods of polity origin, and presence/absence of 
democratic institutions (a crude and perhaps unwarranted simplification), 
the four-way cross-tabulation of the independent variables would culm inate 
in an abundance of em pty cells. For exam ple, alm ost all polities of recent 
origin are medium to very high in governm ent scope and medium to low in
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wealth. O f coarse, these em pty cells do not pose a grave problem if th e ad- 
ditive linear model is an appropriate representation of the phenomenon of 
interest (polity longevity). Techniques of statistical control are always avail
able to the investigator willing to make the necessary simplifying assump
tions. However, it is im portant to consider the discontinuity between this 
type of model and the model implicit in experimental design, where all com
binations of values on the independent variables are examined. (Note that 
this discussion does not address an additional problem in the analysis of 
nonexperimental social data— selectivity; see Lieberson 1985.)

Second* the number of cases in most of the nonempty cells is lilcely to be 
small. W ith democratic institutions treated as a simple presence/absence di
chotom y and the other variables divided into four categories, the total num
ber of combinations of values on the independent variables is 128 , while the 
total number of relevant polities would probably be around 300. (M ost 
countries have experienced a series of m ajor regime changes and therefore 
have had more than one polity; see Gurr 1974.) Thus, even the nonempty 
cells would probably have only a few observations each, further complicat
ing the statistical assessment of longevity. Again, this problem is circum 
vented by using interval-scale variables and by assuming that the relation 
has a  specific functional form  that can be estim ated adchtiveiy and linearly. 
These simplifying assumptions are not always warranted, however, despite 
their convenience.

Third, because the analysis is additive (and probably necessarily so, given 
the shortage of degrees of freedom ), it assumes th at the meaning of scores 
on the independent variables is the same across all cases regardless of the 
values of other independent variables. For example, the contribution of 
democratic institutions to political longevity in this hypothetical analysis is 
assumed to be the same regardless of w hether governm ent scope is broad or 
narrow, regardless of w hether it is a new er polity o r polity originating at an 
earlier point in tim e, and regardless of w hether the polity is situated in a rich  
or a poor nation-state. O ne could easily hypothesize that democratic institu
tions would not contribute to the longevity of m ore recently formed polities 
or to the longevity of polities in poor countries. This assumption of equiva
lent effects applies as well to other independent variables. For example, the 
contribution of wealth to polity longevity is assumed to be the same re
gardless of w hether the scope of the government's action is broad o r narrow. 
In short, statistical control in additive models (which m ust be used when the 
number of cases is modest) m ust assume that context, as conceived here, is
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not relevant. In other words, this type of statistical control assumes that a 
certain effect exists independent of context, that is, independent of the values 
of the other causal variables in each case.

A fourth inconsistency between m ultivariate statistical control and the 
experimental design standard that is relevant to comparative social science 
concerns the problem of specifying relevant observations. The hypothetical 
analysis presented above addresses polity longevity and presumably is rele
vant to all polities. The norm al practice would be to collect available data on 
all polities and treat this data set as a close approximation to the population 
of relevant observations. The statistical analysis, in effect, would provide a 
basis for estim ating population param eters relevant to the prediction of pol
ity longevity.

But is an estim ate of population param eters, per se, desirable? The es
tim ation of such param eters is powerfully influenced by the relative fre
quency of different types of cases. Suppose, for exam ple, that the data set 
contains a large num ber of (1) poor, recent, democratic polities with govern
m ents of wide scope and (2 ) rich , democratic polities in  countries from  a  
m uch earlier period of initial form ation, w ith governm ents of narrow er 
scope, and that both of these polity types are relatively short-lived. (Re
member that most countries have experienced a series of polities.) The esti
mate of the effect of democratic institutions on polity longevity would be 
negative. This finding would be obtained regardless of other patterns in the 
data. (O ther patterns m ight be revealed, of course, if the investigator were to 
examine residuals.) Paired comparisons, such as those used in case-oriented 
investigations, of the rem aining cases m ight show, however, that the pres
ence of democratic institutions consistently increases longevity in a variety  
of settings. The much greater relative frequency of the first two types m en
tioned above would statistically outweigh the positive contributions of 
democratic institutions in other types of settings.

To the extent that comparative researchers are m ore interested in the 
effect of a variable in different settings o r in different types of cases— and 
less interested in its average, net effect in a population of observations—  
techniques of statistical control produce findings that are of unknown value. 
Use of these techniques, therefore, m ust be predicated on an interest in 
population parameters— the average effect of a cause in a theoretically de
fined set of observations.

Finally, the model of causation implicit in additive m ultivariate statistical 
techniques contradicts notions of multiple conjuncturaf causation. As de
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scribed In previous chapters, multiple conjunctural causation involves m ul
tiple intersections of causal conditions. In m ultivariate statistical models, by 
contrast, the model of causation, while crudely multiple, is typically ad
ditive, not conjunctural. In an additive m ultivariate model, the goal is to 
estim ate the separate contribution of each cause. Different causes increase or 
decrease the probability o r level of a certain outcom e independently of one 
another.

An investigator m ight determ ine, for example, that the presence of X , 
increases the probability of Y  by 10 percent, while the presence of X 2 in
creases the probability of Y  by 15 percent, while X 3 and X „ have no effect on 
the probability of Y. Together X , and X 2 m ight increase the probability of Y  
by 25 percent. This goal of estim ating each cause's independent contribution 
to  the probability of Y is inconsistent with the goal of determ ining the differ
ent combinations of conditions th at cause Y. An examination of combinations 
m ight show, for example, that X t causes Y  only when it coincides with both 
X 3 and X „  and that X 2 causes Y  only when it coincides with an absence of 
X  4, and that these two patterns are invariant. Estimation of the independent 
contribution of different causes to the probability of an outcom e does not 
address concerns for multiple conjunctural causation.

To sum m arize: statistical control is very different from  experim ental con
trol. The consequences of these differences are m ost apparent in com parative 
research, where instances of causal complexity' abound. W hile statistical 
control allows investigators to make broad statem ents w ith relatively little 
data, these broad statem ents are possible only because very powerful sim
plifying assumptions have been made. Furtherm ore, the character of these 
broad statem ents is shaped directly by the character of the m ethod. That is, 
these methods culm inate in probabilistic statem ents about a variable's aver
age, net effect in a wide variety (typically a population or sample) of 
settings.

R ESPO N SES TO  CR ITIC ISM S O F STATISTICA L C O N T R O L

From the perspective of mainstream  social science the first two problems 
presented above plague all ««exp erim en tal investigations and cannot be ad
dressed within a statistical framework, M ultivariate techniques were devel
oped in the social sciences precisely because sodal phenomena are difficult to  
study experim entally, and naturally occurring data that approximate data 
resulting from experimental designs are extrem ely rare. Techniques of sta
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tistical control, therefore, should not be criticized because the data sets ana
lyzed by social scientists are deficient. In other words, techniques of statis
tical control should not be criticized for their failure to address problems 
they were designed to draim vem t.

The rem aining deficiencies of m ultivariate statistical control outlined 
above can be remedied through m ore sophisticated techniques. However, the 
data used by comparativists often are not strong enough to perm it these 
remedies. For example, the third problem listed above concerns the like
lihood that a certain independent variable will have different effects on the 
outcome variable depending on the values of other independent variables. 'In 
short, the effect of a variable [say, the effect of democratic institutions on 
polity longevity) may depend on context (whether the country is rich or 
poor, w hether its governm ent is active in m any spheres or few, and so on). 
M ost experts in m ultivariate techniques would suggest that researchers who 
suspect such patterns of contextuality test for them  by using interaction 
models. These models allow investigators to assess the different effects of 
one variable on another Within categories of a third variable. In other words, 
experts would argue that investigators should use statistical models that do 
not assume additivity.

Interaction models also can be used to address the fifth concern listed 
above: the problem of multiple conjunctural causation. Essentially, an inter
action model allows a direct statistical test of the argum ent th at the effect erf 
a variable varies by context {that is, its effect depends on the values of other 
independent variables), th e  idea of conjunctural causation asserts simply 
that some causes are effective only in the presence of others. Causal con
junctures can be represented in  statistical an aly se  as interaction term s and 
tested against additive formulations.

However, statistical tests for interaction work well only when all em
pirically plausible interactions are known in advance (that is, can be hypoth
esized), when there is a relatively small number of such interactions, w h at 
hypothesized interactions are not excessively coDinear w ith each other, 
when a  simple additive model is an em pirically plausible representation of 
other causes of the phenomenon of interest, and when th e number of cases is 
huge enough to  allow the investigator to  assess the strength of the interac
tion effect relative to  linear approximations.

M ost data used by comparative social scientists, even data used by edm- 
piarativists devoted to the use of techniques of statistical control, do not m eet 
these requirements. For example, the m e of interaction models to  examine
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multiple conjoncturel causation is difficult because of an insufficiency of 
cases and because the interaction term s used to assess the intersection of dif
ferent causal conditions usually are highly collinear with each other. An ex
amination of different combinations of six different causal conditions, for ex
ample, would require an equation with sixty-four term s, m any of which 
would be highly collinear because of their common component term s. Even 
if such an equation could be estimated, it Would be very difficult to  decipher 
because the coefficients could be interpreted only in groups. The data used in 
m ost comparative investigations are simply not strong enough to support 
tests for complex patterns of interaction. (D f course, roughly paraHel prob
lems exist in case-oriented research, where there is a corresponding limited 
variety of cases; see Chapter 3. Chapters 7  and 8 suggest a tentative solution 
to  this problem.)

The fourth problem with statistical control mentioned above concerns the 
distorting effect that the relative frequency of different types of cases has on 
the estimation of population parameters. This problem can also be addressed 
with more sophisticated statistical techniques. O ne simple way to  address 
this issue is to estim ate different models for different subpopulations and test 
the statistical significance of the differences obtained. In an analysis of polity 
longevity, for exam ple, an investigator m ight hypothesize that polities cre
ated before W orld W ar II are qualitatively different from  polities created 
after W orld W ar II and that, accordingly, different models of polity longevity 
should be estim ated for the two subpopulatians. The population of polities 
also could be divided in other ways, depending on which subpopulation dif
ferences concern the investigator. (In essence, this is a  type of interaction 
m odel.)

Again, however, die feet that m ost quantitative cross-national studies 
have relatively few cases (around fifty to one hundred) discourages inves
tigators from  splitting their samples. The greater the specificity of an argu
m ent, the fewer the number of cases available for statistical analysis. These 
limitations discourage the kind of specificity associated w ith sample split
ting. Furtherm ore, some methodologists argue that it is necessary for the 
investigator to specify subpopulations in advance of data analysis. Sub
population differences do surface in the course of variable-oriented analyses 
as they do in case-oriented studies (w here the search for invariance forces 
investigators to differentiate types), but there are strong pressures on the 
variable-oriented researcher to keep sample splitting to a minimum.

Thus, while it is possible to  answer the criticism s of statistical control and 
to point to m ore sophisticated techniques, investigators typically cannot take
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advantage of these techniques. Investigators are not limited to  simple, linear 
additive models; in practice, however, they usually stick fairly dose to such 
formulations. If any tests for interaction or for population differences are 
performed, they are very simple in nature. (See, for example, Chirot and 
Ragin 1975; Paige 1975 ; Delacroix and Ragin 1978 .) This is because m ost 
data sets used by oomparativists place serious constraints on statistical 
sophistication.

C O N C LU SIO N : T H E  D IA LO G U E O F ID EA S A N D  EV ID EN C E  
IN  V A R IA BLE-O R IEN TED  RESE A RCH

Techniques of statistical control, and m ultivariate analysis in general, exer
cise a powerful influence on the dialogue of ideas and evidence in quan
titative cross-national research. The basic building blocks of this strategy are 
variables and their intercorrelation. Discussions of specification issues, there
fore, dominate the. dialogue of ideas and evidence. Is the theory to be tested 
properly operationalized? Have all the appropriate control variables and 
competing theories been specified? Is the population of relevant observations 
accurately delineated? Is the sample appropriate? H as there been any unwar
ranted restriction of scope? Does an adequate basis for generalization exist? 
Are the functional forms correct? Does a plot of the residuals show that any
thing m ajor has been missed? In short, the methodological issues that domi
nate variable-oriented investigations converge w ith those of mainstream  so
cial science.

How do investigators who use the variable-oriented strategy respond to  
rejections of initial hypotheses? In case-oriented studies, investigators typi
cally propose m ore intricate conjunctural arguments or they attem pt to dif
ferentiate subtypes of the phenomenon of interest and elaborate subtype- 
specific causal argum ents. In variable-oriented studies, the response usually 
is quite different. Form ally at least, a rejection is a rejection, and the logic of 
hypothesis testing central to the variable-oriented approach dictates "failure 
to reject" the null hypothesis. In practice, however, investigators usually try  
different specifications of the sam e argum ent in the hope that one will sup
port die favored theory. Usually, this process involves adding o r subtracting 
control variables, or reconceptualizing the key concepts of the theoretical 
model that is being tested, or devising new m easures, or redefining control 
variables as theoretical variables. In short, tile dialogue usually stays focused 
on variables and their interrelations.

Sometimes investigators using the variable-oriented strategy follow the

T H E  V A R I A B L E - O R I E N T E D  A P P R O A C H
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lead of case-oriented investigators and differentiate subtypes o r construct 
conjunctural argum ents. But the pressure to use these strategies is less acute 
because there is no expectation that the research will culminate w ith an iden
tification of invariant relationships. In any event, these case-oriented tech
niques sacrifice precious degrees of freedom and weaken the variable- 
oriented approach. Differentiating subtypes entails sample splitting and a  
consequent reduction of the total degrees o f freedom. Likewise, constructing 
elaborate interaction models to test conjunctural argum ents exacts a severe 
toll on degrees of freedom and creates an indecipherable mass o f m ulti- 
collinearity. The number of term s in an equation increases exponentially as 
the com plexity of the interaction term s to be tested increases.

A t this point, thé limitations of the variable-oriented strategy converge 
morphologically with the limitations of the case-oriented strategy in a pecu
liar m anner. Recall that the case-oriented strategy, because it is holistic, be
comes m ore difficult to  use as the number of cases increases. The volume of 
comparison explodes as the num ber of empirical and hypothetical cases is 
expanded. The method simply becomes unwieldy. A  morphologically paral
lel problem incapacitates the variable-oriented strategy. A s the com plexity 
of the causal argum ent to  be tested increases, intractable methodological 
problems are introduced. Complex conjunctural argum ents cannot be 
tested, nor can subtypes be differentiated, in the absence of sufficient cases to  
perm it statistical manipulation. The assumptions of statistical models be
come m ore strained in the face of intricate causal argum ents, given a  re
stricted sample size. In some investigations the number of param eters to  be 
estimated can easily exceed the num ber of cases, and the possibility of esti
m ating param eters is closed off.

This chapter and the preceding chapter have presented the two main 
strategies in their pure, and exaggerated, farm s. In Chapter 5 , 1 discuss 
strategies which combine the two main approadhes. Combined strategies 
have emerged in part because of the limitations inherent in these two 
approaches.



5

Combined Versus Synthetic 
Comparative Strategies

Chapters 3 and 4  present two general strategies of comparative research and 
discuss their strengths and weaknesses. The two strategies arc surprisingly 
complementary. The case-oriented strategy is best suited for identifying in
variant patterns common to relatively sm all sets of cases; the variable- 
oriented strategy is best suited for assessing probabilistic relationships be
tween features of social structures, conceived as variables, over the widest 
possible population of observations. The main weakness of the case-oriented 
strategy is its tendency toward particularizing (often while pretending to  
great generality— for example, a theory of ethnic political mobilization 
based on one case); the main weakness of the variable-oriented strategy 
is its tendency toward abstract, and sometimes vacuous, generalizations. 
The case-oriented strategy is incapacitated by a large number of cases; the 
variable-oriented strategy is incapacitated by complex, conjuitctural causal 
argum ents requiring the estim ation of the effects of a large number of inter
action term s or the division of a sample into m any separate subsamples.

In this chapter I discuss combined strategies and the differences between 
combined strategies and the synthetic strategy proposed in the rem ainder of 
this work. An investigation that uses à combined strategy simply applies 
both m ajor strategies to a specific problem. A  synthetic strategy, by contrast, 
should integrate several features of case-oriented and variable-oriented 
approaches.

69
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THE VALUE OF COMBINED AND SYNTHETIC STRATEGIES

Am ong social scientists who claim  to be comparativists, die strongest con
trast is between those who identify themselves as area specialists and those 
who regard themselves as generalists interested in dimensions of cross- 
national variation. These are two ends of a single continuum along which a 
variety o f types of research can be array ed. In between the two extrem es are 
scholars who use case-oriented comparative methods, ranging from  those 
who compare two o r three cases to those who conduct comparative studies 
of m any countries. A t present this continuum is confounded, imperfectly, 
with the qualitative/quantitative continuum. Generalists tend to be quan
titatively oriented; area specialists tend to be qualitatively oriented.

The m ost common combined research strategy is one that somehow vio
lates this order—-a  case study that includes quantitative analyses, for ex
ample. There are very good reasons w h y this unidimensional ordering of 
strategies of comparative social science should be violated. Case studies tend 
to  be very sensitive to human agency and to social processes in general. 
These studies tend see outcomes in term s of specific actions at specific his
torical junctures. Structural explanations do not fare well in case studies 
precisely because m any im portant structural variables may change very  
slowly, if at all, within a single case. Thus, it is difficult to observe variation  
in these variables. This explains, in part, the well-known bias of traditional 
political histories toward explanations d ting the actions of elites, political 
leaders, and so forth.

W ide-ranging cross-national studies, by contrast, are biased in favor of 
structural explanations. N ot only is human agency obscured in studies of 
m any cases, but the methods themselves tend to disaggregate cases into 
variables, distributions, and correlations. There is little room  left for histori
cal process— that is, for the active construction by humans of their history. 
Thus, the two ends of the methodological continuum have clear theoretical 
biases.

A  study that combines strategies (for example, quantitative cross-national 
analysis with case studies) provides a methodological foundation for resist
ing these seemingly inherent theoretical and metatheoretical biases. Ideally, 
a combined strategy should allow the investigator to consider both structural 
factors and factors reflecting historical processes and human agency. In 
short, one strategy should check the biases of the other. (O f course, using 
combined strategies also raises the possibility that the results of the two ap
proaches m ay be irreconcilable.}
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A  synthetic, as opposed to combined, strategy should yield sim ilar fruit, 
perhaps with greater certainty. The comparative strategy presented in later 
chapters does not com pletely synthesize variable-oriented and case-oriented 
methods; instead it selectively unites certain features of the two. In com
mon with the variable-oriented strategy, it allows examination of large num
bers of cases. In common with the case-oriented strategy, it allows assess
ment of complex patterns of multiple and conjunctural causation. This 
m erger offers the possibility of a middle road between emphasizing relation
ships among variables and structural explanations, on the one hand, and 
emphasizing the chronological particularities of cases and human agency, on 
the other.

In the next section 1 exam ine three examples of combined strategies. 
These strategies use case-oriented and variable-oriented approaches without 
trying to m erge them  into a  single approach. These combined strategies are  
discussed so that they can be contrasted w ith the broadly comparative strat
egy I present in subsequent chapters. I conclude this chapter by discussing 
ideal features of such a strategy.

THREE COMBINED STRATEGIES

The differences between case-oriented and variable-oriented strategies are 
profound and not easily reconciled. Nevertheless, various combined strate
gies have emerged in recent years which use both general strategies. W hile 
these combined strategies overcom e some of the liabilities of the two general 
strategies, they are not distinct strategies but are, instead, amalgamations. 
Quantitative cross-sectional and tim e-series analyses, for example, are 
sometimes used to buttress prim arily interpretive, case-oriented investiga
tions (see, for example. Shorter and Tilly 1974; H echter 1975; Ragin 1979; 
Hage 1975), and interpretive case studies are sometimes used to support the 
findings of quantitative cross-national investigations (see, for example, Paige 
1975 and Stephens 1979). These combined strategies are often very fruitful, 
but they are not distinct from  the two main strategies; they simply use both. 
To illustrate, I discuss Shorter and Tilly's Strikes in France, 1830—1968, 
Paige's Agrarian Revolution: Social M ovements and Export Agriculture in 
the Underdeveloped World, and Stephens's The Transition from  Capitalism  
to Socialism.

strikes in  France. Two main goals are apparent in Shorter and Tilly's 
work: to test general arguments about the causes of collective action, espe-
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dally strikes, and! to chart the history and course of strikes in a specific 
country, France. The first goal calls for a variable-oriented strategy because 
the objective is to test competing theories. The second goal calls for a case- 
oriented strategy because the objective is to  understand a specific case. 
Shorter and Tilly's approach is to  apply statistical methods to data on a single 
case as a way to test theory. Theories of strikes are form ally tested with 
cross-sectional analyses of department data and tim e-series analyses of an
nual data; the results of these analyses are used to bolster the historical 
analysis of strikes in France. Shorter and Tilly also compare the changing 
"shape" of French strikes with those of other advanced countries to  deter
mine the extent to which France's experience is reflected in other cases. 
These comparisons provide a basis for verifying and refining the interpreta
tion of strikes in France.

Theory testing is an im portant aspect of Shorter and Tilly's work. They 
first contrast "breakdown," "deprivation," and "interests" argum ents on the 
causes of collective action. These general perspectives are used to select im
portant cross-sectional and longitudinal variables mid to construct general, 
testable models. In this approach, different independent variables are identi
fied with different theories, and all the independent variables are thrown to
gether in a contest to explain variation in the dependent variable: strikes. If 
one theory's variables prevail in the struggle to  explain cross-sectional and 
longitudinal variation in the dependent variable, then that theory is not re
jected, whereas the others are. In Shorter and Tilly's work, the variables 
identified with "interests" (m ostly M arxist) argum ents dominate.

O f course, there is a clear difference between using countries as observa
tional units, as in standard applications of the variable-oriented approach 
(see Chapter 4 ), and using subnational units such as French departments. 
(Lieberson 1985 criticizes this practice.) W hen they showed the relation be
tween urbanization and strikes at the department level, for exam ple. Shorter 
and Tilly did not assume that the different departments were integrated so
cial wholes. Still, the notion of causation implied in such analyses is struc
tural— variation in one attribute of departments explains variation in other 
attributes. Thus, the underlying logic of the procedure is the same. In fact, 
when subnational units such as departments within a single country are 
used, the assumption of causal homogeneity is more easily m et.

Tim e-series analysis, by contrast, is a comparison of a case with itself at 
several points in tim e. (Chase-Dunn and others 1982 discuss a variety of 
tim e-series applications in comparative social science. ) From a general com 
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parative perspective, this is not a very promising strategy because m any of 
die variables that m ight be im portant to broad generalization do not vary  
sufficiently within a single case, even over very long periods. Rokkan 
(1970), for example, argues that a key factor in explaining variation in polity 
form ation in W estern Europe was the form ation of national churches in 
some countries. This kind of variation is very difficult to  study within a 
single case. Tim e-series analysis does, however, offer an advantage: it is 
easier to  link this type of analysis to  actual historical sequences and to spe
cific longitudinal processes. Occasionally, tim e-series analysis can be linked 
to  a  specific historical process (say, a m ajor transform ation) or to  a series of 
comparable historical outcomes. This possibility makes comparisons of 
tim e-series analyses across several cases, a  strategy advocated by Hage 
(1975), an attractive alternative. (See also Chase-Dunn and others 1982.)

Shorter and Tilly's statistical analyses provide reinforcement for their 
loosely M arxist discussion of the history of strikes in France. Their inter
pretation is M arxist because they use his argum ents as guides in the selec
tion of im portant historical evidence. For example, M arx argues that indus
trialization shapes collective action by altering the conditions of solidarity 
and organization and by creating new, enduring grievances. In their discus
sion of the history of strikes in France, Shorter and Tilly, following these 
guidelines, exam ine France's industrial transform ation and urbanization and 
present historical evidence supporting the idea that these changes influenced 
worker organization and action. In this fashion M arx's argum ents are used in 
much the same way that an investigator interested in organizations m ight 
use Weber's specification of the ideal-typic bureaucracy (see Ragin and Zaret 
1983) to  analyze features of a specific bureaucracy. M arx's argum ents, of 
course, do not straitjacket their selection of evidence— his argum ents are 
simply too general to  be used rigidly. However, the success of the indepen
dent variables identified with M arx in the statistical analyses justifies the use 
of M arxist concepts to guide the selection of evidence for m ore detailed his

torical analysis.
In Shorter and Tilly's work, therefore, historical and quantitative analyses 

are m utually supportive. The quantitative analyses serve as a bedrock for 
the use of basic M arxist concepts to guide historical analysis. The historical 
discussions, in turn, breathe life into the quantitative analyses, giving them  

purpose.
Despite the use of quantitative techniques geared for broad generaliza

tions, the work remains very much a case study. It is a M arxist interpreta-

C O M P A R A T I V E  S T R A T E G I E S
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tion of strikes in France that is buttressed with elaborate statistical analyses; 
little attem pt is made to generalize about strikes in advanced industrial 
countries (and the work of other scholars indicates that their argum ents can
not be generalized). This view of Shorter and Tilly's work as a  case study is 
supported by evidence they present. The chapter that contrasts France with 
other advanced countries illustrates the diversity of strike patterns across 
W estern Europe and N orth Am erica. This diversity was not addressed di
rectly. Rather, it serves prim arily to demonstrate that the changing shape of 
strikes in France conforms best to Shorter and Tilly's predominantly political 
model of strikes. O ther countries conform to the French pattern in varying 
degrees; some not at all. Thus, Shorter and Tilly's work can best be under
stood as a high-powered case study. Their combined strategy uses variable- 
oriented techniques to test theory and enhance their case study.

Although Strikes in France is a case study, it has m uch m ore the flavor of 
a  variable-oriented than a  case-oriented analysis. M ost historical, single
country analyses fit squarely within the domain of case-oriented studies be
cause they are predicated on the idea that the interpretation of a  specific case 
as a meaningful chronology is valuable. This goal is clearly secondary in 
Strikes in France, for the study is theory-centered. Indeed, there is very  
little sense of chronology in Strikes in France, W hile one of their objective  
is to understand strikes within the context of the forging of the m odem  
French state/ the origins and character of the m odem French state are not 
addressed— at least not in this work, though Tilly (1975, 1986) discusses 
this issue m ore directly. The m odem French state is not seen as a historical 
outcome to be explained. Rather, Shorter and Tilly are satisfied to reject 
modernization and other theories and support M arxist theories of strikes. 2n 
their perspective, collective action by Workers is conceived as a structural 
variable of considerable im portance in all industrial countries (see especially 
their concluding rem arks), and it remains their m ajor focus. The forging of 
the m odem French state is a  larger process that impinges on and is con
founded with the course of w orkers' collective actions and is not addressed 
as a historical outcome.

a g r a r ia n  REVOLUTION. Paige, too, uses a combined strategy. In the
first part of his work he uses a pure variable-oriented approach. Specifically, 
he tests a theory of agrarian unrest with data from  70 developing countries, 
embracing 135 agricultural export sectors. (Paige uses agricultural export
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sectors as an observational unit in his quantitative analyses.) The goal of 
these analyses is to test the idea that different ways of organizing agri- 
culture— which to a considerable degree are specific to different types of 
crops— produce different, characteristic form s of agrarian unrest. In the sec
ond part of Paige's work he illustrates his theory with case studies of four 
export sectors in three countries, each representative of one of the m ajor 
types.

Paige's theory of agrarian revolution focuses on income sources of cultiva
tors, those who actually work the land, and income sources of nonailtivators, 
those who form  the agrarian elite or in some way dominate cultivators. 
These distinctions and th eir cross-tabulation provide a basis for specifying 
five types of agricultural organizations (sharecropping, m igratory labor es
tates, commercial haciendas, plantations, and smallholding system s) and five 
characteristic types of agrarian unrest (revolutionary socialist, revolution
ary nationalist, agrarian, labor, and commodity movem ents). Statistical 
analyses of the relationships between the frequency of different types of un
rest and the presence of the different types of agricultural organization sup
port his contention that each way of organizing agriculture has a characteris
tic form  of unrest. This finding supports, in to m , his emphasis on the 
sources of income of cultivators and noncultivators as the key to understand
ing agrarian conflict.

This broad scope is made possible by the variable-oriented approach. By 
conceptualizing agricultural organization as a nominal-scale variable based 
on sources of cultivator and noncultivator income and by differentiating 
types of agrarian unrest and m easuring the worldwide distribution of each 
type, Paige is able to construct and test a truly global model.

Although its scope was breathtaking, Paige was persuaded that this vari
able-oriented analysis by itself was not enough. There are those who m ight 
argue, for example, that he biased the test of his theory toward success in the 
way he constructed his variables. His delineation of types of agricultural or
ganizations, for example, is based on sources of income. Do cultivators de
rive income from land or w ages; do nonailtivators derive income from land 
or capital? But it is entirely possible for both cultivators and nonailtivators 
to  derive income from  a variety of sources and in varying am ounts. Fur
therm ore, the importance of an income source could fluctuate over tim e, 
depending on surrounding circumstances such as world m arket conditions or 
the relations between cultivators or noncultivators and the state. These a r -  
cumstances themselves could influence the type and intensity of agrarian

C O M P A R A T I V E  S T R A T E G I E S
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unrest. In short, while impressive, the statistical analysis by itself leaves
m any questions unanswered.

Paige's solution is to provide case studies which illustrate the theory. Spe
cifically, he examines the relationship between agricultural organization and 
agrarian unrest in three countries: Peru, Angola, and V iet Nam. Peru pro
vides examples of the commercial hacienda and the plantation; Angola, the 
m igratory labor estate; and Viet N am , sharecropping. Paige uses theoretical 
concepts and typologies presented in the first half of his book to interpret the 
course of unrest in each of these four export sectors and buttresses his in
vestigations of these cases with statistical analyses of cross-sectional and lon
gitudinal (intranational) data, In short, he uses both classic case-oriented 
methods (inteipreting cases in the light of theoretical concepts) and variable- 
oriented methods in his case studies. In this way, he is able to provide fur
ther verification for the soundness of his theory and, at the sam e tim e, show 
the theory's usefulness for inteipreting specific cases.

Paige's work is theory-centered from  beginning to end. The statistical ex
amination of world patterns tests his theory in a m anner entirely consistent 
with the dictates of the variable-oriented strategy, The case studies he ap
pends to this global test enhance the statistical test. They provide a  degree of 
assurance that the correlations observed are in some sense real and probably 
not the consequence of arbitrary measurem ent derisions. In Paige's com
bined Strategy, die case studies are secondary. They are icing on the sta
tistical cake. Thus, Paige's combined strategy is a variation of the variable- 
oriented strategy that incorporates features of the case-oriented approach.

THE TRANSITION f r o m  CAPITALISM t o  s o c ia l is m . Stephens's com
bined strategy is very sim ilar in farm  to  Paige's. It in d u d e both quantitative 
cross-national data analysis and detailed an alyse of individual c a se . Unlike 
Paige, however, in Stephens's work the tw o ty p e  of analysis are m ore inte
grated. Stephens pays dose attention to  deviant c a se  in his statistical analy
sis and u s e  these cases to aid the identification of om itted variable. H e 
moves back and forth between statistical analysis and case analysis. Further
m ore, in his comparative historical analyses he compares ca se  to each other. 
The cases do not exist simply to illustrate theory, as they do in Paige's work, 
but constitute an integral feature of the invetigation. Paige appends case 
studies to  his statistical analysis in order to validate and embellish it; Ste
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phens, by contrast, conducts com parative case studies in order to  deepen his 
investigation as a whole.

Stephens's main goal in his quantitative analysis is to explain variation in 
the development of the welfare state among seventeen "developed W estern 
capitalist dem ocracies" (1979 :8 9 ). His m ajor explanatory variables assess 
degree of working-class organization. This emphasis is inspired by M arxist 
theories emphasizing the im portance of the working class in the transition 
from  capitalism to  socialism. Generally, Stephens finds strong support for 
the argum ent that variation in the strength of the working class explains 
variation in the development of the welfare state. For the seventeen coun
tries he studies, the patterns are impressive, w ith Sweden and other Scan
dinavian countries at one end o f the main axis of variation and the United 
States at the other.

The interplay of statistical and case analysis in Stephens's work is striking. 
Consider, for example, Stephens's (1 9 7 9 :1 0 0 ) discussion of the effect of die 
percentage of Catholics on welfare spending. Despite a  negative zero-order 
relationship w ith welfare spending (consistent w ith expectations), it has a 
positive effect on welfare spending once the effect of years of socialist rule is 
controlled. Stephens (1979:100) examines the deviation of specific cases 
from the regression line both before and after the percentage of Catholics is 
added to the prediction equation and concludes that the relationship of Ca
tholicism to welfare spending depends on context: "W hen Catholics are a 
center party and have a substantial base in the working class . . . then wel
fare state development will be encouraged. . . . The contrast between Bel
gium and Netherlands on the one hand and Germany on the other is a good 
example of this contrast."

Stephens's comparative case analysis examines four of his seventeen 
cases: Sweden, Great Britain, the United States, and France. These cases—  
the first three especially— are arrayed roughly along the main axis of varia
tion evident in the statistical analysis. The case-oriented analysis, however, 
does not simply reproduce the statistical analysis. Essentially, the statistical 
analysis identifies the major explanatory variables without showing any 
concrete mechanisms or human agency. In other words, it shows that work
ing-class organization is the main explanatory variable, but it does not show 
how or under what conditions working-class mobilization led to growth of 
the welfare state. The comparative analysis addresses this issue primarily by 
contrasting Sweden, die ideal-typic case (from  Stephens's perspective), with
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three cases which depart from  the Swedish case in varying degrees {G reat 
Britain, m oderately; the United States and France, substantially and in dif
ferent ways). In this way Stephens is able to combine attention to structural 
factors (highlighted in the statistical analysis) with attention to historical 
factors and historical process.

th e  statistical and case-oriented analyses fit together relatively neatly be
cause both are anchored by the same model, which is based ultim ately on 
the Swedish case. The statistical analysis focuses on a an gle main axis of 
variation and deviations from  this axis. The case -oriented analysis reprodu ces 
that axis in its use of Sweden as the ideal-typic case. Thus, Stephens's com
bination of case-oriented and variable-oriented techniques is m ore success
ful than either Paige's or Shorter and Tilly's because it uses an explicit model 
embodied in a specific case, Sweden, to  orient both types of investigations. 
This feature orients Stephens's investigation m ore toward assessing gener
ality (specifically, the generality of the Swedish social democratic model) 
than toward appreciating com plexity and specificity, but considerable sen
sitivity to historical process is shown in the comparative rase studies and the 
reader gains a strong sense of the diversity among advanced W estern capi
talist countries.

C O M P A R A T I V E  S T R A T E G I E S

COMBINED STRATEGIES AND THE RELATION BETWEEN
G O A LS A N D  M ETH O D S

The combined strategies presented above vary in die degree to which they 
successfully integrate case-oriented and variable-oriented approaches. Paige 
and Shorter and Tilly dearly are less successful than Stephens. N either of 
the first two studies we have examined qualifies as a case-oriented com
parative study. One simple signal of their noncomparative nature is the fact 
that neither study examines sim ilar (or at least comparable) outcom es in dif
ferent settings. Studies that address comparable outcomes across a range of 
cases usually m ust cope with multiple conjunctural causation in some way, 
and this type of examination is rare in the first two studies examined. (Paige 
does explore a few simple statistical interactions in some of his analyses; see, 
for example, his analysts of sharecropping in the section on global patterns. ) 

Recall that in classic comparative case studies such as M oore's Social Ori
gins o f Dictatorship and Democracy, a common finding is that a given out
come (say, the em ergence of democratic political institutions) can result from  
several different causal conjunctures and that the same causal condition (say,
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commercialization of agriculture) can have very different consequences, de
pending on context. The task of the historically oriented social scientist is to 
unravel such apparent paradoxes (see Chapters 2  and 3 ).

In the first two combined strategies discussed above there is little need to 
unravel paradox. Shorter and Tilly study only one case, France, and Paige, 
in his case studies at least, examines only one example of each of four types 
of agrarian system s. Thus, Shorter and Tilly pay som e attention to  con
juncture! causation in the interpretive account of the course of strikes in 
France, but because the analysis is not explicitly comparative, there is no 
special interest in multiple conjunctural causation— there is no check on the 
generalizability of the causal conjunctures they identify, hi Paige's w ork, dif
ferent causes produce different outcomes in the statistical analyses and in the 
case studies, but each type of unrest results from  a different cause or set of 
causes. Again, there is no interest in multiple conjunctural causation, no ex
plicit paradox to unravel. In some of his models and in some of his case 
studies there are examples of interaction and conjunctural causation (as in  
the treatm ent of m ilitary conjunctures in Angola and V iet N am ), but the 
overall pattern is one of different causes explaining different outcom es, not 
of different combinations of causes explaining the same outcom e o r sim ilar 
Outcomes.

Stephens's study is much more successful at combining the two strategies, 
and considerable attention is devoted to multiple and conjunctural causation. 
However, the integration of the two strategies is made possible by the theo
retical and methodological dominance of the Swedish case and therefore is 
limited. Essentially, the statistical analyses show that countries m ost like 
Sweden in term s of working-class mobilization and strength tend to have the 
m ost developed and the m ost redistributive welfare states, The case studies 
show different historical factors that account for different departures from  
the Swedish case. Thus, Stephens addresses comparable outcom es in  differ
ent settings in a restricted way, using the Swedish case to structure the entire 
discussion. An analysis that did not treat any particular case as ideal typic 
m ight show several different historical routes to the development of differ
ent types of welfare states.

O f course, research strategies should be evaluated only relative to stated 
research goals, not relative to abstract notions concerning ideal comparative 
work. Shorter and Tilly's prim ary goal was to understand and interpret the 
nature and causes o f  strikes in France, especially since industrialization, and 
to  examine their relation to national political changes. Their analysis is cer
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tainly relevant to other advanced countries, but they carefully refrain from 
generalization— their goals are specific to France. Clearly, from this perspec
tive, the strategy they selected Was appropriate, perhaps exemplary in a 
paradigmatic sense.

In a similar vein, Paige's goal was to demonstrate his theory, to show that 
different ways of organizing agrarian life produce different, characteristic 
forms of agrarian unrest. In a sense, his only goal was to show that the 
typology he developed, based on income sources of cultivators and nan- 
cultivators, works both at a global level and at a case-study level. H e shows 
that i t  works at a global level by establishing correlations between types of 
agrarian structures and types of unrest; he shows that it works at a case- 
study level by using it as a  basis for interpreting agrarian unrest in four 
export sectors. (In som e of the case studies, however, the model works only 
in conjunction w ith political contextual variables not specified in the theo
retical model.) From the perspective of goals, the methods Paige used were 
clearly appropriate, among the best that mainstream social science could 
offer.

Stephens's primary goal was to show the generalizabilitv of the historical 
pattern of Welfare state development evident in Sweden to other Western 
capitalist democracies. H e builds a  convincing case that the Swedish model is 
generalizable, and he shows further that the historical conditions high
lighted by examination of the Swedish case are also im portant for under
standing the experiences o f other advanced countries. A gain, from  the per
spective of goals; the overall design of the Study cannot be faulted, and 
Stephens's implementation of the combined strategy comes closest to inte
grating the two approaches.

Still, it is possible to speculate that the goals of these studies w ere shaped 
to some degree by available methods. Consider, for example, Shorter and 
Tilly's chapter addressing comparative data. Essentially, this chapter consists 
of a brief examination of the changing shape of strikes (em bracing number, 
average size, and average duration) in W estern Europe and North America 
before and after W orld War II. In the course of this examination, Shorter 
and Tilly move toward a delineation of general patterns and suggest tenta
tive assignments of countries to the patterns they identify. The exercise is 
incomplete, however, because the task of specifying the underlying com
monalities that produce, these different general patterns quickly gets out of 
hand. Strict application of the indirect method of difference (that is, identify
ing commonalities within types and consistent differences between types) is
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not attem pted because the number of relevant causal conditions and the dif
ferent combinations of causes is too great and the number of cases too few.
Shorter and Tilly are left with only a general conclusion— that a comm on, 
but far from  universal, pattern is for strikes to become larger and briefer, a 
pattern exemplified by France. Rather than attem pting to unravel the com
plexities of the relations between the changing shape of industrial conflict 
and the nature of state formation in W estern Europe and N orth Am erica, 
they settle for a  weaker statem ent of broad patterns.

Consider also Paige's statistical analysis of global patterns. His goal was 
simply to  demonstrate his theory. The results of his analysis, while impres
sive from a statistical standpoint, leave m any questions unanswered. For ex
ample, the correlation between the existence of decentralized sharecropping 
(coded as a presence/absence variable) and the log of num ber of revolution
ary socialist events for agricultural export sectors is 0 .5 1  (Paige 1 9 7 5 :1 0 6 ). 
This is a  modest correlation, probably deflated somewhat by the presence/ 
absence coding of the independent variable. However, it is still very far from  
perfect. W hy is it that some decentralized sharecropping system s experi
enced high levels of revolutionary socialist events and others did not? Could 
it be that there are subtle differences am ong decentralized sharecropping 
systems (perhaps related to income sources of cultivators and noncultivators, 
perhaps not) that would account for these differences ? Could it be that revo
lutionary socialist events occur only in agrarian system s experiencing some 
form of decolonization (or neocolonization) ? And why did some of the other 
types of agrarian systems experience revolutionary socialist events? In 
short, what different combinations of agrarian (and political) conditions ac
tually cause a  high level of revolutionary socialist unrest?

Essentially, the problem is that Paige's independent variables (presence/ 
absence of different types of agrarian system s) aggregates inform ation about 
conditions and structures that separately (and in different combinations) may 
be relevant to revolutionary socialist unrest. It is impossible for the reader to 
disaggregate them  into a form  that would allow a m ore detailed examination 
of the link between agrarian conditions and revolutionary socialist unrest. 
Thus, there is a paradox— the correlation indicates that m any decentralized 
sharecropping systems did not experience revolutionary socialist events and 
m any other types of systems did— but it cannot be unraveled. The need for 
m ore detailed inform ation on cases is obvious at this point, information that 
could be used to compare agricultural export sectors as wholes, as combina
tions of conditions.
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It would be difficult, of course, to  compare 135 agricultural export sectors 
with each other as wholes (9 ,045  com parisons) or even to do 135 case stud
ies. Recognizing this problem (and the limitations of his-correlational analy
sis), Paige presents detailed analyses of four representative export sectors. 
But is this sufficient? An analytic technique allowing a m ore global exam i
nation of complexity— of the different combinations of agrarian and other 
conditions associated with each type of unrest-— would address the question 
of agrarian unrest more directly.

Again, this was not Paige's goal. He did not set out to unravel multiple 
conjunctural causation; he wanted simply to demonstrate his ideas. Simi
larly, Shorter and Tilly did not set out to unravel the complex links between 
the changing course of industrial conflict and the forging of contemporary 
Western polities. They focused on France. The point is simply that in both 
studies it is possible that certain avenues of investigation may have been 
blocked by method— by the inability of conventional methods to address a 
form of causal complexity that is common in comparative investigation of 
macrosorial phenomena. In die next section I describe ideal features of a 
broadly comparative research strategy, an approach that integrates aspects of 
variable-oriented and case-oriented methods.

ELEM EN T S O F A  SY N T H ET IC  STRA TEG Y

W hat features should a synthetic strategy possess? First, it should be capable 
of addressing laige numbers of cases. The prim ary weakness of the case- 
oriented strategy is that it is open to the charge of particularism . The con- 
clusions of case-oriented studies are typically based on few cases. Social sci
entists who read these studies routinely ask: A re these cases typical? Do 
they embrace the entire range of relevant variation? Shorter and Tilly's 
Strikes in France is open to this criticism . Their comparative data, in fact, 
suggest that France is not typical. Even M oore's Social Origins o f Dictatorship 
and Democracy is vulnerable to th is attack. He claims that his analysis is 
relevant only to big o r im portant countries, not to  all countries or to  all in
stances o f political modernization. A  proper synthetic strategy should pro
vide an avenue of escape from  this criticism . A t a m inimum, it should allow  
investigators who wish to protect themselves from  this charge to examine 
m ore than a few cases.

Second, a synthetic strategy should embody as much of the strict com
parative logic of experimental design as possible (see Chapters 1, 2 , and 3 ).
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This logic is a key feature of case-oriented comparative study. It is apparent 
in this strategy's concern for combinations of conditions and in its allowance 
for complex, canjunctural causation. According to the m etatheory of this 
strategy* social causes often modify the effects of other social causes, some
times m utating and transform ing their impact. Such causal com plexity can
not be captured easily in statistical analy ses, especially in additive models. 
Only an approach that allows consideration of different combinations of con
ditions will suffice. This is the second m ajor feature that a proper synthetic 
strategy should exhibit.

These first two features are essential; however, there are additional fea
tures that are also im portant. A  synthetic strategy should allow investigators 
to  form ulate parsimonious explanations. In some types of investigation par
simony is not desirable. For exam ple, full appreciation of the variety of 
party system s in contem porary democracies does not necessarily call for a  
parsimonious strategy. In general, to  the extent that knowledge of complex
ity  is desired, a  parsimonious strategy is m ore of a burden than a  blessing. 
In the social sciences, however, parsimony typically is preferred to extensive 
knowledge of complexity. To be consistent w ith one of the central goals of 
social science, therefore, a synthetic strategy should be capable of producing 
relatively parsimonious explanations. In essence, this means that a synthetic 
strategy should be capable of data reduction— of simplifying complexity in a 
theoretically guided manner.

A  synthetic strategy should also be analytic. That is, it should provide a 
way for investigators to specify and study the m ajor features of social units 
and social processes, the parts that combine in different ways to produce dif
ferent wholes. Analysis entails breaking wholes into parts. It is by under
standing how parts fit together that social scientists are able to understand 
wholes. Social science is not, at least not yet, a science of essences; analysis, 
breaking wholes into parts, remains im portant. In purely variable-oriented 
investigations, analysis proceeds by examining the relations between parts 
in isolation from  wholes. In case-oriented studies, by contrast, the whole 
predominates over the parts, shaping the understanding and interpretation 
of each separate element. This is especially true in investigations where the 
goal is to interpret the uniqueness, the particularity, of a case or set of cases. 
In opposition to these extrem es, a synthetic strategy should allow analysis of 
parts in a way that does not obscure wholes. In short, it should provide a 
basis for qualitative, holistic analysis, the comparison of wholes as combina
tions or configurations of parts.
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A  synthetic strategy should also allow consideration of alternative expla
nations. One weakness of case-oriented studies is the fact th at they are very  
private products; they contradict the communal norm s of scientific inves
tigation (M erton 1973). A  case-oriented investigator labors in isolation to  
produce a study which, in the end, bears his or her m ark. Typically, a case- 
oriented study elaborates the ideas and theories of the investigator with data 
that are not generally known or accessible to other investigators, and often 
only perfunctory consideration of alternative explanations and argum ents is 
offered. In essence, case-oriented analyses usually stack the deck in favor of 
the preferred theory. The variable-oriented strategy, by contrast, is conser
vative by design, favored theories are pitted against alternatives and forced 
to compete in the struggle to explain variation. W hile the variable-oriented 
strategy is m ore consistent with the norms of scientific investigation, espe
cially those borrowed from the natural sciences, its conservative bias dis
courages interpretive analysis. Theories win o r lose; only rarely are they 
used to understand events. A  synthetic strategy should provide a way to  test 
alternative argum ents and at the same tim e encourage the use of theory as a 
basis for interpretation. A fter all, the goals of social science are to test theo
ries-—to reject unsupportable ideas—-but also to advance the collective 
understanding of common origins and possible common destinies.

In short, the ideal synthetic strategy should integrate the best features of 
die case-oriented approach with the best features of the variable-oriented 
approach. This integration would allow investigators to address questions 
relevant to many cases in a way that does not contradict either the complex
ity of social causation or the variety of empirical social phenomena. The key 
to a proper synthetic strategy is the idea of qualitative comparative analy
sis— the notion of comparing wholes as configurations of parts. This is the 
via m edia between com plexity and generality, between the radically analytic 
variable-oriented strategy and the highly personalized case-oriented strategy.

Qualitative comparison of cases is not easily accomplished with tradi
tional statistical methods based on linear algebra. In the next chapter I 
present an alternative algebraic basis for comparative analysis. Specifically, I 
show how Boolean algebra can be used as a basis for analyzing multiple con
juncture! causation.



A Boolean Approach to
Qualitative Comparison: Basic Concepts

An explicit algebraic basis for qualitative comparison exists in Boolean al
gebra. Also known as the algebra of logic and as the algebra of sets. Boolean 
algebra was developed in the mid-nineteenth century by George Boole. It is
not necessary to understand Boolean algebra in its entirety in order to com
prehend its uses in comparative social science. The Boolean principles used 
in qualitative comparative analysis are quite simple. They are easy to grasp 
because they ate consistent with simple logical principles common to many 
types of social scientific investigation. To a slightly lesser extent they are also 
consistent with everyday experience.

This chapter outlines basic features of Boolean algebra relevant to quali
tative comparison. Although it is not an introduction to Boolean algebra, 
which is beyond the scope of this book, all relevant features of Boolean al
gebra are presented. This chapter also describes the Boolean algorithm s that 
are used to compare cases holistically and presents simple, hypothetical ex
amples. These algorithms are based on the work of electrical engineers who 
developed them  in the 1950s to simplify switching circuits. As I hope to 
show, these are hot mechanical procedures— despite their origins. There is 
an im portant element of investigator input, what electrical engineers would 
call engineering art, at virtually every stage of Boolean-based qualitative 
comparison. Chapter 7  presents advanced principles of Boolean algebra, and 
Chapter 8  presents examples of the application of these procedures to several 
data sets.

85
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It is im portant to point out that the qualitative comparative method pre
sented in this and subsequent chapters uses Boolean algebra, but it is not 
limited to  this algebraic system . It is possible to mimic m any of the basic 
algorithmic principles discussed w ith m ore conventional techniques, and it 
is possible to apply some of these alternative techniques to interval-scale 
variables. Thus, the ideas presented in these chapters are not limited to di
chotomous social data (such as presence/absence of structures o r events) or 
to a narrowly Boolean (that is, logical) form ulation. A  strictly Boolean ap
proach is presented because the principles of qualitative comparison are 
much easier to  grasp and to apply when formulated in this manner.

BASIC FEATURES OF BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

There are ten aspects of Boolean algebra that are essential to  its use in social 
science. These are presented in rough sequence here, with m ore difficult 
concepts following simpler concepts. W henever possible, applications to  hy
pothetical social data are supplied.

USE o f  b in a r y  d a t a . There are two conditions or states in Boolean al
gebra: true (or present) and false (or absent). These tw o s ta ts  are repre
sented in base 2 : 1 indicates presence; 0  indicates absence. The typical 
Boolean-based comparative analysis addresses the presence/absence condi
tions under which a certain outcom e is obtained (that is, is true). Thus, in a 
Boolean analysis of social data all variables, independent and dependent, 
must be nom inal-scale m easures. Interval-scale measures are transform ed  
into m ulticategory nominal-scale m easures. Nominal-scale measures with 
m ore than two categories are represented w ith several binary variables.

W hile these procedures entail som e loss of inform ation, the loss typically 
is not great. In m any comparative studies this restriction does not pose a 
m ajor obstacle because many phenomena of interest to  comparativists, both 
causes and outcomes, are already nominal-scale m easures. They are qualita
tive phenomena, Such as the presence or absence of events, processes, and! 
structures, that are difficult to  m easure on interval scales. In Barrington  
Moore's (1966) study, for exam ple, the m ain "variables" were qualitative dis
tinctions such as the presence or absence of communal peasant villages in 
certain countries or regions. W hile interval-scale measures of some of the 
phenomena of interest to  comparativists are sometimes available, meaningful

—
1
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transform ation of sudi measures into m ulticategory nominal-scale variables 
can be achieved by incorporating substantive and theoretical criteria.

USE OF truth table To reprisen t  data . In order to use Boolean al
gebra as a  technique of qualitative comparison, it is necessary to reconstruct 
a raw data m atrix as a truth table. The idea behind a tru th  table is simple. 
Once the data have been recoded into nom inal-scale variables and repre
sented in binary form  (as I's and 0's), it is necessary only to sort the data into 
their different combinations of values on the independent variables. Each 
logical combination of values on the independent variables is represented as 
one row of the truth ab le . Once this part of the tru th  ab le  is constructed, 
each row is assigned an output value (a  score of 1 o r 0  on the dependent 
variable) based on the scores of the cases which share that combination of 
input values (that combination of scores on the independent variables). 
Thus, both the different combinations of input values (independent vari
ables) and their associated output values (the dependent variable) are sum
marized in a tru th  table.

Truth tables have as m any rows as there are logically possible combina
tions of values on the causal variables. If there are four binary independent 
variables, for example, the truth table will contain 2 4 =  16 rows, one for 
each logically possible combination of four presence/absence independent 
variables. The truth table for a moderate-sized data set with four binary in
dependent variables and one binary dependent variable (with 1 == present 
and 0  =  absent) is shown in Table 3 . (In all, this truth  table would have 
sixteen row s.) Technically, there is no reason to indude the frequency of 
each combination as part of the truth  table. These values are induded in the 
examples to remind the reader that each row is not a single case but a sum
m ary of all the cases with a certain combination of input values. In this re
spect, a row of a truth table is like a cell from  a multiway cross-classification 
of several categorical independent variables.

Note that the outcome variable m ust be either 1 o r 0 , not an average or a  
probability, l ia s  requirement may present problems to the extent that dear 
tendencies are not evident in the data. In the first row of the hypothetical 
truth table (cases scoring 0  on all four causes, X , to  X 4), for example, if the 
cases were evenly divided between an outcom e of 0  and an outcom e of I  
(that is, four of each), it would have been difficult to  assign an output value 
to this row of the truth  table. There are several possible solutions to this
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table 3: Representative Truth Table with Four Causal Conditions

Condition

X ,

Outcome

Y

Number
of

Instances

0 0 0 0 0 8
0 0 0 1 0 6
0 0 1 0 1 10
0 0 1 1 0 5
0 1 0 0 1 13
0 1 0 1 0 7
0 1 1 0 1 11
0 1 1 1 1 5
1 0 0 0 1 9
1 0 0 1 1 3
1 0 1 0 O' 12
1 0 1 1 0 23
i 1 0 0 0 IS
1 1 0 1 1 5
1 1 1 0 0 8
1 1 1 1 1 6

problem, which are addressed in detail in Chapter 7. For the m oment, as
sume that the data in the examples are unusually straightforward and that 
no contradictory rows exist The im portant concept is that Boolean tech
niques of qualitative comparison use truth tables, which are constructed 
from  binary raw data on cases sorted into their different combinations of 
values on the causal variables.

In a Boolean analysis, the number of instances o f each combination of
causal conditions does not enter directly into any computations. In other 
words, frequency criteria are not as im portant as they are in statistical 
analysis. This practice is consistent with a focus on types of situations (that 
is, rows of the truth table) as the basic analytic u n it This does not m ean that 
frequency criteria cannot or should not be incorporated in any way. There 
are several possible ways to incorporate frequency criteria (see, for example, 
the third application in Chapter 8 ). O ne simple way to incorporate such cri
teria would be to  establish cutoff values for rows of the tru th  table. For 
exam ple, an investigator m ight decide that if there are not at least four 
instances of a certain combination of input values, as in row 2 of the hypo
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thetical truth table (Table 3) where there are only three, then that combina
tion oi values should be excluded from  consideration. O f course, there are 
simple statistical rules that can be used for such decisions which certainly 
should be applied when appropriate. (Ragin and others 1984 present one
rudimentary technique. )

boolean addition . In Boolean algebra, if A + B = Z, and A = 1 and 
B — 1, then Z =  1. 'In other words, 1 +  1 =  1. The basic idea in Boolean 
addition is that if any of the additive term s is satisfied (present), then the 
outcome is true (occurs). Addition in Boolean algebra is equivalent to  the 
logical operator O R. (In this discussion uppercase OR is used to indicate 
logical O R .) Thus, the statem ent A +  B =  Z  becomes: if A equals 1 OR B 
equals 1, then Z  equals 1.

The best way to think of this principle is in logical term s, not arith
m etically. For example, there m ight be several things a person could do to  
lose his or her job. It does not m atter how m any of these things the person 
does. If the employee does any one (or all) of them , he o r she will be fired. 
Doing two of them will not cause one employee to  be m ore fired than an
other employee who does only one of them. Fired is fired, a truly qualitative 
state. This example succinctly illustrates the nature of Boolean addition: 
satisfy any one of the additive conditions and the expected outcome follows. 
This aspect of Boolean addition is very useful in social scientific analy
sis, especially qualitative comparison, although its value is not generally 
recognized.

Consider the collapse of military regimes. Assume that there are three 
general conditions that cause military regimes to fall: sharp conflict between 
older and younger military officers (A), death of a powerful dictator (B), or 
CIA dissatisfaction with the regime (C). Any one of these three conditions 
may be sufficient to prompt a collapse. The truth table for a number of such 
regimes in different countries is shown in Table 4  (with 1 =  present and 0  =  
absent). Each combination of causes produces either regim e failure o r an ab
sence of regime failure— there are no contradictory rows.

W ith uppercase letters indicating the presence of a  condition and lower
case letters indicating its absence (a convention used throughout this discus
sion), the "simplified" Boolean equation

F =  A +  B +  C
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t a b l e  4 : Hypothetical Truth Table Showing Three Causes <rf Regime Failure

A

Condition

B c

Regime Failure

F

Number
of

Instances

0 O' 0 0 9
1 0 0 1 2
0 1 0 1 3-
0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 2
1 0 1 1 1
0 1 1 I 1
1 1 1 1 3

A = Conflict between older and younger m iliary officers 
B =  Death of a powerful dictator 
C = CIA dissatisfaction with the regime

expresses the relation between the three conditions and regime failure 
simply and elegantly for both negative and positive instances. Simply
stated : if any one (or any two or all three) of these conditions obtains, then 
the regime will fall.

It would be difficult to achieve this same directness in a statistical analysis 
because a linear, additive combination of these three presence/absence vari
ables would predict that cases with m ore than one of the three conditions 
present should somehow experience m ore of a regime failure. But a regime 
either falls or it does not (assuming the investigator has applied the relevant 
criteria correctly and consistently); the distinction is qualitative.

In order to model these data w ith statistical methods, m any m ore cases 
would have to be found and added to the set. Assum ing this, the investigator 
m ight apply discriminant analysis or some type of log-linear analysis to the 
data. The goal of the discriminant analysis would be to  estim ate a linear, 
arithm etic combination of causal variables in a way th at m aximizes the sepa
ration of the scores of predefined groups on a "discrim inant function" while 
minimizing within-group variation on these scores. To use this technique 
effectively it would be necessary to  include term s modeling the statistical 
interaction between the causal variables (with negative coefficients) as pre
dictors to correct for the fact that when two o r m ore relevant conditions are 
present, the score on the discriminant function should remain constant (that 
is, be equal to 1) within the regime failure group. Similarly, a log-lineair
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analysis of this hypothetical (dramatically enlarged) data set would show in
teraction. Thus, a simple (and dear) model from  a logical (that is, Boolean) 
point of view would be awkward to  model statistically.

A  statistician's immediate response to this problem would be to argue that 
the investigator should use a  different dependent variable— perhaps number 
of deaths associated with the collapse of each regim e, a convenient interval- 
scale dependent variable. But this would be a different analysis and a differ
ent question. It would be an analysis of the bloodiness of regim e changes, 
not of the conditions that prom pt the collapse of m ilitary regimes.

Historical and comparative social scientists are often interested in out
comes of this type— events and form ations that are best viewed as histori
cally em ergent and therefore qualitative. It is difficult to  transform  such 
qualitative occurrences into meaningful interval-scale dependent variables 
suitable for conventional m ultivariate statistical analysis. This is not to  say, 
of course, that statistical methods cannot be applied to categorical dependent 
variables. The point is simply that the Boolean model is m ore consistent 
with how we often think about and understand qualitative phenomena.

boolean multiplication . Boolean multiplication differs substantially 
from  norm al multiplication. Boolean multiplication is relevant because the 
typical social science application of Boolean algebra concerns the process of 
simplifying expressions known as "sum s of products." A  product is a Specific 
combination of causal conditions. W ith uppercase letters indicating presence 
and lowercase letters indicating absence, the data on coiapsed m ilitary re
gimes from  Table 4  can be represented in "prim itive" (that is, unreduced) 
sum s-of-products form  as follows:

F =  Abe +  aBc +  abC  +  ABc +  AbC  +  sBC +  ABC

Each of the seven term s represents a combination of causal conditions found 
in at least one instance of regim e failure. The different term s are products 
because they represent intersections of conditions (conjunctures of causes 
and absences of causes). The equation shows the different prim itive cam - 
binations of conditions that are linked to the collapse of m ilitary regimes.

Boolean multiplication, like Boolean addition, is not arithm etic. The ex
pression Abe does not mean that the value of A  (1) is multiplied by the 
value of B (0) and by the value of C (0) to  produce a result value of 0 . It 
means simply th at a presence of A is combined with an absence of B and an
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absence of C. The total situation, F  -  Abe, occurs in the data tw ice. This 
conjuncture! character of Boolean multiplication shapes the interpretation of 
the prim itive sum s-of-products equation presented above: F  (regim e failure) 
occurs if any of seven combinations of three causes is obtained. In Boolean 
algebra, therefore, addition indicates logical O R and multiplication indicates 
logical AND. The three causes are ANDed together in different ways to indi
cate different empirical configurations. These intersections are ORed to
gether to form an unreduced, sum s-of-products equation describing the dif
ferent combinations of the three causes linked to regime failure.

92

c o m b in a t o r ia l  l o g ic . Boolean analysis is combinatorial by design. In 
the analysis of regime failures presented above, it appears from  casual in
spection of only the first four rows of the truth table (Table 4 ) that if any one 
of the three causes is present, then die regime will collapse. W hile it is 
tem pting to take this shortcut, the route taken by Boolean analysis is much 
m ore exacting of the data. This is because the absence of a cause has the 
same logical status as the presence of a cause in Boolean analysis. As noted 
above, Boolean multiplication indicates that presence and absence conditions 
are combined, that they intersect.

Consider the second row of the truth table (Table 4 ), which describes the 
two instances of m ilitary regime failure linked to  causal configuration Abe. 
Simple inspection suggests that in this case F (regime failure) resulted from  
the first cause, A. But notice that if the investigator had information on only 
this row  of the tru th  table, and not on any of the other instances of regime 
failure, he or she might conclude that A causes F only if causes B and C are 
absent. This is what the Abe combination indicates. This row by itself does 
no t indicate w hether A would cause F in the presence of B or C o r both. All 
the researcher knows from  these two instances of Abe is that for A to cause 
F, it may be necessary for the other conditions (B  and C ) to be absent. From  
a Boolean perspecti ve, it is entirely plausible that in the presence of one or 
both of these other conditions (say, configuration AbC ) , F m ay not result. To 
return to the original designations, it may be that in the presence of CIA  
meddling (C ), conflict between junior and senior officers (A ) will dissipate 
as the two factions unite to  oppose the attem pt by outsiders to dictate 
events.

To push this argum ent further, assume the investigator had knowledge of 
only the first four rows of the truth table. The data would support the idea
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that the presence of any one of the three conditions causes F, hut again the 
data m ight indicate that A causes F only when B: and C are absent (A bc), B 
causes F  only when A and C are absent (aBc) , and so on. A  strict application 
of combinatorial logic requires that these limitations be placed on conclu
sions drawn from  a limited variety of cases. (Chapter 7  discusses how these 
restrictions can be addressed.)

th is  feature of combinatorial logic is consistent with (the idea that cases, 
especially their causally relevant features, should be viewed holistically. The 
holistic character of the Boolean approach is consistent with the orientation 
of qualitative scholars in comparative social science who examine different 
causes in context. W hen thé second row of the truth table (Table 4) is exam 
ined, it is not interpreted as instances of F caused by A  but as instances of F 
caused by Abe. Thus, in Boolean-based qualitative comparison, causes are 
not viewed in isolation but always within the context of the presence and 
absence of other causally relevant conditions.

BOOLEAN m in im iz a t io n . The restrictive character of combinatorial 
logic seems to indicate that the Boolean approach simply compounds com 
plexity on top of complexity. This is not the case. There are simple and 
straightforward rules for simplifying complexity— for reducing primitive 
expressions and form ulating m ore succinct Boolean statem ents. The m ost 
fundamental of these rules is:

If two Boolean expressions differ in only one causal condition yet produce the same 
outcome, then the causal condition that distinguishes the two expressions can be 
considered irrelevant and can be removed to create a simpler, combined expression.

Essentially this minimization rule allows the investigator to take two Bool
ean expressions that differ in only one term  and produce a combined ex
pression. For example, Abe and ABc, which both produce outcom e F, differ 
only in 8 ; all other elements are identical. The minimization rale stated 
above allows the replacement of these two term s with a single, simpler ex
pression: Ac. In other words, the comparison of these two rows, A be and 
ABc, as wholes indicates that in instances o f Ac, the value of B is irrelevant. 
Cause B may be either present or absent; F will still occur.

The logic of this simple data reduction parallels the logic of experimental 
design (Chapter 2). Only one causal condition, B, varies and no difference in 
outcome is detected (because both Abe and ABc are instances of F I. Accord
ing to the logic of experimental design, B is irrelevant to F in the presence of
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Ac (that is, holding these two conditions constant). Thus, the process of 
Boolean minimization mimics the logic of experimental design. It is a
straightforward operationalization of the logic of the ideal social scientific 
comparison.

This process of logical minimization is conducted in a bottom -up fashion 
until no further stepwise reduction of Boolean expressions is possible. Con
sider again the data on m ilitary regime failures presented above. Each of the 
rows with one cause present and two absent can be combined with rows with 
two causes present and one absent because all these rows have the same out
come (F ) and each pair differs in only one causal condition:

Abe combines with ABc to produce Ac.

Abe combines with AbC  to  produce Ab. 

aBc combines with ABc to produce Be.

«Be combines w ith aBC  to  produce aB. 

abC  combines with AbC  to produce bC. 

abC  combines with aBC to  produce aC.

Similarly, each of the rows with two causes present and one absent can be 
combined w ith the row with all three present:

ABc combines with ABC to produce AB.

AbC combines with ABC to produce AC.

aBC  combines with ABC to produce BC.

Further reduction is possible. N ote that the reduced term s produced in the 
first round can be combined with the reduced term s produced in the second 
round to  produce even simpler expressions:

Ab combines with AB to  produce A .

Ac combines w ith AC to produce A .

«B combines w ith AB to produce B.

Be combines w ith BC to produce B.

«C  combines w ith AC to produce C.

bC combines w ith BC to  produce C.
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Although tedious, this simple process of minimization produces the final, 
reduced Boolean equation:

F -  A +  B +  C

True enough, this was obvious horn simple inspection of the entire truth  
table, but the problem presented was chosen for its simplicity. The example 
directly illustrates key features of Boolean minimization. It is bottom-up 
(that is, inductively oriented). It seeks to  identify ever wider sets of condi
tions (that is, simpler combinations of causal conditions) for which an out
come is true. And it is experiment-like in its focus on pairs of configurations 
differing in only one cause.

implication  and the USB of " prim e im plicants." A further Bool
ean concept that needs to be introduced is the concept of implication. A  
Boolean expres sion is said to imply another if the membership of the second 
term is a subset of the membership of the first. For example, A implies Abe 
because A  embraces all the members of Abe (that is, Abe is a  subset of A ). 
This concept is best understood b y exam ple. If A indicates economically de
pendent countries, B indicates the presence of heavy industry, and C indi
cates centrally coordinated economies, A embraces all dependent countries 
while Abe embraces all dependent countries that lack both centrally coordi
nated economies and heavy industry. Clearly the membership of Abe is in
cluded in the membership of A. Thus, A implies Abe.

H ie concept of implication, while obvious, provides an im portant tool for 
minimizing primitive sum s-of-products expressions. Consider the hypo
thetical truth table shown in Table 5, which summarizes data on three causal 
conditions thought to affect the success of strikes already in progress (S ) : a 
booming m arket for the product produced by the strikers (A ), the threat of 
sympathy strikes by Workers in associated industries (B ), and the existence 
of a  large strike fund (C).

The Boolean equation for S (successful strikes) showing unreduced
(primitive) Boolean expressions is

S =  AbC  +  aBc +  ABc + ABC

The first step in the Boolean analysis of these data is to  attem pt to  com
bine as many compatible rows of the truth table as possible. (Note that this
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t a b l e  5 : Hypothetical Troth Table Showing Three Causes of Successful Strikes

A

Condition

B c

Success

S
Frequency

1 0 1 1 6
0 1 0 1 5
1 1 0 1 2
1 1 1 1 3
1 0 0 0 9
0 0 1 0 6
0 1 i 0 3
0 0 0 0 4

A =  Booming product market
B — Threat of sympathy strikes 
C -  Large strike fund

part of the minimization process uses rows with an output value of 1—  
strike succeeded.) This first phase of the minimization of the truth  table 
produces the following partially minimized Boolean equation, which in 
effect turns a primitive Boolean equation with four three-variable term s 
into an equation with three two-variable term s:

A BC combines with AbC to produce AC.

ABC combines with ABc to produce AB.

ABc combines w ith aBc to  produce Be.

S =  A C +  AB + Be

Product term s such as those in the preceding equation which are pro
duced using this simple minimization rule— combine rows that differ on 
only one cause if they have the same output values— are called prim e impli- 
cants. Usually, each prim e implicant covers (that is, implies) several prim i
tive expressions in the truth table. In the partially minimized equation given 
above, for example, prim e implicant AC covers two prim itive Boolean ex
pressions listed in the truth  table: ABC  and AbC.

This partially reduced Boolean expression illustrates a common finding in  
Boolean analysis: often there are m ore reduced expressions (prim e impli- 
cants) than are needed to cover all the original prim itive expressions. Prim e 
implicant AB implies primitive term s A BC and ABc, for example, yet these
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two prim itive term s are also covered by AC and Be, respectively. Thus, TIB 
may be redundant from a purely logical point of view; it may not be an es
sential prime implicant. In order to  determ ine which prim e implicants are 
logically essential, a  minimization device known as a  prim e implicant chart 
is used. M inimization of the prime implicant chart is an optional, second 
phase of Boolean minimization.

Briefly stated, the goal of this second phase of the minimization process is 
to  "cover" as many of the prim itive Boolean expressions as possible w ith a  
logically minim al number of prime implicants. This objective derives from a 
straightforward desire for parsimony. The prim e implicant chart maps die 
links between prim e implicants and prim itive expressions. The prim e impli
cant chart describing these links in the data on strike outcom es is presented 
in Table 6. Simple inspection indicates that the sm allest number of prime 
implicants needed to cover all of the original primitive expressions is two. 
(For very complex prim e implicant charts, sophisticated computer algo
rithm s are needed; see Mendelson 1970, Roth 1975, and M cD erm ott 1985.) 
Prim e implicants AC and Be cover all four primitive Boolean expressions. 
Analysis o f the prime implicant chart, therefore, leads to the final reduced 
Boolean expression containing only the logically essential prim e implicants:

S = AC + Be

This equation states simply that successful strikes occur when there is a 
booming m arket for die product produced by the workers AND a  large 
strike fund (AC) or when there is the threat of sym pathy strikes by workers 
in associated industries combined with a  low strike fund (Be). (Perhaps the 
threat of sympathy strikes is taken seriously only when the striking workers 
badly need the support of other w orkers.)

t a b l e  6 : Prime Implicant Chart Showing Coverage of Original Terms by Prime 
__ implicants (Hypothetical Strike Data)_________

Primitive Expressions

A B C  A bC  A B c  aBc

AC 

AB

A B O O L E A N  A P P R O A C H

X  ! X

X X

X X

Prime
Impticants

Be
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These simple procedures allow the investigator to  derive a logically m ini
mal equation describing the different combinations of conditions associated 
w ith a certain outcom e. The final, reduced equation shows the two (logically 
minimal) combinations of conditions that cause successful strikes and thus 
provides an explicit statem ent of multiple conjunctural causation.

Note that this final phase of Boolean m inimization, use of d ie prim e im - 
pbcant chart, is used only when the investigator seeks a  bg ically  minimal 
equation {th at is, m axim um  logical parsim ony). In som e analyses the deter
mination of prim e implicants may be the endpoint of the Boolean analysis. 
If, for example, the investigator's theory emphasized combination AB (the 
coincidence of a  booming m arket and the threat of sym pathy strikes) as an 
im portant cause of successful strikes, the fact that AB never e a sts  in a 
"pure" form  (that is, in the absence of either AC o r Be) m ight be considered 
irrelevant, and th e cases that combine AB with either AC o r Be m ight be 
considered "overdeterm ined" (and possibly m ore interpretable) according to 
this reasoning and deserve special attention. The im portant point here is that 
in all applications of these procedures there is an element of investigator in
put that is cruriaL The techniques should not be used mechanically. The 
issue of parsimony is addressed in m ore detail in Chapters 7  and 8  where I 
examine the use of theory to evaluate th e results of Boolean analysis.

The hypothetical analysis presented here shows the m ajor steps in using 
Boolean techniques to unravel complexity: (1) construct the truth table, (2) 
determine the prime implicants, and (3) use the prime implicant chart to 
select the essential prime impEcants (if maximum parsimony is desired), 
th e  truth table shews primitive expressions. An equation with prime impli
cants is a partially reduced Boolean expression. The equation that results 
from use of the prime implicant chart is a logically minimal Boolean 
expression.

use OF de Morgan's law. Once a truth table has been minimized and 
the different combinations of conditions associated with an outcome have 
been determined, it is often useful to assess the combinations of conditions 
associated with the absence of an outcome (such as unsuccessful strikes in 
the example above). Rather than start from the very beginning and con
struct and minimize a new truth table, it is possible to apply De Morgans 
Law to the solution already derived for positi ve outcomes to obtain the solu
tion for negative outcomes.

A B O O L E A N  A P P R O A C H
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H ie application of De Morgan's Law is straightforward. Consider the solu
tion to  the hypothetical analysis of successful strikes presented above: S =  
AC +  Be. Elements that are coded present in the reduced equation (say, 4  in 
the term  A C) are recoded to absent, and elements th at are coded absent (say, 
c in the term  Be) are recoded to present. N ext, logical AND is recoded to  
logical O R, and logical OR is recoded to logical AND. Applying these two 
rules, 5  — AC +  Be becomes

s =  (a  +  c)(b  +  C )
— ab +  aC +  be

According to this equation, strikes fail when (1) the m arket for th e relevant 
product is not booming AND there is no serious threat of sym pathy strikes, 
(2) the m arket for a product is not booming AND there is a large strike 
fund, OR (3) there is no threat of sym pathy strikes M ID  only a  small strike 
fund, (th e  combination aC-— nonbooming m arket and large strike fund, 
which seems contradictory— may> suggest an economic downturn after a pe
riod of stability. In this situation a shutdown m ight be welcomed by man
agem ent.) De Morgan's Law thus provides a  convenient shortcut for mini
mizing negative instances. It can also be used in conjunction with advanced 
Boolean techniques discussed in Chapter 7.

necessary and SUFFICIENT causes. An additional aspect of the Bool
ean approach to consider is the relation between the results of Boolean mini
mization and necessary and sufficient causes in social research. A  cause is 
defined as necessary if it m ust be present for a certain outcom e to  occur. A  
cause is defined as sufficient if by itself it  can produce a certain outcom e. 
This distinction is meaningful cmly in the context of theoretical perspec
tives. No cause is necessary, for example, independent of a theory that spec
ifies it as a relevant cause. Neither necessity new sufficiency exists indepen
dently of theories that propose causes.

Necessity and sufficiency are usually considered jointly because all com
binations of the two are meaningful. A  cause is both necessary and sufficient 
if it  is the only cause that produces an outcom e and it is singular (that is, not 
a combination of causes), A  cause is sufficient but not necessary if it is ca
pable of producing the outcom e hut is not the only cause w ith this capability. 
A  cause is necessary but not sufficient if it is capable of producing an out
come in combination with other causes and appears in all such combinations.
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Finally, a  cause is neither necessary nor sufficient if it appears only in a  sub
set of the combinations of conditions that produce an outcom e. In all, there 
are four categories of causes (formed from  the cross-tabulation of the pres- 
ence/absence of sufficiency against the presence/absence of necessity).

In contrast to die results of m ost types of statistical analysis, the results 
of Boolean analysis are easy to  interpret in term s of necessity and suffi
ciency. Consider the following hypothetical:

S — AC +  Be (No cause is either necessary or sufficient.)

None of the (bur causal conditions in the equation (A , B , C , c) is either nec
essary o r sufficient because all term s contain combinations of causes, and no 
causal condition appears in every term . If, instead, the final equation had 
been

S =  AC +  BC (C  is necessary but not sufficient.)

it would have been possible to conclude that C is a necessary but not suffi
cient condition because it appears in every term  but never by itself. O ther 
examples showing other patterns of necessary and sufficient causation are

S — AC (Both A and C are necessary but not sufficient.)

S =  A +  Be (A is sufficient but not necessary.)

S =  B (B  is both necessary and sufficient.)

These examples are very simple, but they show clearly th at the Boolean ap
proach is highly compatible with the vocabulary of necessary and sufficient 
causation. This feature enhances its value as a  tool for qualitative com
parative analysis, especially in studies examining a variety of cases experi
encing the same or sim ilar outcomes.

f a c t o r in g  b o o l e a n  e x p r e s s io n s . O ften it is useful to factor die re
sults of Boolean analysis. Boolean factoring does not differ dram atically 
from  standard algebraic factoring. For example, the Boolean statem ent

S =  AB +  AC + AD

can be factored to show that A  is a necessary condition:

S =  A {B  + C + D )
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Factoring is useful not only to  show which conditions are necessary; it also 
identifies conditions that are causally equivalent. In the example given 
above, for instance, it is dear that conditions B , C, and D are causally 
equivalent (in combination with A ) w ith respect to  outcom e S.

Factoring can also be used to  clarify an equation, even when factoring the 
equation does not simplify i t  For example, an investigator m ight find the 
following equation for S:

S' =  a be +  Al?C 4- abd  +  E

Theory m ight stress the contrary effects of A  in different contexts, and the
results seem to support this emphasis. In some contexts A m ust be present 
for S to occur; in others it m ust be absent. The equation can be factored in a 
way that highlights condition A in its presence and absence states:

S =  a(bc + bd + E} +  A (bC  +  E )

The equation shows which contexts require A to  be present for S to  occur 
and which contexts require A to  be absent. Note that condition E appears in 
both sets. Because this second use of factoring does not simplify an equa
tion, but clarifies it according to theoretical criteria, it is better to distinguish 
it by labeling it "theoretical factoring."

SU M M A RY

The brief overview of Boolean techniques presented in this chapter illus
trates some of the key features of the Boolean approach. It is holistic in its 
orientation toward cases because it views them  in term s of combinations of 
values and compares cases with different combinations holistically. This fea
ture of Boolean-based qualitative comparison makes it an ideal instrum ent 
for identifying patterns of multiple conjunctural causation. The approach 
has a  strong inductive element (which mimics case-oriented research) 
because it proceeds from  the bottom  up, simplifying complexity in a m e
thodical, stepwise m anner. It starts with a  bias toward complexity— every 
logically possible combination of values is examined— and simplifies this 
com plexity through experim ent-like contrasts-—procedures which approxi
m ate die logic of the ideal social scientific comparison. Finally, it is highly 
compatible with the vocabulary of necessary and sufficient causation, a fea
ture that enhances its value for assessing the lim its of social scientific 
generalizations.

A B O O L E A N  A P P R O A C H
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This chapter leaves m any basic questions unanswered, however. For ex
ample, what should an investigator do if some of the logically possible com
binations of values on th e independent variables do not exist? As noted in 
Chapter 2 , this is a crucial question because naturally occurring data alm ost 
never display patterns allowing experim ent-like comparisons. This and re
lated issues are examined in Chapter 7.



Extensions of Boolean Methods 
of Qualitative Comparison

The hypothetical examples used in Chapter 6  to introduce Boolean tech
niques of qualitative comparison were unrealistically straightforward. Their 
simplicity eased the task of presenting basic Boolean principles but left 
m any Im portant issues unaddressed. Tins chapter also uses hypothetical 
data, but the examples are m ore complex. These hypothetical data come 
much closer to the empirical examples used in Chapter 8 to illustrate various 
applications of Boolean methods. Thus, this chapter bridges Chapters 6  
and 8.

Several key issues were skirted in Chapter 6. The m ost im portant of 
these is one of the issues that motivated the development of Boolean tech
niques in the first place— the fact that naturally occurring data lack sufficient 
variety to allow experiment-like comparative analyses (see Chapters 2  and 
3). As noted previously, techniques of statistical control were developed in 
part to address this problem of limited diversity. Boolean techniques re
spond to this same problem, but in a dramatically different way. Statistical 
techniques are able to approximate experim ent-like comparisons by making 
(sometimes strained and unrealistic) assumptions about the nature of social 
causation. The Boolean approach seeks to avoid these assumptions and 
allows m axim um causal complexity, at least initially. The Boolean approach 
to the problem of limited diversity is to incorporate the question of diversity 
directly into the analysis. This strategy is explained in detail in the first 
m ajor section below.

103
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A nother im portant issue skirted in Chapter 6  is the problem of "contra
dictory row «." To construct a truth  table, cases are sorted into their different 
combinations of values on the independent variables to form rows of the 
truth table, and then each row is assigned an output value— a score of 1  or 0  
on the dependent variable. If clear tendencies are not apparent am ong the 
cases with the same combination of input values, then it is difficult to  deter
m ine th e appropriate score for the dependent variable (the output value of 
the row). This problem is addressed in the second m ajor section below.

A  third issue concerns evaluating theoretical argum ents. The rudimen
tary  material presented in Chapter 6  left the false impression that theory  
enters into Boolean-based comparative analysis only in the selection of 
causal conditions and the construction of the truth table. From  there on, the 
process appears to  be relatively inductive. In fart, theoretical argum ents 
about causal combinations can be incorporated into Boolean analysis. The 
third m ajor section of this chapter outlines procedures far evaluating theo
retically based causal argum ents. These techniques illustrate the flexibility of 
the Boolean approach and its compatibility with the goals of theory testing 
and theory building.

The final section of this chapter summarizes m ajor features of the 
Boolean approach and evaluates it relative to  ideal features of a synthetic 
strategy outlined in Chapter 5.

E X T E N S I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S

T H E PR O BLEM  O F LIM ITED  D IV ERSITY

Social scientists have a love-hate relationship with the fact that naturally oc
curring social phenomena display limited diversity. On the one hand, as pre
viously noted, limited diversity places severe constraints cm possibilities for 
testing causal argum ents. This is w hat makes comparative social science a 
challenge. On the other hand, however, social phenomena are limited in 
their diversity for very good reasons. The fact that all U .S. presidents have 
been white males, for example, is an obviously meaningful instance of lim 
ited diversity. The fact that there are no non-CathoIk South Am erican 
countries is both meaningful and historically interprétable; it is not an un
fortunate accident that confounds the work of scholars who study Latin 
Am erica, W hile such restrictions on diversity pose clear obstacles to assess
ing social causation, they also constitute profound testim ony to the social 
forces that have shaped the m odem world. The tendency for features of cases 
to be confounded and to clump into interprétable combinations is as much
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the stuff of social science as attem pts to construct exhaustive experiment
like comparisons of causal conditions. That only a subset of the logically 
possible combinations of features of cases exists is prima fade evidence of a 
socially constructed order.

Because of limited diversity, statem ents about causation (in the absence of 
simplifying assumptions) are necessarily restricted to  the combinations of
causally relevant conditions that actually exist. If an analysis were to show, 
for example, that rapid comm erdalization combined with traditionalism in 
peasant societies causes peasants to revolt, the general statem ent would be 
limited to existing peasant societies w ith known combinations of causally 
relevant features. It is entirely possible that peasant sodeties w ith different 
configurations of causally relevant features m ay have existed in the past or 
may exist in the future (or were simply overlooked) and that these peasant 
sodeties experience revolts for entirely different reasons. Rapid com m er- 
dalization and traditionalism m ight be irrelevant in thèse cases. This, of 
course, would not change the results of die analysis, but it is im portant to  
have some sense of the lim itations on diversity.

Recall that one of die prim ary goals of the qualitative comparative ap
proach is to allow maximum causal complexity— to  avoid making simplify
ing assumptions about causes at the outset, as is done in m ost conventional 
statistical analyses. As I show below, simplifying assumptions m ight be con
sidered later, but only after conducting an analysis allowing maximum  
complexity.

As an illustration of this problem consider the following simple truth  
table. An investigator believes that there are three causes relevant to the 
emergence of ethnic political parties in peripheral regions: ethnic inequality 
(A ), centralization of governm ent (B ), and the erosion of ethnic institutions
by national (that is, dom inant-culture) mass media (C ). The truth table for 
several nations with ethnic minorities concentrated in peripheral regions is 
shown in Table 7.

Simple inspection indicates that condition G is the only cause of party 
formation (F ) because there is a perfect correspondence between the pres- 
ence/absence of erosion and the presence/absence of ethnic political parties, 
at least am ong existing causal combinations. B u t note that there are n o cases 
combining erosion of ethnic institutions, ethnic inequality, and centralized 
governm ent. It is quite possible th at in the presence of both these conditions, 
the erosion of ethnic institutions m ight not prom pt the form ation of ethnic 
political parties. À  conservative statem ent of what the truth  table shows,

E X T E N S I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S
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table 7: Hypothetical Truth Table on Formation of Ethnic Political Parties

Condition Party Formation Cases

A B c F

0 0 0 0 5
0 0 1 1 3
0 1 0 0 7
0 1 1 1 8
1 0 0 0 9
1 0 1 1 4
1 1 0 ? 0
1 1 1 ? 0

A =  Ethnic inequality 
B =  Centralized government 
C =  Erosion of ethnic institutions

therefore, is F =  aC  +  i?C ,not F  =  C. In the first statem ent, C is necessary 
but not sufficient; in the second, C is both necessary and sufficient. Note 
that it is evident from  the first equation what sim plifying assumption is 
needed to  produce the simpler causal statem ent (F  =  C ): in the presence of 
both A and B, C causes F. This approach to diversity is quite different from  
making; general assumptions about the operation of causes at the outset.

In m ost statistical analyses the problem of limited diversity is obscured 
because of the assumptions that are made about populations and samples, 
about variables and their relationships, and about the nature of causation (for 
example, that causes are additive; see Chapter 4 ). In qualitative comparative 
research these assumptions are avoided because cases are treated as inter
pretable combinations of characteristics, not as arrays of sample values.

It is possible to use a Boolean truth-table approach to address diversity. 
Causally relevant features of cases are used as input variables, following the 
pattern in the examples of Chapter 6 , but the output variable is not an out
com e o r some type of historically em ergent phenomenon. It is simply a 
presence/absence dichotomy indicating whether or not a certain combination 
of causes exists. The analysis thus focuses directly on the degree of diversity 
among eases. W hen all combinations of causal conditions exist (maximum  
diversity), the equation simplifies to unity (all combinations present; none 
absent). Applying these procedures to  the simple truth table (Table 7) 
produces the following Boolean equation modeling diversity:
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Existing combinations =  a  4- b

This equation shows that all existing combinations display an absence of A 
o r an absence of B (or, by logical implication, an absence of both A  and B ). 
Using De Morgan's Law (see Chapter 6) it is a  simple m atter to  convert this 
into an explicit statem ent of the causal combinations that do not exist:

Nonexistent combinations =  AB

Consider a more complex example. Table 8 presents hypothetical data on 
four causes of peasant revolts. Before attem pting to assess the different com
binations of conditions th at cause revolts, i t  is possible, as a prelim inary, to
assess the diversity of causal combinations among peasant societies that

t a b l e  8: Hypothetical Truth Table on Causes of Peasant Revolts 
(Includes Contradictory Rows)______ _________

A

Conditions 

B C D
Number of 
Instances

Output Code 
Presence/ 
Absence 

P

Output Code 
Revolt

R

0 0 0 0 4 1 0
0 0 0 1 10 1 O'
0 0' 1 0 0 0 ?
0 0 1 1 5 1 1
0 1 0 0 4 1 0
0 1 0 1 2 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 ?

0 1 1 1 4 1 i

1 0 0 0 10 :■ 1 o
1 0 0 1 0 0 ?
1 0 1 0 2 1 0 '

1 0 1 1 0 0 ?
1 1 0 0 0 0 ?
1 1 0 1 5 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 0 7

1 1 1 1 9 1 i...

A =  Peasant traditionalism 
B = Commercialization of agriculture 
C =  Middle peasants 
D =  Absentee landed elites
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exist. This step is im portant because the results of any analysis of the causes 
of peasant revolts are limited to causal combinations exhibited by peasant 
societies actually included in the analysis.

In the truth table presented in Table 8 , four conditions are exam ined: A 
indicates the persistence of peasant traditionalism (1 =  yes, 0  =  n o );B  indi
cates the commercialization of agriculture (1 =  yes, 0  =  no); C indicates the 
existence of a substantial class of middle peasants (1 — yes, 0  =  n o); and D 
indicates the residential preferences of the landed elite (1 =  absentee, 0  =  
resident). Not all logically possible combinations of these four characteristics 
exist. Thus, the output variable P is coded 1 if there are instances of peasant 
societies with the combination of characteristics described in the row and 
coded 0  otherw ise; the output variable R shows the subset of existing peas
ant societies with revolts.

In order to assess the limitations on the diversity am ong these cases, it is 
necessary simply to apply the minimization algorithm s presented in Chap
ter 6 to this truth table, using P rather than R as the output value. A n equa
tion modeling existing combinations is derived; then De Morgan's Law is ap
plied to this equation to create an explicit Boolean statem ent of the causal 
combinations that do not exist.

The first step of the Boolean analysis is to  produce the prim e implicants. 
Generally, the greater the variety of prim itive expressions that enter into 
this part of Boolean minimization, the sm aller the number of prim e impli
cants. A small number of prime implicants indicates greater diversity be
cause moire combinations of conditions are covered.

There are m any compatible rows in this truth table. The first two, for 
example, are compatible (they both produce P— that is, they exist— and dif
fer on only one causal variable) and can be combined to form  the expression 
a be. The specification of each step in die process of combining compatible 
rows would be tedious and therefore is n ot reported. This process of combin
ing compatible rows, which involves only rows w ith l's  as output values, re
sults in a  partially reduced sum s-of-products equation, which can be re
duced further through the use of a prim e implicant chart (see Chapter 6). 
The results of d ie  further reduction are

P  =  ac  +  aD  +  BD  +  A bd

The equation shows that there are four basic types of peasant societies: 
those combining a low level o f peasant traditionalism (a ) and few middle 
peasants (c ); those combining a  low level of peasant traditionalism  (a)
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and absentee landlords (D ); those combining commercialized agriculture 
( 8 )  and absentee landlords (D ); and those combining peasant tradition
alism (A ), little com m ercialization of agriculture (b ), and resident landed 
elites (d ). Referring to  the truth  table, w e see that several examples of 
mixed types exist. Peasant societies conform ing to combination aBcD, for 
example, have elements from  the first three term s identified in  the preceding 

equation.
De Morgan's Law can be used here to form ulate an explicit statem ent of 

causal combinations that do not exist in the truth  table:

p =  ABd +  aCd +  AbD  +  BCd

This equation states the lim its of any analysis of the truth table. O f course, 
this is ad prelim inary to an analysis of the causes of peasant revolts. These 
two equations (of the causal combinations that exist and those that do not) 
simply establish the substantive boundaries of the analysis of the causes of 
revolts.

Because instances of peasant revolt are a subset of instances of peasant 
societies, the equation for revolts is a subset of the equation for peasant so
cieties. The simplest way to  approach the causes of revolts is to  assume that
if any of the types of peasant societies that do not exist actually did exist, 
they would not experience revolts. (The fact that these combinations do not 
exist may indicate that they combine incompatible elements and therefore 
are unlikely ever to exist, much less experience revolts.) In this approach, 
combinations of causes that do not exist in the data should be coded as in
stances of nonrevolts. (Thus ? in the column for R in Table 8 is recoded to
0.) A  reduction of this tm th tab le shows (after producing prime implicants 
and applying the prime implicant chart procedure):

R =  ABD + aC D .

It is apparent from  simple inspection that these two term s embrace a subset 
of the term s covered in the equation modeling causal combinations that 
exist. Specifically, the term  ABD from  the equation for R is a subset of the
term  BD from  the equation for R and the term  aCD (R  equation) is a subset 
of the term  aD  (P  equation). (This is logically necessary because, as noted, 
instances of revolt form a subset of instances of relevant peasant societies.) 
Thus, peasant revolts are found only in two of the four basic types of peasant 
societies revealed in the Boolean analysis of diversity.

The preceding equation states that there are two m ajor combinations of
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conditions that produce peasant revolts. The first type combines tradi
tionalism (A), commercialization of agriculture (B), and absentee landlords 
(D). The second combines low traditionalism (a), middle peasants (C ), and 
absentee landlords (D ). The two types are best distinguished by the pres- 
ence/absence of traditionalism and thus are m utually exclusive. One com
monality, according to these results, is absentee landlords (D ), which can be 
considered a  necessary condition for revolts because it appears in both term s, 
hi subsequent phases of research on peasant revolts, the investigator would 
use these two causal combinations to classify revolts and to  interpret cases 
within each category.

W hile this m ight bean  adequate stopping point for the Boolean analysis,
it is possible to  reduce the equation for revolts ( R ) further through simplify
ing assumptions. Recall that in the simple truth table on the form ation of 
ethnic parties (Table 7) it was possible to  simplify F  =  aC +  hC to  F =  C by 
assuming that in the presence of AB (ethnic inequality and centralized gov
ernm ent) C (erosion of ethnic institutions) would stim ulate F. (There were 
no instances of ethnic inequality combined w ith centralized governm ent.) 
Parallel assumptions can be made here in the analysis of peasant revolts to 
simplify further the equation R = ABD + aCD.

H ere it is im portant to  point ou t that this procedure involves selecting 
term s from  the equation for combinations that do not exist (the equation for 
p) and adding these term s to the equation for R. Of course, only a subset of 
the term s covered by the equation for p are actually useful. Rather than go 
through the nonexistent combinations one by one to see if they m ight help, 
a simple shortcut algorithm can be used.

This shortcut has two step». Both steps involve m inor alterations of the 
procedures used to  derive an equation for R . First, in the derivation of prime 
implicante, nonexistent combinations are treated as instances of the output 
variable (in this analysis, as instances of revolts). Second, when using the 
prim e implicant chart to simplify the equation further, these term s (the 
nonexistent term s) are excluded from  the primitive expressions that must 
be covered by the prim e impJicants. Essentially, these two alterations allow  
the derivation of simpler prime implicante without expanding the number of 
primitive expressions that m ust be covered in the prim e implicant chart.

Applying these procedures to  the truth table on peasant revolts (Table 8) 
results in the following reduced equation (with R primed to indicate that 
simplifying assumptions have been incorporated):
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R' =  AB +  CD

It is d ear that this is a supers« of the previous equation (R  — ABD +  aCD) 
because the two term s have been expanded— the first to  include in its cover
age both ABcd and ABCd (that is, ABd) « id  the second to  indude in its 
coverage AbCD (ABCD was already covered by A B d ). There are no in
stances of these three term s (ABcd, ABCd, and AbCD )  in the original truth  
table. B y  assuming drat if these causal combinations existed they would 
produce revolts, it was possible to reduce further the equation for R , 
modeled as R\

This last equation states that peasant revolts are likely if peasant tradi
tionalism (A ) and commercialization of agriculture (B } are combined, or if a 
substantial class of middle peasants (C ) is combined w ith absentee landlords
( 0 )  . In order to produce a solution this minimal, it w as necessary to  assume
(1) that in the presence of resident landlords (d  ) die combination of peasant 
traditionalism (A  ) and commercialized agriculture (B ) would result in peas
ant revolts (R ) and (2) that in the presence of peasant traditionalism (A ) and 
little commercialization [b) the combination of middle peasants (C ) and ab
sentee landlords (D ) would produce peasant revolts.

Essentially, these procedures formalize (and objectify) what m any case- 
oriented researchers do in the course of their research. W hile the ideal social 
scientific comparison has the form of an experiment-— only one causal con
dition at a time is allowed to vary— this rarely happens in practice. Alm ost 
all social scientific comparisons are incomplete— several causally relevant 
variables will differ across each pair of cases. W hen a comparativist cites 
these incomplete comparisons as evidence in support of a causal argum ent, 
assumptions are made concerning what would happen if various nonexistent 
combinations of causal conditions actually existed. Rarely are these assump
tions made explicit, and as a consequence the charge is frequently made that 
comparativists 1«  their interests (ideological and otherwise) impinge on then- 
work. These interests, the charge continues, are hidden b y com parativists in 
assumptions.

While there is certainly truth to  the charge of hidden (and not so hidden) 
interests, it is usually difficult, if not impossible, for d ie comparativist to  
keep track of the m any incomplete comparisons, and the implicit assump
tions about nonexistent causal combinations these entail, when an investiga
tion examines a  variety of caused conditions in a  range of cases . The Boolean
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approach to  qualitative comparison not only makes it possible to keep track 
of the com plexity of the comparisons but also requires objectification of as* 
sumptions about nonexistent causal combinations. In m any respects these 
assumptions constitute an im portant part of the theory that a comparativist 
brings to an investigation. They are dear evidence of the use of theory to 
further causal generalization.

Of course, it is not necessary to  make such assumptions, and both as
sumptions in the example involving peasant revolts could be questioned on 
theoretical and empirical grounds. The point is simply that the truth table 
approach makes explicit what is often im plidt in other procedures. It allows 
direct consideration of combinations of causal conditions that do not exist in 
the data and thereby forces the investigator to  confront the theoretical as
sumptions that perm it m ore general causal statem ents.

It is im portant at this point to sum marize at a m ore abstract level the 
logic of these procedures for addressing limited diversity. First, an equation 
describing configurations of causal conditions in existing cases was derived. 
The equation modeled diversity and was represented by the set P. indicating 
presence. De Morgan's Law was applied to this equation to produce an ex
plicit statem ent (labeled p) describing nonexistent cases. Then an equation 
describing the combination of causes for the subset of P  (peasant societies) 
experiencing revolt (R ) was derived. Finally, an equation describing possible 
instances of peasant revolts (R ') was derived by using a  subset of the cases 
that do not exist (p ) to  simplify further the equation for revolts (R ). Note 
that R is the intersec tion of P  (combinations of causes that exist) and R ' 
(possible combinations of causes of peasant revolts). Thus, R ' can be seen as 
the model of peasant revolts that might be obtained if peasant societies were 
not limited in their diversity— that is, if peasant societies exhibiting all pos
sible combinations of causes of peasant revolts could be examined.

Thus, Boolean techniques of qualitative comparative analysis provide a 
very direct approach to the problem of limited diversity. Limitations on di
versity are modeled; im plidt, simplifying assumptions are clarified and 
brought forward for exam ination; and an equation incorporating these as
sumptions can be derived if desired. In effect, the investigator is able to cir
cum vent the problem of limited diversity in a way that objectifies the spe
cific, empirical assumptions that allow the problem to  be circum vented. The 
result is a model based on available evidence that, in effect, permits specula
tion about combinations of causes that do not exist.

O f course, these procedures are n ot m andatory. It is entirely possible that
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die m ore complex equation (the equation for R ) m ight be preferred for sev
eral reasons. Certainly it is m ore conservative. M oreover, no simplifying 
assumptions about nonexistent combinations have been made. And, finally, 
m axim um parsimony may not be desired, especially if the goal of interpreta
tion, of appreciating and comprehending com plexity, is given precedence 
over the goal of parsimony. Generally, when the number of relevant cases is 
relatively sm all, as in the present example, it is feasible to interpret individ
ual cases or groups of sim ilar cases. This situation favors using the m ore 
complex equation (R  =  ABD +  aGD) over the equation incorporating sim 
plifying assumptions (R ' =  AB +  C D ).

E X T E N S I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S

THE PROBLEM OF CONTRADICTIONS

In order to use the truth table approach presented above, it is necessary to 
determ ine an output value for each row (that is, a 1 ot 0  for every combina
tion of causes that exists in the data). So for, it has been assumed that this is 
not a problem. Empirical cases are only occasionally this neat, however, and 
it is necessary to  consider what to  do when the cases conforming to some of 
the combinations of causes do not exhibit dear tendendes toward presence 
or absence of the phenomenon of interest.

There are several ways to approach this problem. The best is to follow the 
lead of case-oriented researchers. Recall that when case-oriented researchers 
are confronted with inconsistencies or paradoxes comparable to contradic
tory rows, they typically examine the troublesome cases in greater detail 
and attempt to identify omitted causal variables (see Chapter 3). If five of 
the ten cases of A W  in the hypothetical analysis of peasant revolts experi
enced revolts, for example, following the lead of case-oriented researchers 
would involve examining these ten cases in greater detail. This examination 
might lead to  the conclusion that there is a fifth cause, E, that had been over
looked. If the addition of variable E divided the ten cases into groups m ore 
consistent with the revolt/nonrevolt distinction, then this fifth cause could 
be added to the tru th  table before reducing it. To follow the case-oriented 
approach, then, is to treat any specification of relevant causal conditions as 
tentative and to use theoretical and substantive knowledge to  achieve a 
proper specification of causal conditions before reducing the truth table.

It is possible to use a truth table approach to aid the analysis of trouble
some causal combinations and thereby simplify the task of identifying omit
ted causal variables. Essentially, an equation modeling contradictory causal
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t a b l e  9 : Revised Truth Table on Peasant Revolts

A

Conditions 

B C D
Number of 

Total Instances

Number of In
stances of 

Revolt

Output Code 
Revolt 

R

0 0 0 0 4 1 0
0 0 0 1 10 3 0
0 0 1 0 0 — —
0 0 1 1 5 5 1
0 1 0 0 4 0 0
0 1 0 1 2 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 — —
0 1 1 1 4 4 1
I 0 0 0 10 5 7

1 0 0 1 0 — —
1 0 1 0 2 1 ?
1 0 1 1 0 — —

1 1 0 0 0 — —
1 1 0 1 5 3 7

1 1 1 0 0 — —

1 1 1 1 9 5 ?

A — Peasant traditionalism 
B = Commercialization of agriculture 
C = Middle peasants 
D = Absentee landed elites

combinations is derived. This equation is then used to guide the search for 
additional causal variables or to refine the existing analysis in some way. 
Consider the revised version of the truth table on peasant revolts (Table 8 } 
presented in Table 9.

Note that four causal combinations (denoted with question m arls) are 
split fairly evenly between revolts and no revolts. To analyze the com
monalities shared by these four combinations, it is necessary sim ply to code 
them  1 and code other existing combinations 0 . (Rows coded 0  or 1  on R in 
the truth  table are recoded to 0  because they exhibit d ear tendencies toward 
revolts o r the absence of revolts.) The new output is labeled X  and indicates 
contradictory causal combinations.

This new truth table can be reduced by using standard minimization pro
cedures. The first step in the reduction treats nonexistent combinations 
(those coded " —"  in the truth table) as though they were coded 0  (non
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contradictory). The assumption is that if there were instances of these causal 
combinations, they could be coded 1 or 0 on R unambiguously. The results 
of this analysis are

X  =  ABD +  AM

H ie equation shows that when these two basic combinations of causes occur 
in peasant societies, revolts may or may not occur. In other combinations, 
revolts either tend to occur or tend not to occur.

This equation can be further reduced through simplifying assumptions. 
As in the analysis of R and R', it is possible to produce an equation for X’—  
an equation that models the causal combinations that might be contradictory 
if all logically possible combinations of causes existed. This procedure fol
lows the outline given above : first, prime hnplicants are produced by using 
recoded nonexistent combinations {now coded 1); then, the prime implicant 
chart procedure is used, excluding the nonexistent combinations from the 
primitive terms that must be covered by the prime implicants. The results of 
this analysis show

X ' =  A

(Refer to Table 9 for verification.) Both the equation for X  and the equation 
for X ' are unambiguous in the guidance they give. The equation for X  
shows that contradictory causal combinations occur whenever A (peasant 
traditionalism ) is combined w ith dither BD o r bd. The equation for X ' shows 
that contradictory causal combinations occur whenever A (peasant tradi- 
tionalism) is present.

This (hypothetical) result suggests two possible avenues for resolving the 
contradictions in the truth  table. One is to  attem pt to clarify what is meant 
by peasant traditionalism . It may be that in some contexts peasant tradi
tionalism is rigid adherence to an ancient and enduring way of life. In others, 
it m ay indicate a system  of expectations and obligations linking peasant com 
m unities to landed elites and the state, fit short, the results of this Boolean 
analysis m ight indicate problems in the conceptualization of traditionalism .

Alternatively, the results m ight indicate th at the search for a fifth variable 
should focus on the (as yet unspecified) conditions that make peasant tradi
tionalism  revolutionary. It could be that peasant traditionalism  has to  be 
combined w ith conditions not included in the table (such as direct exposure 
of peasants to  world market forces) for peasant traditionalism to take on a 
revolutionary cast.
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H ie procedures outlined above for addressing ambiguous causal combina
tions are mainly oriented toward refining the investigator's concepts or 
understanding of cause. Thus, they force the investigator to return to the 
data and ultimately to construct a new truth table for the analysis of revolts. 
Sometimes it is difficult to return to the data, and alternative strategies, 
which do not follow the lead of the case-oriented approach, must be used. 
Several are addressed briefly here.

One simple solution is to code all ambiguous causal combinations 0. The 
argument here is that if no clear tendency (such aS presence or absence of 
revolts) is apparent among the cases conforming to a certain causal combina
tion, then the output should be coded conservatively (with respect to the 
investigator's confidence in the specification of conditions causing revolts). 
Thus, the analysis would show which causal combinations are unambiguously 
associated with the outcome (peasant revolts). Applying this rule to Table 9 
results in the following reduced equation:

R = aCD

Essentially, this equation is a subset of the original equation for revolts, 
which showed R =  ABD + aCD.

Alternatively, the investigator m ight want to recode contradictory com
binations to nonexistent combinations, in which case the rows with "? "  
would be coded " — "  to  indicate that these combinations are being treated as 
though they do not exist. The effect of this procedure is to allow the al
gorithm  to determ ine which find output value the contradictory tows 
should receive. If they help to produce a more minimal solution, they re
ceive a  coding of 1 ; if they do not, they receive a coding of 0 , The results of 
th e  analysis also show that

R =  aCD

A  third alternative along these same lines would be to argue that a wide 
n e t should be cast so that all possible combinations of causes of peasant re
volts are captured by the equation. This approach would be consistent w ith a  
general goal of allowing greater complexity. As noted in previous chapters, 
greater sensitivity to causal com plexity is a  hallmark of interpretive ap
proaches. Thus, an equation that allows m ore causal combinations to be in
cluded am ong those thought to cause peasant revolts m ight be produced if 
ambiguous causal combinations are coded as 1 (revolts present) in the tru th  
table. The results of this analysis reveal that
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R — ABD 4- aCD +  Abd

It is easy to see that this equation is a superset of the original equation for R. 
It adds causal combination Abd (peasant traditionalism combined with little 
commercialization and resident landlords). This is one of the causal com
binations that originally appeared in the equation for C (contradictory causal 
combinations) above. Note that this equation answers the question: under 
what conditions are peasant revolts possible?

In general, it is better to resolve contradictions through examination of 
cases, the first strategy mentioned above, than to resolve them by assuming 
that contradictory rows are instances of the phenomenon of interest (1), in
stances of its absence (0), or nonexistent causal combinations (— ).

The problem of contradictory causal combinations is not as serious as it 
might seem. In some investigations it is possible to incorporate frequency or 
statistical criteria to resolve contradictions. In general, if there are few cases 
there will be few contradictions. As the number of cases increases, so will the 
number of contradictions. But as the number of cases increases, it also be
comes more feasible to apply simple statistical criteria to aid the construc
tion of truth tables.

In some investigations every causal combination m ay be contradictory, 
and the investigator may be faced with an array of probabilities of success 
(that is, of positive outcom e) for each causal combination. In order to recode 
these probabilities into positive (1) and negative (0) outcome combinations, 
it is possible to assess the significance of the difference between each proba
bility and a substantively meaningful probability defined as a standard (for 
example, the probability of success in the entire set of cases considered as a 
single set). Causal combinations with probabilities significantly less than the 
standard could be coded as failures (0 ); causal combinations w ith proba
bilities significantly greater than the standard could be coded as successes 
(1 ); and causal combinations with probabilities not significantly different 
from  the standard could be used selectively to  produce a m ore minimal solu
tion, as nonexistent combinations were used in the preceding example. (A  
variation of this procedure was used by Ragin and others 1984 in a study of 
discrim ination.) Generally, these significance tests probably should use a 
high cutoff value (for example, significantly different at the 0 .3 3  level) to 
minimize the number of causal combinations relegated to the third category 
(ambiguous outcom e).

A  second, m ore complex statistical procedure m ight be to  use an additive.
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logit model of the outcome of interest to compute expected values for each 
combination of values on th e independent variables. The deviations of the 
observed proportions from die expected values could then be used as a basis 
for coding the output value in the truth  table. (Large positive deviations 
would be coded 1 ; large negative deviations would be coded 0 .) Using these 
procedures would orient the analysis toward an exhaustive examination of 
patterns of statistical interaction using Boolean techniques. Of course, if 
there are very m any cases it is also possible to conduct a Boolean analysis 
and a log-linear analysis (testing for complex statistical interactions) of the 
same data and use one to aid the interpretation of the other.

All solutions to the problem of contradictions, except the first, violate the 
spirit of case-oriented qualitative research and should be Used only when it 
is impossible to return to the original cases and construct a better truth  
table. In m any respects, once a truth table is completed (or at least treated as 
final), the investigation is oriented toward deciphering complexity as repre
sented in the truth table. The lesson here is that an existing data set should 
not be considered an irrevocable starting point. In qualitative comparative 
work, the representation of the empirical world in term s of a tru th  table is a 
crucially important part of the investigation.

EVALUATIN G  T H EO R ET IC A L A RG U M EN TS

Theories do m ore than specify causal variables; they also specify causal com
binations. A  review of theoretical literature on peasant revolts, for example, 
could be used as a basis for specifying several causal conjunctures. O ne the
ory m ight argue that the simple commercialization of peasant societies is 
what stim ulates revolts. A nother m ight argue that peasant societies which 
are less traditional and have a large class of middle peasants living in com
munities with resident landed elites m ight be the m ost likely to revolt. 
These two theoretical argum ents are easy to  express in Boolean term s. The 
first (using the same notation as above) is simply T =  B, where T  indicates 
that the expectation is theoretically derived. The second is T  =  aCd. The 
two can be expressed in a  single equation:

T =  B +  aCd

Obviously, this is not what the analysis of hypothetical data on peasant 
revolts showed. The less conservative equation (the one that incorporated 
simplifying assumptions about nonexistent combinations) from  the analysis 
of peasant revolts revealed that
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R ' =  AB +  CD

(This simpler equation for revolts is used in the examples that follow to 
stream line the presentation.)

It is a  simple m atter to use Boolean algebra to  map areas of agreem ent 
and disagreement between the theoretically derived model (T ) and the re
sults of the analysis of the truth table (R '). This analysis is im portant be
cause it provides a  basis for evaluating theory and interpreting empirical 
cases relative to  theoretical expectations.

The intersection of T  and R ', for exam ple, shows the subset of causal 
combinations that were both hypothesized and found:

(T )(R ’ ) =  (B +  aCd)[AB +  CD)
=  AB + BCD

Essentially, this result shows that a  subset of the causal conditions hypoth
esized by the first theory was cohfinned. This theory predicted that all peas
ant societies experiencing commercialization should experience revolts. The 
results showed that only a subset of such societies actually experienced 
revolt.

It is also possible to use these procedures to model causal combinations 
that were found to produce revolts but were not hypothesized to do so by 
theory. This set is formed from the intersection of R ' and f. Set t embraces 
all causal combinations not hypothesized to produce revolts and results from 
the application of De Morgan's Law to the equation for T:

t =  Ab +  be +  bD
(f ) {R ') =  (Ab +  k  +  bD){AB +  CD)

=  AbCD +  bCD 
=  bCD

The term bCD pinpoints the major shortcomings of existing theories. 
Specifically, the results show that these theories are off the mark when it 
comes to the causes of peasant revolts in the absence of commercialization 
(B ). When commercialization is absent, revolts occur in peasant societies 
combining middle peasants and absentee landed elites.

This equation for (If)(R ') is important because it suggests a route for in
terpreting peasant revolts in peasant societies that are not experiencing com
mercialization. The equation states simply that in the absence of commer
cialization (a hypothesized cause), CD (the combination of middle peasants 
and resident landed elites) causes peasant revolts. In interpreting cases of
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CD, an investigator might want to determine what it is about the CD 
combination that makes it causally equivalent to B (commercialization) or 
equivalent to the combination of commercialization and traditionalism 
(AB). This interpretive lead would be important if existing theory alone is 
used as a guide in interpreting peasant revolts.

Finally, it is also possible to  model causal combinations that were hypoth
esized but not found to  cause revolts. This set is formed from  the intersec
tion of T  and r'. Set r ' embraces all nonrevolts and can be derived by apply
ing De Morgan's Law to  R ’ :

r' =  ac +  ad  +  be +  bd
(T )(r ')  =  (B +  aCd)(ac +  ad +  be +  bd)

=  aBc +  aSd  +  aCd

These results show that the second theory, which emphasizes causal com
bination aCd, is not supported in any way by the evidence because the causal 
combination it proposes (aCd) appears in the preceding equation. The equa
tion also shows that the first theory overstates the power o f comm ercializa
tion (B ). W hen commercialization is combined w ith an absence of peasant 
traditionalism and either few middle peasants (e) or resident landed elites 
Id), revolts do not occur. This last equation shows the m ajor shortcomings 
of existing theories; it refines the first theory and completely rejects the 
second.

These procedures show one of the decisive benefits of the Boolean ap
proach to qualitative comparison. When theories are tested with traditional 
statistical techniques, investigators rarely are forced to consider causal con
junctures. These analytic techniques bias investigators toward viewing dif
ferent causes as competitors in the struggle to explain variation. In the 
Boolean approach, by contrast, arguments about causal conjunctures are fa
vored over arguments about single causes. Thus, investigators are forced to 
think in terms of conjunctures. At a minimum, the typical Boolean analysis 
forces an investigator who favors a single-variable explanation to consider 
the conjunctural limitations on its effects.

Generally, Boolean techniques should not be used mechanically; they are 
conceived as aids to interpretive analysis. The results of Boolean analysis 
do not take the place of interpretive analysis; the task of applying the results 
to cases remains once a solution has been obtained. Furthermore, it is im
portant to emphasize that the construction of a truth table involves consider
able effort— an intellectual labor that has been taken for granted in all these
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examples. To construct a  usdful truth table, it is necessary to gain famil
iarity with the relevant theories, the relevant research literature, and, m ost 
im portant of all, the relevant cases. Thus, à tru th  table presupposes an enor
mous amount of background research.

In all the examples presented above (and across the three issues exam
ined— limited diversity, ambiguous causal combinations, and the evaluation 
of theories), die general flexibility of the Boolean approach to  qualitative 
comparison was emphasized. O f course, it is much easier to  demonstrate 
this flexibility with actual data, the goal of Chapter 8 , because data that are 
not hypothetical are both m ore demanding and m ore interprétable. Before 
presenting analyses of empirical data, however, 1 w ant to review the basic 
characteristics of the Boolean approach and evaluate its potential as a basis 
for a broadly comparative research strategy.

THE BOOLEAN APPROACH AS A MIDDLE ROAD

In Chapter 5, five ideal features of a synthetic comparative research strategy 
were proposed. These included :

1. An ability to examine a large number erf cases
2. An ability to address complex causal conjunctures
3. An ability to produce parsimonious explanations (if desired)
4. An ability to investigate cases both as wholes and as parts
5. An ability to evaluate competing explanations 

Does the Boolean approach provide the necessary tools?
First, it is clear that the Boolean approach can handle many cases. In fact, 

the actual number of cases is not a major consideration. If many cases have 
the same combination of values on the causal variables of interest, they are 
all coded together as a single row of the truth table because they are identi
cal, The Boolean approach is more concerned with the different combina
tions of values that exist— and their output values— than with the actual 
number of instances of each combination. More relevant than the number of 
cases is the number of logically possible combinations of relevant causal con
ditions— a figure which is determined by the number of causal conditions 
considered.

Second, it is clear that the Boolean approach addresses complex patterns 
of interaction— patterns of multiple conjunctural causation. Essentially, the 
Boolean approach begins by assuming maximum causal complexity, and 
each combination of causal conditions is assigned its own output value, This
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com plexiiy is then simplified logically by using a  few basic Boolean prin
ciples. This procedure contrasts sharply with the statistical approach which 
begins by assuming simplicity.

Note that the Boolean approach accomplishes what case-oriented inves
tigators attem pt, but on a much larger scale. In case-oriented studies, inves
tigators analyze similarities and differences in order to identify common un
derlying patterns and types. As noted in Chapter 3 , however, the web of 
similarities and differences frequently gets out of hand. The Boolean truth- 
table approach and its rules for simplifying complexity provide a basis for 
managing this complicated web. It allows case-oriented investigators to see 
and comprehend complex patterns and conjunctures.

Third, the Boolean approach, through its minimization procedures, is ca
pable of producing parsimonious explanations. The problem of parsimony is 
fundamentally a question of theoretically guided data reduction. All data re
duction techniques produce parsimony. The construction of a raw data m a
trix  is a form of parsimony— as is the construction of a truth  table from  a 
raw data m atrix— because com plexity has been greatly reduced. It has been 
captured and transformed into coded variables. A  parsimonious explanation 
goes beyond these simple data reductions by linking causes and effects in a 
theoretically based and meaningful (that is, interpretable) manner. This fur
ther reduction o f com plexity is accomplished in statistical analyses in the 
estimation of the unique additive contribution of each independent variable 
to some outcom e variable. In the Boolean approach a  parsimonious explana
tion is achieved by determining the largest classes of conditions for which a  
certain outcom e is obtained. Simply stated, applications of Boolean tech
niques of data reduction culminate in logically minimal statem ents of the 
different combinations of conditions that produce certain outcom es.

Fourth, die Boolean approach is both holistic and analytic; it examines 
cases as wholes and as parts. In a  Boolean analysis cases are seen as com
binations of parts. These combinations can be interpreted as different situa
tions. A  fundamental principle of holism provides the m etatheoretical basis 
for this way of seeing cases: to  alter any single part of a whole, any dem ent, 
is— potentially at least— to  alter the character of the whole. This approach 
contrasts directly with m ost statistical approaches where the goal is to esti
m ate the average effect of each variable (the causal importance of each part) 
across all values of other variables.

Yet the Boolean approach is not extrem e in its holism. In its m ost ex
trem e form , a  holistic philosophy argues that each entity is unique, that
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cases cannot be compared with each other once they are understood in all 
their com plexity and individuality. Obviously, the Boolean approach does 
not go this far. Cases with identical combinations of values on relevant causal 
variables are pooled in the construction of th e truth table. For the purpose of 
Boolean analysis, they are equivalent wholes. Furtherm ore, the boundaries 
of uniqueness, of variation, are set by th e causal conditions selected for ex
amination. H us constraint restricts the individuality that cases may display. 
If there are four causal conditions selected for analysis, for example, there 
are only sixteen possible wholes. In short, the Boolean approach is analytic 
in its approach to cases because it examines the same causal conditions in 
each setting. However, it is holistic in die way it compares different situa
tions and in this m anner preserves one o f the best features of the case- 
orien tal approach.

Fifth, and finally, the Boolean approach can'be used to evaluate different 
explanations. O ne shortcom ing of case-oriented studies is the feet that they 
are usually organized around a single perspective. O ften, cases are used se
lectively to  illustrate o r elaborate a  certain theory. In the Boolean approach, 
competing explanations can be operationalized in causal variables in a  man
ner that is sim ilar to statistical approaches. In statistical analyses, however, 
variables compete with each other. If one set of variables wins, then the the
ory they represent is supported. In the Boolean approach this competition 
between theories is transcended. Different combinations of causal conditions 
define different situations. In some situations the variables associated with a 
certain theory may be important. In others they may not. This feature pro
vides a basis for evaluating competing explanations and for advancing the
ory. The typical end product of a Boolean analysis is a statem ent of the limits 
of the causal variables identified with different theories, not their mechanical 
rejection or acceptance.

A  N O TE O N  IM PLEM EN TIN G BO O LEA N  A LG O RITH M S

W hile it is possible to use the simple pencil and'paper techniques outlined 
above to address relatively small problems, it is far easier to use a computer 
to implement these algorithms. An experienced programmer can implement 
them on a microcomputer, for example, in BASIC. McDermott (1985: 
4 0 1 -4 1 5 ) lists a BASIC program implemented on a TRS-80 microcomputer 
that will minimize Boolean truth  tables. Several minimal modifications of 
this program are necessary before it can be run on an M S-DOS computer
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(for exam ple, an IBM -PC ): first, replace the variables in the DIM  statem ents 
w ith actual num bers, assum ing a moderate number df inputs; second, delete 
the DATA statem ents (lines 18000—20170) and replace them  with a  front- 
end procedure to read a truth  table from  a file, using INPUT (to  supply the 
name of the file containing the truth table), CLOSE, and OPEN statem ents; 
third, delete the statem ents beginning with CM D, substituting a GOTO 20  
for the CM D statem ent in line 9 2 0 ; and, fourth, change the bracket charac
ter in the program  listing ([) to BASIC's exponentiation character. The pro
gram  will keep looping to request a  file name w ith a  truth table. Pressing the 
enter o r tin  break key instead of nam ing a  file wifi allow an exit from  die 
program . The m ajor drawback in applying M cDermott's program  to social 
data is that a dean and m ore or less fully specified truth  table m ost be input 
into the program . A bo, the pregram  is not completely trouble free in the 
implementation just described, but for do-it-yourself types it is a  good place 
to start.

Drass and Ragin (1986) have implemented Boolean algorithm s in a 
microcomputer package called Q CA (Qualitative Comparative Analysis) de
signed specifically for social data. It has a lot of bells and whistles compared 
to  M cDermott's program  and allows greater flexibility in the handling o f so
cial data. Further, it expects a data m atrix as input, not a dean and fully 
spedfied tru th  table.
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Applications of Boolean Methods
of Qualitative Comparison

Boolean methods of qualitative comparison have a variety of research appli
cations. The major emphasis of this book, of course, is their use in com
parative social science. The principles of qualitative and holistic comparison 
these techniques embody, however, are relevant to  a variety of research 
questions, Three representative applications are presented in this chapter. 
The examples, of necessity, are brief. The intent is simply to convey the gen
eral flavor of Boolean-based qualitative analysis in a range of research areas. 
All the examples involve use of relatively straightforward categorical data. 
As noted previously, the principles of qualitative, holistic comparison are  
much easier to implement and to  grasp when applied to  categorical data.

The three applications are presented in m acro to  m icro order, beginning 
with a reanalysis of some of Stein Rokkan's data on ration  building in W est
ern Europe and concluding with an analysis of data on oiganizations (juve
nile courts in the United States). An application to individual-level data is 
presented in Ragin and others (1984), which addresses the use of Boolean 
methods to analyze data on discrimination. Finally, a  truly nucrosociologjcal 
application— to typifying processes in the production of official records in 
the criminal justice system— is presented by Orass and Spencer (1986).

The first application p resented here is a reanalysis of data used by Rokkan 
(1970) in his work on nation building in W estern Europe. Rokkan used a 
"configurational" approach that bears m any similarities to  the Boolean ap
proach presented in this work. His main substantive interest was the growth 
of mass democracy and the emergence of different deavage structures in
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Western European polities. One outcome that interested him was the divi
sion of some worldng-class movements in these countries following the 
Russian Revolution into internationally oriented wings and some into na
tionally oriented wings. He considered the distribution of this outcome im
portant because of its implication for the future of working-class mobiliza
tion (and cleavage structures in general) in Western Europe.

The second application addresses the use of Boolean techniques in the 
study of comparative ethnic political mobilization. Three theories are used 
to guide the analysis of data on the causes of ethnic mobilization among ter
ritorially based linguistic minorities in Western Europe: the developmental 
perspective, the reactive ethnicity perspective, and the ethnic competition 
perspective. This application of Boolean techniques emphasizes their use to 
examine multiple conjuncture! causation, to evaluate theories, and to lay a 
foundation for historical examination of specific cases or categories of cases.

The third application addresses organizations. It is an analysis of organi
zational characteristics of juvenile courts in the United States. The goal of 
this analysis is not to examine a causal outcom e, per se, but to  exam ine lim ita
tions on the diversity of organizational form s that exist am ong juvenile 
courts. In addition to  showing how Boolean techniques can be used to con
struct empirical typologies, this example also shows how frequency criteria 
can be incorporated to produce both fine- and coarse-grained analyses.

APPLICATION TO NATION BUILDING: A  REANALYSIS OF 
ROKKAN (1970)

M any of the methodological sentiments expressed in this study echo those 
voiced by Stein Rokkan in his pioneering work on nation building published 
in the late 1960s and early 1970s. Rokkan was disturbed by the gulf between 
case-or iented and variable-oriented study and proposed an explicitly config
urational approach to comparative social research as a way to  bridge the two 
strategies. The research strategy he outlined resembles the Boolean ap
proach presented in this book in its emphasis on combinations of character
istics and holistic comparison of cases.

In a typical application of his configurational approach, Rokkan would es
tablish three or four theoretically important dichotomies and then elaborate 
their different logically possible combinations. Countries manifesting each 
combination of values would then be selected, compared, and interpreted. 
These results, in turn, would be Used as a basis for evaluating the heuristic
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value of the conceptual framework represented in the dichotomies. If the 
empirical examples of the different combinations of characteristics differed 
in predicted ways from each other, this was taken as evidence in favor of the 
value of the scheme as a guide to historical interpetation.

One of the issues that especially interested Rokkan was the timing and 
speed of the extension of the franchise in Western European countries and, 
by implication, the amount of conflict associated with the growth of mass 
democracy in each country. Three historical conditions defining different 
starting points in this process, he argued, shaped the progress of democra
tization: "medieval consolidation"— whether the country was a separate dy
nasty or a collection of cities and provinces within successive continental 
empires; "continuity of representative organs"— whether or not the country 
experienced extensive periods of absolutist rule; and "status in the inter
national system"— whether a country was, or was part of, a major power or 
a lesser power. After examining the extension of the franchise in cases rep
resentative of each combination of values (there were only a few combina
tions lacking empirical instances), Rokkan concluded that the character of 
franchise extension was indeed shaped by different combinations of these 
three historical conditions— by the different starting points.

Often, Rokkan's configurational approach had a somewhat nebulous 
quality to it. In the example cited above, the dependent variable was the 
character of the growth of mass democracy. Thus, the analysis examined 
different historical conditions shaping the nature of this growth, not any 
particular feature of it. This aspect of Rokkan's work tilts it in a holistic, case- 
oriented direction— despite the generalizing, variable-oriented character 
that follows from applying the same framework to a range of cases.

Occasionally, however, Rokkan did address specific historical outcomes, 
One feature of the history of Western European polities that interested him, 
for example, was the variation among them in the impact of the Russian 
Revolution on working-class organizations. In some countries it had little 
impact, but in others it created deep and lasting divisions. A cursory exami
nation of the cross-national distribution of these divisions does not yield 
simple conclusions. For example, Sweden and Norway are neighboring 
countries and share many features. Yet the success of the Russian Revolu
tion, according to Rokkan, created only minor divisions in Swedish working- 
class organizations but major divisions in Norwegian organizations. True to 
form, Rokkan addressed this variation configurationally. In essence, he ar
gued that the origins and nature of a polity's existing cleavage structure
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shaped the reaction of a country's working-class movement to the Russian 
Revolution.

It would be difficult, of course, to reproduce Ms entire argument on cleav
age structures in this brief treatment. His main concern was the interests 
and alliances of the state-builders and how these factors shaped the nature of 
the opposition to the State-builders, Of necessity, these interests and al
liances were historically grounded. Rokkan argued that the important his
torical factors shaping cleavage structures in Western European polities and 
their reactions to the Russian Revolution were the outcome of the Reforma
tion, the outcome of the "Democratic Revolution" (1970:116), the outcome 
of the Industrial Revolution, and die timing of sa te  formation. The impor
tant dichotomies related to these four factors were:

1. Whether the sate  established a national church or remained allied 
with the Roman Catholic church. Rokkan labels this outcome "C" for na
tional church.

2. Whether or not the state allowed Roman Catholic participation in 
nation-building institutions, especially mass education. In countries with 
national churches, this indicates deep religious division. In countries that re
mained allied with the Roman Catholic church, this represents a failure to
establish a more secular state. Obviously, this dichotomy is relevant only to 
countries with large numbers of Roman Catholics. Rokkan labels dus out
come " R "  for Roman Catholic.

3. Whether the state maintained an alliance with landed interests or fa
vored commercial and industrial interests over landed interests from the 
outset, Rokkan labels this outcome "L "  for landed interests.

4. Whether a state formed early (such as Spain) or late (such as 
Belgium), Rokkan labels this outcome "E "  for early.

These four dichotomies yield sixteen different combinations of condi
tions. Rokkan identified empirical instances of ten of these combinations. 
(See Table 10.) The outcome variable in Table 10 is labeled " S" and indicates 
working-class parties that were split in their reaction to the Russian Revolu
tion. (The codings presented in the table faithfully reproduce those supplied 
by Rokkan. The goal of this discussion is to present a methodology suitable 
for configurational comparisons, not to challenge Rokkaris substantive inter
pretations of specific cases.)

After examining the different combinations of conditions and their as
sociated outcomes, Rokkan (1970 :132-138) concludes that in Protestant 
countries (that is, those with national churches) the working-class move
ment tended to be much more divided if the nation-building process was
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t a b l e  10: RoHean's Data on Divided Working-Class Movements 
____________________ in Western Europe___________________

Country C R L E s

Great Britain 1 0 1 1 0
Denmark 1 0 0 1 0
Sweden 1 0 0 1 0
Norway 1 0 ■0 0 1
Finland 1 0 0 0 1
Iceland I 0 0 0 1
Germany 1 1 1 0 1
Netherlands 1 1 0 1 0
Switzerland 1 1 0 I 0
Spain 0 0 1 1 1
France 0 0 0 1 1
Italy 0 0 0 0 1
Austria 0 1 1 0 0
Ireland 0 1 1 0 0
Belgium 0 1 0 0 0
Luxembourg 0 1 0 0 0
No Instance 0 0 I 0 ?
No Instance 0 1 0 1 ?
No Instance 0 1 1 1 ?
No Instance 1 0 1 0 ?
No Instance 1 1 0 0 7

No Instance 1 1 1 1 7

C = National church (vs. state allied to Roman Catholic church)
R = Significant Roman Catholic population and Roman Catholic participation in

mass education
L  =  State protection of landed interests 
£  = Early state
S = Major spilt in working-class movement provoked by Russian Revolution

(outcome variable)

NOTE: Question marks indicate that no dear prediction is made.

more recent and, by implication, national identity less settled. In Catholic 
countries, by contrast, the deeper and more persistent the church-state con
flict, the greater the division in the working-class movement. In general, it 
appears from these two combinations that the less settled polities (Protestant 
ones because of recency; Catholic ones because of continuing religious con
flict) were the ones that experienced divided working-class movements.
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It is easy to express Rokkan's conclusion in Boolean term s (with uppercase 
letters indicating presence and lowercase letters indicating absence), and it is 
roughly confirmed through simple inspection of the empirical data pre
sented in tru th  table form  in Table 10.

S =  Ce +  cr

The equation states simply that the Russian Revolution divided woricing- 
dass movements (1 ) in countries with national churches that had experi
enced nation building m ore recently (Norway, Finland, Iceland, Germ any) 
and (2) in countries without national churches (that is. Catholic countries) 
that had denied the Roman Catholic church a m ajor role in m ass education 
(Spain, France, Italy).

Rokkan's results are duplicated when the Boolean algorithm s described in 
Chapters 6  and 7  are applied to these data, but only i f  the combinations of 
conditions without empirical instances (the last six rows in Table 10) are 
allowed to take on any  output value. In this type of analysis, the algorithm  
may assign these rows l's  o r 0's, whichever assignm ent produces the most 
logically minimal solution possible. As noted in Chapter 7 , this is equivalent 
to incorporating simplifying assumptions that, in effect, make allowances for 
the limited diversity of social phenomena (in this case, the limited diversity 
of Western European countries).

Boolean analysis of Rokkan's data without these simplifying assumptions 
does not reproduce his results. The m ost conservative way to approach the 
data in the truth table is to  assume that the six combinations of characteris
tics for which there are no empirical instances would not have divided 
working-class movements. This strategy is conservative only in the sense 
that it treats the division of the working class as an unusual phenomenon 
and, by implication, considers no division following the Russian Revolution 
(a likely consequence of sheer inertia) the norm al state of affairs. This as
sumption is operationalized simply by coding the output for these six com
binations of values to zero in Table 10.

Applying the Boolean minimization algorithms to the resulting truth  
table yields the following reduced expression :

S = rle + crE +  CRLe

This equation is considerably more complex than the one allowing simplify
ing assumptions (that is, Rokkan's). It describes three different (mutually 
exclusive) combinations of conditions leading to divided working-class move
ments: (1) low Roman Catholic involvement in mass education in a more
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recently formed state that favored urban interests from  the outset: Italy, 
Norway, Finland, and Iceland; (2) law  Raman Catholic involvement in mass 
education in a  Catholic country with a  long history of state building: Spain 
and Fiance; and (3) Roman Catholic involvement in mass education in a 
Protestant country with a recent history of state building allied with landed 
interests: Germany.

H ie two conditions identified by Rokkan (Ce and cr) are dearly visible in 
the last two term s of the second equation. Thus, the second and third term s 
in this equation could be considered elaborations of his basic argum ent which 
emphasized recency in Protestant countries and religiously based conflict in 
Catholic countries. N ote, however, that the last term  (the one relevant to  his 
Ce combination) also indudes religious conflict— Catholic involvement in 
mass education in a Protestant country. Thus, these elaborations of Rokkan's 
simpler term s give greater w eight to a history of religious conflict. In m any 
respects, therefore, both of these term s describe national situations where 
the pressure or weight of historically rooted conditions on political institu
tions and arrangements was great. (In m any respects, the weight of history  
was comparably great in Russia. )

Considering these two term s alone, there is some resonance of the results 
with argum ents made by M ann (1973) and echoed by Giddens (1973). 
Mann and Giddens present elaborate historical argum ents concerning condi
tions that prompt the development of revolutionary working-class con
sciousness. They both argue that where the confrontation between a feudal 
past and modern ins titutions was m ost sudden and acute, revolutionary con
sciousness was m ost likely. To the extent that a divided working-class move
ment signals a greater reservoir of potential revolutionary consciousness, 
this argum ent is loosely supported by the last two term s in the equation.

The first term  in the equation, however, is not consistent with Rokkan's 
argum ent or with the argum ent concerning the weight of historical cleav
ages developed above. The image conveyed by this combination is of a 
highly secular state (w hether it is Protestant o r Catholic is irrelevant) that is 
relatively free from historical constraints: it is not allied w ith landed inter
ests, nor is it encumbered by historically rooted political institutions. This 
combination of conditions casts a very different light on the question of reac
tions to the Russian Revolution. It suggests that die Russian Revolution had 
a strong impact on polities (and w otking-dass movements) that were less 
constrained by historical cleavages and m ore open to  change. In short, die 
inertia of the past was easier to overcom e in these cases.

Together, the three term s in the equation suggest that divided working-
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class movements were found in countries where the burden of historically 
rooted conditions on the polity was either relatively light or very heavy. This 
conclusion is qualitatively different from Rokkan's, which emphasized the de
gree to which different polities were "settled. "  O f course, this generalization 
is limited to Western Europe after the Russian Revolution. It would be haz
ardous to extend this statement beyond this region and period.

There is still another way to evaluate Roldan's analysis. I noted above that 
if the six combinations lacking empirical instances are allowed to take on any 
output value, then it is possible to reproduce Rokkan's conclusion (S  =  cr +  
Ce) with Boolean techniques. However, this simpler solution requires sim
plifying assumptions. The important question to answer from this perspec
tive is "what was Rokkan required to assume in order to produce this tidy 
solution?" This can be ascertained by contrasting the first solution, which 
incorporates simplifying assumptions, with the second, which does n o t

An analysis of these differences shows that Rokkan assumed— implic
itly— that countries with the following combinations of conditions, if they 
had existed, would have experienced divided working-class movements fol
lowing the Russian Revolution : CRle, rLe. The first term describes a more 
recently formed Protestant nation-state wi th heavy Roman Catholic involve
ment in mass education and a bias toward urban interests. The second de
scribes a recently formed nation-state With a bias toward landed interests and 
with low Catholic involvement in mass education. O f course, there are 
no clear instances of these two combinations within Western Europe, and 
Rokkan did not intend his argument to be applied outside this region. How
ever, there are countries that roughly approximate these combinations out
side of Western Europe, and these cases could be examined to see if they are 
consistent with Rokkan's expectations. This examination would provide an 
avenue for establishing a crude check on Rokkan's simplifying assumptions. 
The important point is not that these cases were not checked but that sim
plifying assumptions were implicitly incorporated. Boolean techniques pro
vide a direct avenue for uncovering simplifying assumptions, which makes it 
possible to bring them forward for examination.

The intent of this application has not been to criticize Rokkan but simply 
to show how Boolean methods elaborate his configurational approach. Rok
kan indicated that his conclusions were tentative. The ones offered here 
based on his classifications are even more tentative than Rokkan's. Rokkan's 
primary goal was to establish a foundation for examining the development 
and structure of cleavage systems in Western Europe. If anything, die re-
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analysis offered here simply confirm s that the scheme he developed is 
useful, perhaps in ways he did not intend. N evertheless, the goal of the re
analysis is compatible w ith Rokkan's— to provide a  foundation for under
standing historical patterns and political developments in W estern European 
polities, not to  test theory per se.

The next application of Boolean methods of comparison exam ines several 
perspectives and m any m ore cases. It provides an opportunity to  demon
strate in m ore detail the interplay between theory, qualitative comparative 
analysis, and historical investigation.

A P P L I C A T I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S

APPLICATION TO THE COMPARATIVE STUDY OF 
SUBNATIONS

From a nation-building perspective, die map of W estern Europe is cluttered  
w ith territorially based ethnic m inorities o r "subnations" (Petersen 1 9 7 5 : 
182). A t the periphery of m ost countries are linguistically distinct popula
tions that differ substantially from  the dominant o r core cultural groups. 
France has Alsatians, Bretons, and Corsicans, am ong others; Great Britain 
has a variety of Celtic-speaking populations residing in its peripheral areas. 
Some countries are collections of subnations, and dominance is hody con
tested. No W estern European country is free from linguistically based ethnic 
diversity.

The political mobilization of territorially based linguistic m inorities in in
dustrialized countries is anomalous from  the viewpoint of classic social the
ory. The dominant them e of this body of thought is developmental. Accord
ing to this reasoning, economic and political forces associated with W estern 
capitalism erode local cultures and gradually erase intranational cultural dif
ferences. Ethnic and cultural differences decline in importance as a basis for 
social action, and the possibility of ethnic political mobilization decreases. 
The experience of the last several decades, especially the late 1960s and early  
1970s, however, contradicts these expectations. In allcom ers of W estern Eu
rope, and the world, there was a resurgence of ethnic political mobilization. 
The idea that the countries of W estern Europe are integrated, m odem  poli
ties free from  serious ethnically or culturally based opposition has b eat 
discarded.

This section examines the conditions of ethnic political mobilization 
among territorially based linguistic m inorities in W estern Europe and at
tem pts to shed some light on the diversity of subnotions. Its prim ary goal is
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to  illustrate the Boolean algorithm s outlined in Chapters 6  and 7  with typi
cal, if im perfect, comparative data. The outcome variable in these analyses is 
ethnic political mobilization. The causal variables describe different aspects 
of subnations relevant to such mobilization. These analyses are introduced 
with a  discussion of current theories and research strategies in the study of 
ethnic political mobilization. I hope to show that the Boolean approach is 
particularly well suited for the analysis of comparative ethnic political mobi
lization because it is capable of comprehending the diversity of subnational 
situations.

A P P L I C A T I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S

theories of ethnic POLITICAL m obilization . Contem porary theo
ries of ethnic political mobilization do not allow conceptualization of the di
versity of subnations. Each of the m ajor perspectives— the developmental 
perspective, the reactive ethnicity perspective, and the ethnic competition 
perspective— either focuses on a single subnational situation or simply as
sumes intranational ethnic variation and emphasizes the general conditions 
that prompt ethnic political mobilization.

In the developmental perspective, ethnicity is viewed as a primordial sen
tim ent (G eertz 1963) destined to  w ither away in societies that experience 
significant soda! structural differentiation (Parsons 1975). In a  m odem  set
ting, therefore, ethnic mobilization is viewed as aberrant. It is possible only 
if there has been some failure to  draw subnations into national economic life. 
This view of ethnic mobilization has been applied to  the analysis of political 
cleavages in W estern European countries by U pset and Rokkan (1967 : 
1 -6 4 ). They argue that in W estern European polities, culturally based po
litical cleavages were superseded by functional cleavages reflecting economic 
interests.

In this perspective, thé classic subnotion is a  culturally distinct, geograph
ically peripheral collectivity that has remained relatively isolated econom
ically and socially from  the national center. The subnation may inhabit a 
resource-poor region of the nation, and its members may tend to specialize 
in prim ary economic activities such as farming. Ethnic political mobilization 
occurs because of the growing economic, cultural, and political divergence of 
the subnation from the rest of the nation. Ethnic mobilization resulting from  
regional economic inequality is not incompatible with this divergence, but 
the underlying basis for mobilization according to developmental logic is the 
failure to integrate the subnatioe, not its relative poverty per se. Rokkan
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(1970:121); for example, argues that three conditions are responsible for the 
emergence and consolidation of territorial countercultures: territorial con
centration (a condition common to all subnations examined here); social iso
lation (usually linked to the existence of strong linguistic differences); and 
economic isolation (especially, weak economic ties to the national core).

The second view, the reactive ethnicity perspective, argues that a particu
laristic allocation of valued roles and resources to the dominant ethnic group 
is the primary cause of ethnic political mobilization. In contrast to the devel
opmental perspective, which argues that a particularistic allocation of scarce 
goods is incompatible with structural differentiation, the reactive ethnicity 
perspective argues that it can occur in societies at any level of structural dif
ferentiation. Thus, ethnic identity is preserved in modem societies by a co
incidence of ethnicity and social class (Gellner 1969). This "cultural division 
of labor," Hechter (1975) argues, can exist even in an advanced industrial 
society. He asserts Aat urbanization and industrialization intensify the link 
between social class and ethnicity by concentrating members of subnations 
in low-status positions and neighborhoods (1 9 7 5 :39 -43 ). Class mobiliza
tion, of course, exists as an alternative to ethnic mobilization in such so
cieties, and, in fact, it may precede ethnic mobilization. However, should na
tional working-class organizations fail to meet the demands of the culturally 
subordinate lower strata, ethnic political mobilization is likely (1975:309).

In common with (the developmental perspective, the reactive ethnicity 
perspective sees the classic subnation as a relatively disadvantaged cultural 
m inority residing in the periphery of an advanced nation-state. However, in 
this perspective the subnatibnal area is not isolated; it has been infiltrated by  
members of the dominant cultural group. Typically, the members of the 
dominant collectivity see themselves as developers bearing the fruits of 
m odem  society. The development they bring to  the subnational area is often 
stunted and distorted, however, because the region is developed as an ap
pendage of the national economy. Its interests are subordinated to national 
interests, and capital may be drained from  the subnation. Furtherm ore, pe
ripheral social structure is distorted by die cultural division of labor that is 
instituted. The dominant strata com e to  be seen as alien by the lower strata, 
and the culture of the lower strata becomes stereotyped as inferior by mem
bers of the dominant strata. The peripheral region may be industrial, but 
typically it is poorer than the core region.

The ethnic competition perspective, the third m ajor view, argues that so
d a! structural modernization affects nations and subiiations in two ways.

? \
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First, modernization reduces ethnic diversity within subnations and within 
the dominant culture by eroding sm all-scale, local cultural identities. Sec
ond, modernization increases the importance of large-scale ethnic identities 
by altering the conditions of competition between politically definable col
lectivities (Hannan 1979). Specifically, because the size of the m ost powerful 
com petitor (the core in a modern nation-state and the associated dominant 
cultural group) increases w ith modernization, organized resistance to the 
core succeeds only when it is organized around large-scale identities, th u s, 
modernization actually increases the political viability of broadly defined 
ethnic identities (Nielsen 1985). Ethnic political mobilization is sparked 
when ethnic groups (dominant and subordinate) are forced to compete w ith 
each other for die sam e rewards and resources. A  competitive situation is 
especially likely when a stable cultural division of labor is disrupted by eco
nomic change (Ragin 1 9 7 7 ,1 9 7 9 ; Nielsen 1980).

In the ethnic competition perspective, the classic subnation maty or m ay 
not be peripheral. The prim ary requirem ent is one of size— it m ust be big 
enough in potential membership to m uster a significant challenge to the 
core. In general, this perspective follows the lead of the resource mobiliza
tion perspective (Tilly 1978; M cCarthy and Zald 1977; see Jenkins 1983, 
Nagel and Olzak 1982, Olzak 1983) in arguing that anything which adds to  
the resources of the subnation enhances its  ability to challenge the core. Ac
cording to this reasoning, rich subnations are m ore likely to mobilize suc
cessfully than poor subnations. A second m ajor requirement is for some 
form of structurally based provocation. M any different contexts m ight pro
vide a basis for this. Typically, however, this provocation involves a change in 
the Structure of rewards and resources available to ethnic collectivities that 
intensifies the competition between them .

TESTING THEORIES OF ETHNIC POLITICAL MOBILIZATION. These three 
theories have been set against each other in several studies, and a m ore or 
less standard approach to testing them  has emerged. (Recent investigations 
include H echter 1975; Ragin 1977, 1979, 1986; Ragin and Davies 1981; 
Nielsen 1 980 ; Olzak 1982 ; see also Nagel and Olzak 1986 .) These studies 
typically examine cross-sectional and longitudinal data on the aggregate po
litical tendencies of territorial units within single countries (such 
as vote percentages for different political parties in electoral districts in 
Belgium). This strategy is comparable to  Shorter and Tilly's use of France to

I
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test general argum ents about the political mobilization of workers in ad
vanced countries. This general strategy has been strongly criticized by 
Lieberson (1985) and others.

B asting studies of ethnic mobilization pinpoint lands of areas supportive 
of ethnic parties and shifts in these patterns over tim e. Different theories of 
ethnic political mobilization provide researchers with d iffer«» images of 
subnations and different images of ethnic political mobilization. The images 
provided by these theories, in turn , are used to  aid the formulation of hy
potheses about aggregate patterns of support for ethnic parties, and quan
titative data are used to  test the hypotheses. Thus, only the implications of 
theories for patterns o f support in different countries, considered one at a 
tim e, are examined. The theories have not been used to  exam ine differences 
am ong a large number of instances of ethnic political mobilization across 
several countries. This lim itation is im portant because the theories empha
size polity-level phenomena. The disruption of a  stable cultural division of 
labor, for example, tends to  be polity-wide.

W hile these studies have enriched social scientists' understanding of eth
nic political mobilization, several baric questions rem ain unanswered. M any 
different subnations in W estern Europe mobilized during the 1960s and 
1970s, and there are striking differences among them . Did the same causal 
conditions prompt ethnic mobilization in each case? A re (here underlying 
patterns or types? There is litde reason to expect all instances of ethnic po
litical mobilization to  be alike. Further, not all subnations mobilized. No one 
has «cammed the subnations that failed to mobilize. The Boolean analysis 
presented here examines these questions. As I hope to  show, it is useful for 
this kind of investigation because it allows conceptualization of die diversity 
of subnations.

A P P L I C A T I O N S  O P  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S

A BOOLEAN APPROACH TO ETHNIC MOBILIZATION. The first Step in a 
Boolean analyse is to  identify the relevant causal conditions. Using the three 
perspectives outlined above as guides, we can identify four m ajor character
istics of subnations: the subnation's size, die strength of its linguistic base, its 
relative w ealth, and its economic status (declining versus expanding). The 
outcom e variable is ethnic political mobilization as indicated by a  variety of 
achievements: form ation of an ethnic political party, substantial member
ship in ethnic organizations, representation in national or regional legislative 
bodies, ethnic demonstrations and political violence, and so on. The data
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used to  code these variables are based on reports by Aifardt (1979), Kidron 
and Segal (1981), and McHale and Skowronski (1983).

The size of subnations is relevant primarily to the ethnic competition 
perspective. This perspective argues that challenges to the core cultural 
group must be based on the mobilization of broad minority identities em
bracing many members. While only the competition perspective empha
sizes this factor, the other perspectives would not deny that size makes 
a difference. Thus, this variable does not sharply distinguish the three 
perspectives.

Good data on the size of ethnic groups are notoriously hard to obtain 
because they tend to be politically sensitive and because self-assignm ent to  
ethnic groups tends to be somewhat variable, it is possible to distinguish 
sm aller and larger subnations in Western Europe, however, using 100,000  
members as a cutoff value. This value was selected for two reasons: most 
subnations are dearly smaller or clearly larger than 100 ,000 ; moreover, the 
cutoff value is consistent with the goal erf distinguishing collectivities capable 
of mounting a serious challenge. In die analysis that follows, subnations es
timated to have fewer than 100,000 members were coded as small (0) and 
subnations estimated to  have m ore than 100,000 members were coded as 
large (1).

The strength of die linguistic base is m ost relevant to  the developmental 
perspective. This perspective argues that the persistence of m inority culture 
is what causes ethnic political mobilization. This variable is also relevant to  
the ethnic competition perspective because a strong m inority linguistic base 
is a resource that both enhances mobilization and intensifies ethnic competi
tion. In the reactive ethnicity perspective, however, the expectation is that 
the dominant cultural group has launched an assault cm the subnation's lan
guage and culture. Thus, a politically mobilized subnation may not have a 
strong linguistic base according to this perspective.

In the following analysis only subnations in which it is dear that the m i
nority language is known to die vast m ajority of m inority members (in 
both oral and w ritten harm) are aided as having a strong linguistic base (1). 
If the language is unknown to at least a  substantial m inority, it is aided as 
having a weak linguistic base (0), This strict coding is consistent with the 
emphases of all three theories.

Relative wealth of the subnation is m ost relevant to  the reactive ethnidty  
perspective. This theory sees ethnic mobilization as a reaction to inequality 
and exploitation. The perception of exploitation is m ore likely if the subna
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tion is poorer than core areas of the nation. A  lower relative wealth could 
also, however, indicate divergence resulting from economic isolation, a 
m ajor concern of the developmental perspective. Thus, relative wealth is 
also a concern of the developmental perspective. Finally, the ethnic competi
tion perspective sees wealth as a resource and would argue that subnations 
with greater relative wealth are more likely to mobilize. Thus, this variable 
clearly distinguishes the ethnic competition perspective from  the other two 
perspectives.

Data on regional differences in production per capita are used to assess 
relative wealth. If a subnation's gross production per capita is substantially 
less than that of the rem ainder of the nation, relative wealth is coded 0. 
Relative wealth is coded1  if it is equal to or greater than that of the rest of 
thenation.

Economic status is relevant to all three perspectives. In the developmental 
perspective, the typical subnation is an isolated, declining region. This de
scription is consistent with the idea that it is a backwater area. In the reactive 
ethnicity perspective, however, mobilization is stimulated by exploitation. 
Either decline or advance m ight signal more exploitation. Decline m ay indi
cate an accumulation of m isery; advance may indicate that the dominant 
group has found new ways to  exploit die subnation's resources, which, in 
turn, m ight further peripheralize it. Thus, the specific predictions of this 
perspective are unclear. Similarly, the ethnic competition perspective argues 
that any economic change (advance or decline) that alters the structure of 
rewards and resources is likely to  provoke ethnic mobilization. This is be
cause such changes are likely to stim ulate ethnic competition.

Data on immigration are used to  assess economic status. If immigration 
into a subnation exceeds em igration from a subnation, it is coded 1 (advanc
ing) on economic status. If emigration exceeds or equals imm igration, it is 
coded 0  (declining). N ote drat if immigration is greater than emigration, 
then economic ties linking the subnation to the national center are probably 
increasing in strength.

The three theoretical perspectives are compared with respect to  their pre
dictions concerning the four causa! variables in Table 11 . A s noted, the per
spectives do not contradict each other absolutely. There are significant arras 
of overlap, especially when die different causal variables are considered one
at a time and not in combinations.

The values in each column, considered as a set, describe different theoret
ically based types of subnations. The coding "1 "  indicates that the perspec-

A P P L I C A T I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S
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t a b l e  I I : Summary Presentation of Predictions of Three Theories 
of Ethnic Political Mobilization

Guiding Perspective

C H A R A C T ER ISTIC d e v e l o p m e n t a l  r e a c t i v e C O M P E T IT IV E

Size o f  Subnation (5) w (V 1

Linguistic Base (L) 1 0 (ir
Relative Wealth (W) c o r 0 1

Economic Status (G) 0 ?b ?”

■Predictions in parentheses are only weakly indicated by the theories. 
bQuestion marks indicate that no dear prediction is made.

five views the presence of the feature as important; "0 "  indicates that the 
perspective views the absence of the feature as important; "? "  indicates that 
no clear position is discernible— the prediction is context-specific; paren
theses are used to indicate predictions that are only weakly indicated by the 
theories.

It is clear from  Table 11 what the main concerns of each perspective are; 
these, in turn, can be represented in Boolean terms. The developmental per
spective emphasizes linguistic base and economic status. The image por
trayed is that of a culturally distinct, economically isolated subnation. (Using 
variable names, this is represented as Lg, where uppercase letters indicate 
presence, lowercase indicate absence, and multiplication indicates logical 
A N D .) The main concerns of the reactive ethnicity perspective, by contrast, 
center on the predatory behavior of the dominant cultural group. Thus, this 
perspective emphasizes the damage inflicted on the subnation's language and 
econom y (fio). Finally, the ethnic competition perspective emphasizes the 
power o f the summation vis-a-vis the core cultural group. Size and wealth are 
im portant because these are th e resources that increase the likelihood that 
mobilization will bear fruit (5 W ).

H ie next step o f the Boolean analysis is to  construct a truth  table with 
data on subnations, using the four variables described above and an outcome 
variable. In this analysis the outcome is ethnic political mobilization as indi
cated by several possible achievements : the formation of an ethnic political 
party, the mobilization of a substantial membership or following, election of 
representatives to national or regional legislative assemblies, and initiating 
other form s of political action (dem onstrations, ethnic political violence, and 
the like). Subnations were sorted into three categories of ethnic political m o-



t a b l e  1 2 : Data on Territorially Based Linguistic M in orities o f W estern Europe

Minority S L w G £

Lapps, Finland 0 0 0 0 0
Finns, Sweden (Tome Valley) § 0 0 0 0
Lapps, Sweden 0 0 0 0 0
Lapps, Norway 0 0 0 0 0
Albanians, Italy 0 0 0 0 0
Greeks, Italy 0 0 0 0 0
North Frisians, Germany 0 0 0 1 1
Danes, Germany 0 0 0 1 1
Basques, France 0' 0 0 1 1
Ladins, Italy O' 0 1 0 0
Magyars, Austria 0 1 0 0 0
Croats, Austria 0 1 0 0 0
Slovenes, Austria 0 1 0 0 1
Greenlanders, Denmark , 0 1 0 0 1
Aalanders, Finland 0 1 1 0 2
Slovenes, Italy 0 1 1 I 1
Valdotians, Italy 0 1 1 1 2
Sards, Italy 1 0 ' 0 0 1
Galicians, Spain 1 0 0 0 1
West Frisians, Netherlands 1 0 0 1 1
Catalans, France 1 0 0 1 1
Occitans. France 1 0 0 1 1
Welsh, Great Britain 1 0 0 1 2
Bretons, France 1 0 0 1 2
Corsicans, France 1 0 0 1 2
Friulians, Italy 1 0 1 1 1
Occitans, Italy 1 0 1 1 1
Basques, Spain 1 0 1 1 2 .
Catalans, Spain 1 0 1 1 2
Flemings, France 1 1 0 0 1
Walloons, Belgium ■ 1 1 0 1 2
Swedes, Finland 1 1 1 0 2
South Tyroleans, Italy 1 1 1 0 2
Alsatians, France 1 1 1 1 1
Germans, Belgium 1 1 1 1 2
Flemings, Belgium 1 1 1 1 2

S = Size of subnation 
L =  Linguistic ability 

W = Relative wealth of subnation 
G =  Growth vs. decline of subnational region 
£ =  Degree of ethnic political mobilization
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bilization ( £  ) : little or no evidence of mobilization (0), some evidence of m o
bilization (1), and considerable evidence of mobilization (2).

Table 12  reports the different combinations of values for th irty-six subna
tions and their scores on the crude mobilization measure. Thus , S =  1 if the 
Subnation is large; L =  1 if members of the subnation speak and w rite 
the m inority language; W  =  1 if the subnation is as rich as or richer than 
the larger nation; G =  1 if immigration into the subnation exceeds emigra
tion from the subnation; E =  2  if there is substantial evidence of ethnic 
political mobilization; E =  1 if there is at least some evidence of ethnic po
litical mobilization; otherwise E =  0.

The first m ajor task is to  code a single dichotomous outcom e (1 or 0 ) for 
all cases conforming to each combination of causal conditions. A s noted in 
Chapter 7, if the cases conforming to a Certain combination of values do not 
show clear tendencies, then some method for resolving the contradiction 
m ust be devised. The data presented above present no ambiguous combina
tions of values. The one possibly troublesome combination is the coinci
dence of small size, weak linguistic base, low relative wealth, and economic 
advance (0001). The three cases that display these values (N orth Frisians and 
Daries in Germ any and Basques in France) all display some evidence of eth
nic political mobilization, but not strong evidence. Generally, a combination 
of input values was not coded as a positive instance erf ethnic political mobi
lization in the Boolean analysis unless half of the cases conforming to the 
combination displayed dear evidence of mobilization (that is, had scores of 2 
in Table 12). There w ere no combinations that embraced cases with little 
mobilization (0) and dear evidence of mobilization (2). Thus, the one 
troublesome combination of values was coded 0  (tittle or no evidence of mo
bilization). The resulting tru th  table, with ethnic political mobilization (£ ) 
coded as a  presence/absence dichotomy, is presented in Table 13.

Table 13 sum marizes die different combinations of conditions associated 
with ethnic political mobilization among W estern European subnations. Ap
plication of the minimization algorithm s described in Chapters 6  and 7  to 
the tru th  table (treating nonexistent combinations as instances of no ethnic 
mobilization) results in the following logically minimal reduced Boolean ex
pression for instances of ethnic political mobilization. In the equations that 
follow, a variable name in uppercase letters indicates that it m ust be present 
(1 ); a  variable name in lowercase letters indicates that it must be absent (0).

E =  SG +  LW

A P P L I C A T I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S
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t a b l e  13: Truth Table Representation of Data on Causes 
of Ethnic Political Mobilization

s L w G E N

0 0 0 0 0 6
0 0 0 1 0 3
0 0 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 ? 0
0 1 0 0 0 4
0 1 0 1 ? 0
0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 2
1 D 0 0 0 2
1 0 0 1 1 6
1 0 1 0 ? 0
1 0 1 1 1 4
1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 3

S =  Size of subnation 
L = Linguistic ability 

W = Relative wealth of subnation 
G =  Growth vs. decline of subnational region 
E = Degree of ethnic political mobilization

The reduced equation indicates that there are two basic combinations of con
ditions linked to ethnic political mobilization. The first combines large size 
and economic advance (more immigration than emigration); the second 
combines strong linguistic base and high relative wealth. It is possible at this 
point to apply De Morgan's Law to this result to produce an equation (with 
e  in lowercase to denote absence) describing the subnations that fail to 
mobilize:

e =  (s +  g)(! +  w)
=  si +  sw +  gl +  gw

The equation is most consistent with the ethnic competition perspective be
cause it shows that subnations which suffer more than one deficiency (from 
a resource mobilization point of view) are not likely to mobilize. The only
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pairs of deficiencies that subnations can possess and still mobilize are ho and 
sg, as we shall see.

Several features of this analysis should be noted. First, the equation for 
the presence of ethnic political mobilization (E =  SG + LW) is logically 
minimal. Using the procedures outlined in Chapter 7 for incorporating sim
plifying assumptions does not result in a simpler solution. Second, all prime 
implicants produced in the first phase of the algorithm appear in the final 
reduced equation. Thus, there are no prime implicants that were eliminated 
by applying the prime implieant chart procedure. {As noted in Chapter 7, 
these considerations are important because they are relevant to the issue of 
parsimony.)

At first glance, the equation for the presence of ethnic political mobiliza
tion '(E) offers greatest support for the ethnic competition perspective. Al
though neither term reproduces the core prediction of this perspective 
(SW ), both terms are compatible with this perspective because the images 
they evoke are those of powerful subnations with the resources necessary 
for challenging the core cultural group. Not all is lost, however, for die other 
perspectives. It is important at this stage of the investigation to apply the 
techniques for evaluating theories outlined in Chapter 7. To simplify the 
presentation, the three theories are examined one at a time, not in a com
bined equation.

The core of the reactive ethnicity argum ent, at least as outlined above, 
emphasizes low relative wealth (tu) and a weak linguistic base (i) . These ex
pectations derive from  a  theoretically based interest in the predatory actions 
of core cultural groups. Using tire techniques outlined in Chapter 7 , it is 
possible to identify subnations that conform to both the predictions of the 
reactive ethnicity perspective (designated by R, for reactive ethnicity) and 
the equation derived for ethnic political mobilization (£ ) . This set is formed 
from  the intersection o f R and £ :

R =  ho 
E =  S G +  LW

R (£ )  =  ShoG

Thus, the two equations (tire equation derived from  the reactive ethnicity 
perspective and the equation modeling the results of the analysis of ethnic 
political mobilization) intersect. The term  that results from  their intersec
tion combines large size, weak linguistic base, low relative w ealth, and eco
nomic advance. A  total of six subnations conform to this combination of
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conditions. They are W est Frisians (N etherlands), Catalans (France), Oc
citan s (France), Bretons (France), Corsicans (France), and W elsh (Great 
Britain).

Two conclusions follow from  this result. First, the reactive ethnicity per
spective (at least as presented above) is incomplete in the specification of 
conditions likely to generate ethnic political mobilization. Peripheralization 
(specifically, the ho combination) is linked to  ethnic political mobilization 
only am ong larger subnations experiencing economic advance. As noted, 
economic advance m ight indicate disruption of an existing cultural division 
of labor (a condition emphasized by the ethnic competition perspective; see 
Ragin 1979) or a new interest in the resources of the peripheral region by 
the core cultural group. Second, the reactive ethnicity perspective can be 
usefully applied to these six subnations by using the StwG combination to 
guide the analysis and interpretation of these six cases.

O ne conflict in the study of ethnic political mobilization over the last few 
years has concerned the applicability of the three m ajor perspectives to 
lA yes. Alford (1963), Cox (1 9 6 7 ,1 9 7 0 ), and Butler and Stokes (1969) ap
plied the developmental perspective. H echter (1975) applied the reactive 
ethnicity perspective. And I have applied the ethnic competition perspective 
(Ragin 1977, 1979, 1986; Ragin and Davies 1981). The results presented 
here indicate that when viewed in comparative perspective a combination of 
the last two theories may be usefully applied to this case.

These same procedures can be used to evaluate the ethnic competition 
perspective. This perspective (designated C) emphasizes resources of size 
and wealth (SW ). The Boolean interesection of this theoretically based ex
pectation with the final equation for E shows that their area of overlap is

C = S W  
E =  SG + LW

C (E ) =  SWG +  SLW 
=  SW (G  +  L)

The equation states simply that ethnic political mobilization occurs when 
large size and greater relative wealth are combined with either economic ad
vance or strong linguistic base. Referring back to the original data reveals 
that a larger number of subnations are covered by the intersection equation 
based on the ethnic competition perspective than are covered by the inter
section equation based on the reactive ethnicity perspective. Altogether, nine 
subnations are covered by this intersection equation: Germans (Belgium),
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Flemings (Belgium ), Swedes (Finland), Alsatians (France), Friulians (Italy), 
O eritans (Italy), South Tyroleans (Italy), Basques (Spain), and Catalans 
(Spain).

Again, two conclusions are immediately apparent. First, the ethnic com
petition perspective is incompletely specified. Large size and greater relative 
wealth are linked to ethnic political mobilization only in the presence of ei
ther economic advance or a  strong linguistic base. Thus, the intersection  
equation provides a basis for elaborating this perspective. Both economic ad
vance and strong linguistic base are resources that undoubtedly enhance eth
nic political mobilization. Second, w ith these refinements the perspective can 
be applied usefully to nine subnations.

Finally, these same procedures can be used to evaluate the developmental 
perspective (designated D ). This perspective emphasizes strong linguistic 
base and economic decline (Lg). Intersection with the equation for £  shows

D — Lg 
E =  SG +  LW

D (£ ) =  LWg

The intersection equation for the developmental perspective states that when 
a strong linguistic base is combined with high relative wealth and economic 
decline, ethnic political mobilization occurs. A  ixrtal of three subnations con
form to this combination: Aalanders (Finland), Swedes (Finland), and South 
Tyroleans (Italy). Note, however, that two of these subnations (Swedes in 
Finland and South Tyroleans in Italy) are also covered by the intersection 
equation for the ethnic competition perspective. Furthermore, the combina
tion of conditions that these two subnations share (large size, strong lin
guistic base, greater relative wealth, and economic decline) give the impres
sion not of an isolated, peripheral cultural minority (the image conveyed in 
the developmental perspective) but of a resource-rich, competitive minor
ity (the image presented in the ethnic competition perspective). Thus, these 
two subnations should be treated as instances of ethnic political mobilization 
covered by the ethnic competition perspective. This leaves one subnation 
uniquely covered by the intersection equation for the developmental per
spective: Aalanders in Finland. Note that this subnation is physically iso
lated from its larger nation (Finland), a characteristic highly compatible with 
the logic of the developmental perspective.

Two conclusions fallow. First, the combination of a strong linguistic base 
and economic decline stimulates ethnic political mobilization only in the

1 4 6  A P P L I C A T I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S
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presence of greater relative wealth, thu s, the range of conditions consistent 
with developmental logic is narrow. Second, the developmental perspec
tive can he usefully applied to the one case that dearly conforms to this 
'Combination. 1

Finally, it is useful to derive an equation for subnations that exhibit eth- 1
nic political mobilization but were not hypothesized to do so by any of the 
three theories. This equation'can be derived by deducing the intersection of \
the equation for £  With the negation of the equation for all subnations hy
pothesized by any of the three perspectives to display ethnic mobilization. j
The term If  is used to designate such subnations and is formed simply by j
applying logical OR to the three hypothesis equations given above. The j
negation of hypothesized instances (which would show subnations not hy- j
pothesized to exhibit ethnic political mobilization and is designated It) is j
derived by applying De Morgan's Law to the equation for hypothesized \
instances: j

H =  lw +  SW  -  Lg |

k — (L + W.)(s + io)(l +  G) j
=  sJW +  sLC +  sWG +  LwG I

h(E) =  (siW  +  slG  +  sW G +  L»G )(SG  +  LVV) 
=  sLWG +  SLwG

There are surprisingly few subnations with ethnic political mobilization that 
were not hypothesized by one of the three perspectives to display mobiliza-
tion. There are two instances of the first term , which combines small size, 
strong linguistic base, high relative wealth, and economic advance: Slovenes 
of Italy and Valdotians of Italy. There is only one instance of the second 
term , which combines large size, strong linguistic base, lower relative 
w ealth, and economic advance: W alloons of Belgium. The first two cases 
both exist as subnations because of relatively unusual historical circum 
stances. The Walloons of Belgium in m any respects are not a  subnation 
(they are the dominant cultural group in Belgium) and have mobilized as an 
ethnic group partially in response to  Flemish mobilization. Thus, it is pos
sible to  account for these theoretical outliers by citing additional historical 
and political evidence.

s u m m a r y . O verall, die results indicate that the reactive ethnicity and 
ethnic competition perspectives are both applicable to a substantial number

1
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of instances of ethnic political mobilization. Consistent with the results of 
die case studies cited above, it is apparent that the developmental perspective 
is not a  useful tool for understanding contem porary ethnic mobilization in 
W estern Europe. The reactive ethnicity perspective is applicable to six cases 
at m ost, while the ethnic competition perspective is applicable to nine cases 
and probably to some of the cases Covered by the reactive ethnicity perspec
tive (such as W ales), as well.

To some extent it is surprising that the reactive ethnicity perspective, 
even in its emended form , is applicable to m any W estern European subna
tions. One is surprised for two reasons. First, W estern Europe has had for
m ally constituted, modem nation-states on its soil for centuries. There have 
been m any boundary changes over this period, and subnations have been 
created in the wake of these changes. M ost of these subnations were spared 
demotion to the status of internal colony Thus, the historical conditions sur
rounding the form ation of m any W estern European subnations do not con
form well to the scenario outlined in the reactive ethnicity perspective. Sec
ond, in m ost of W estern Europe industrialization preceded o r accompanied 
democratization. Thus, the class cleavage was favored in die development 
and maturation of these polities (U pset and Rokkan 1967; Rokkan 1970). 
This sequence of events may have stunted the mobilization o f ethnic lower 
strata as ethnic as opposed to class collectivities. Consistent w ith this histori
cal pattern, it should be noted that of the six subnations covered b y the reac
tive ethnicity perspective, five traditionally have displayed relatively high 
levels of voting for socialist and social democratic parties. Thus, these Vib
rations have tended to  mobilize along class lines in concert w ith polity-wide 
efforts (see Ragin and Davies 1981; Ragin 1986).

The results indicate dim  both of die m ajor perspectives, as initially speci
fied, are incomplete. The intersection equations show the shortcomings of 
these theories quite explicitly. The ethnic com petition perspective, as formu
lated, ignores the im portance of having either economic advance o r strong 
linguistic base coincide with large size and relative wealth. The reactive eth
nicity perspective ignores the fact that large size and economic advance m ust 
accompany the conditions it emphasizes (weak linguistic base and low rela
tive wealth) for ethnic mobilization to occur. The m ore elaborate versions of 
these perspectives, presented in die intersection equations R (E ) and C (E ), 
should be used as guides when inteipreting specific cases.

The goal of inteipreting cases is im portant. Boolean-based techniques of 
qualitative comparison are not used simply to  assess multiple conjunctural
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causation or to  evaluate theories, but also to  establish a strong comparative 
inundation for interpretive analysis of specific cases o r sets of cases. Thus, 
the completion of this study of ethnic political mobilization would involve 
further specification of these two types of ethnic political mobilization (the 
reactive type and the competitive type) and the elaboration of a  m ore de
tailed account of mobilization in specific cases. This would entail use of the 
method of agreement to establish further similarities am ong the cases con
form ing to  each type and, further, use of the method of difference to refine 
the specification of differences between types (see Chapter 3 ). Essentially, 
the Boolean analysis establishes the im portant signposts for a m ore detailed 
investigation of ethnic mobilization in W estern Europe.

The results support the idea that there is great diversity among subna
tions and am ong instances of ethnic political mobilization. It is n ot possible 
to  embrace all instances within a  single framework. In some respects, this 
conclusion is too easy, for it simply affirms that there is a great deal of com
plexity to social phenomena, a  conclusion that few would challenge. The 
Boolean analysis does m ore than simply confirm com plexity, however. It 
shows the key combinations o f causal conditions linked to  ethnic political 
mobilization. It maps the com plexity of ethnic mobilization and provides a 
basis for limited generalization and further investigation.

A P P L I C A T I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S

APPLICATION TO EMPIRICAL TYPOLOGIES OF 
ORGANIZATIONS

Empirical typologies are valuable because they are formed from  interprét
able combinations of values of theoretically or substantively relevant vari
ables which characterize the members of a general class. The different 
combinations of values are seen as representing types of the general phe
nomenon. (See Barton 1 9 5 5 :4 0 -4 5  for an early discussion of basic prin
ciples of empirical typology; see also M cKinney 1965, Simon 1 9 6 9 :2 9 2 -  
30 0 , and Diesing 1 9 7 1 :1 9 7 - 202.) Empirical typologies are best understood 
as a form of social scientific shorthand. A  single typology can replace an 
entire system  of variables and interrelations. The relevant variables together 
compose a multidimensional attribute space; an empirical typology pin
points specific locations within this space where cases cluster. The ultim ate 
test of an empirical typology is the degree to  which it helps social scientists 
(and, by implication, their audiences) comprehend the diversity that exists 
within a  general class of social phenomena.



H ie third application of Boolean techniques involves using them  to  con
struct an empirical typology. The data used in this example describe organi
zations (juvenile courts in the United States) and are thus on a  sm aller scale 
than the data used in the previous examples (though still m acrosodal). The 
problem is to construct an empirical typology of these courts, a model of 
their diversity. Thus no causal outcom e, per se, is examined. The techniques 
presented are not limited to  organizations. Similar techniques could be used, 
for exam ple, to  develop an empirical typology erf Third W orld countries 
using criteria specified in dependency theories. The result would be a speci
fication of types of dependent countries, an im portant issue in the study of 
dependency and development.

The Boolean approach is appropriate for constructing typologies because 
it explicidy examines combinations of characteristics and produces a logi
cally minimal statem ent describing their diversity. In this exam ple, the 
Boolean analysis addresses the question "how  are juvenile courts orga
nized?" by examining the different combinations of organizational features 
that they exhibit. The analysis is relevant to  theories about oiganizations 
because it addresses limitations on the variety of organizational form s evi
dent among instances of one type of organization, juvenile courts.

To structure the discussion, the work of Stapleton and others (1982) is 
extended and elaborated. Stapleton and colleagues develop an empirical ty
pology of juvenile courts using relatively conventional techniques: factor 
analysis, to identify underlying dimensions of variation am ong juvenile 
courts, and cluster analysis to  identify key locations in the multidimensional 
attribute space formed by these underlying dimensions. A fter reviewing 
their work, I  reanalyze their data by using Boolean techniques.

ISO A P P L I C A T I O N ' S -  - OF  B - O O L E A N  M E T H O D S

STAPLETON AND COLLEAGUES' EMPIRICAL TYPOLOGY. M uch of the 
literature on Am erican juvenile courts portrays them  as varying along a 
single traditional—due process continuum (Handler 1965; Dunham 1966; 
Stapleton and Teitelbaum 1972; Erikson 1974; Tappan 1976; Cohen and 
Kluegel 1978). W hile recent contributions have noted that juvenile courts 
range from  all-inclusive bureaucracies to a variety of decentralized struc
tures, the conception of these courts as varying along a  single continuum has 
persisted. Stapleton and colleagues (1982) argue that a unidimensional char
acterization of juvenile courts neglects both the intricacy of their organiza
tional differences and the different norm ative system s and work expectations 
such features reflect.
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t a b l e  14: Results of Stapleton and Colleagues' Factor Analysis

Factor Description Key Indicator/Highest Loading Variable

1 Status offenders 
processed/scope ($)

Intake or probation officer can refer 
status offender to voluntary agency

2 Centralization of 
authority (C)

Court or judge administers probation 
department

3 Formalization of 
procedure (F)

Mandatory interval between adjudica
tion and disposition exists and etui be 
formally waived

4 Task specification/ 
differentiation (T)

Prosecutor must be involved in die deci
sion to fife a formal petition

5 Discretion (D) Intake or probation staff may arrange in
formal probation for law violators

Source: Based on Stapleton and others (1982 : tables 1 and 2).

Stapleton and colleagues conducted factor analyses of 96 dichotomously 
coded characteristics of 150 metropolitan juvenile courts in order to  provide 
a basis for developing an empirical typology. The basic assumption of the 
factor analytic approach is that observed correlations between variables are 
the result of underlying regularities in the data and that any variation in the 
data which is peculiar to single variables does not reflect general, shared fea
tures. The live interpretable factors they found are summarized in Table 14.

The indicator for factor 1 (scope) indicates the courts which have jurisdic
tion over status offenders. Overall, variables loading on this factor distin
guish juvenile courts with jurisdiction over the adjudication and disposition 
of cases involving status offenders from those lacking such jurisdiction. The 
key indicator for factor 2 (centralization) concerns the power of the central 
executive. This variable indicates its control over the probation department. 
Other variables on this factor also concern subinstitutional loci of decision 
making. The indicator for factor 3 (formalization) indicates that a mandatory 
interval between adjudication and disposition exists and that it can be for
mally waived. Many juvenile courts do not bifurcate adjudication and dis
position and thus have less formalized proceedings. The indicator for factor 
4  (task specificity) concerns specificity of positions within the court. The 
participation of the prosecuter in the decision to file formal petitions indi
cates greater task specificity. The'indicator for factor 5 (discretion) assesses 
intake discretion— how cases are screened prior to court appearance. The 
indicator distinguishes juvenile courts with greater discretion assigned to 
staff.



In order to  assess the degree to which juvenile courts form  interpretable 
dusters, Stapleton and colleagues selected these five indicators to  serve for 
the five factors in cluster analyses. This procedure ensured the maximum 
hom ogeneity within dusters and at the same time minimized the number of
clusters because all five variables used to duster courts were presence/ 
absence dichotomies. Stapleton and colleagues used an agglomerative hier
archical clustering technique (Johnson 1967) and allowed no distance be
tween cases within each duster. This procédure, which is equivalent to a 
simple sorting of cases into their different combinations of values on the five 
dichotomous variables, produced initial dusters. Stapleton and coworkers 
found a total of twenty-five different combinations of values represented in 
the data, a number not dramatically smaller than the thirty-two (2s) logically 
possible combinations of five dichotomies. O f these twenty-five combina
tions of values, however, only twelve contained three or more courts. 
Stapleton and colleagues regarded these twelve as substantively important; 
thus, thirteen residual clusters and twenty deviant courts were eliminated 
from further consideration.

The twelve dusters delineated by Stapleton and colleagues supported the 
received notion that there are two m ajor types of juvenile courts, but they 
also revealed substantial variation within the two m ain types and several ad
ditional types, as well. Table 15 reports these twelve dusters. Courts in dus
ters 1  through 4  (N =  68) approximate the traditional juvenile court sys
tem . These courts combine indusivity, highly centralized authority, and a 
low degree of form alization. Courts in dusters 5  and 6  (N  =  7) were treated 
by Stapleton and colleagues as a  variation of this basic type, the im portant 
distinction being that courts in dusters 5  and 6  did not have indusive juris
dictions. Courts in dusters 7  through 9  (N  =  38) were considered represen
tative of the decentralized, due process juvenile court—-the polar ideal type. 
In these courts, authority was not centralized and task specificity was high. 
Courts in duster 10 (N  =  4 ) were treated as a  variation of the due process 
type, sim ilar in m ost respects to courts in duster 9 . Finally, courte in dus
ters 11 and 12 were considered to  be historical artifacts— the consequence of 
an atypical regional (m ostly New York State) legal system . These last two 
dusters were not considered representative of either m ajor type and there
fore were treated as residual.

Thus, Stapleton and colleagues delineate five aggregate dusters (com 
posed o f simple dusters 1 - 4 ,5 - 6 ,7 - 9 ,1 0 ,  and 1 1 -1 2 ) and show that most 
(82 p aren t) of the 130 courts examined in the duster analysis fall at either
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ta b l e  15: Results o f  Stapleton and Colleagues' Cluster Analysis ______

Structural Dimensions

> a p p l i c a t i o n s  o f  b o o l e a n  m e t h o d s  1 5 3

CENTRAUZA-
CLUSTER SCOPE OF TION OF FORMAL- TASK SPECI- INTAKE

NUMBER“ JURISDICTION AUTHORITY IZATION FI CATION DISCRETION

(S) (O (F) (T) (D)

1 (32) Indusive High Low Low High
2 (16) Inclusive High Low High High
3 (7 ) Indusive High Low High Low
4 (1 3 ) Indusive High Low Low Low
5 (3 ) Exdusive High Low High High
6 (4 ) Exclusive High Low Low High
7 (2 0 ) Indusive Low Low High High
8 (14) Indusive Low High High High
9 (4 ) Exdusive Low Low High Low

1 0(4) Exdusive High Low High Low
11 (4) indusive Low Low Low Low
12 (9) Indusive Low Low Low High

■Frequency is given in parentheses.

end of the traditional-due process continuum (in aggregate dusters 1 - 4  or 
7 -9 ) . They also identify the, key features of both m ajor types of courts. In 
traditional juvenile courts, the scope of jurisdiction is wide; authority is cen
tralized; and there is a low degree of formalization. In due process juvenile 
courts, authority is decentralized and task specificity is high. W hile these 
two polar types predominate, Stapleton and colleagues show substantial 
variation within each of these two types, and they show additional types as 
well. They condude that bipolar conceptions of juvenile courts, though 
valuable, are simplistic.

W hile Stapleton and colleagues' treatm ent of types of juvenile courts is 
thorough and convincing, their procedures for transform ing the twelve 
simple clusters (the m ost frequent combinations of scores) into five aggre
gate clusters or types do not follow any specific methodological guidelines. 
Yet the m ajor conclusions of their paper rest on these aggregate dusters, not 
on the twelve simple clusters pinpointed in the rudim entary duster analysis. 
They emphasize the contrast between aggregate clusters 1 - 4  and 7 - 9  be
cause these two constitute the two m ajor types— traditional and due process. 
Yet there are no strong methodological argum ents offered for grouping the
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simple dusters in this manner. Ultimately, their specification of aggregate 
dusters rests on a general, theoretically based expectation that at least these 
two dominant types should emerge.

A BOOLEAN approach To em pirical typology. Boolean techniques 
offer a more structured approach to the construction of empirical typologies. 
These techniques can be used to compare dusters holistically and to identify 
their key underlying differences. The goal of Boolean analysis here is to 
produce aggregate dusters, o r types, from the simple dusters reported by 
Stapleton and colleagues (which resulted from  sorting cases into their differ
ent combinations of scores). The Boolean approach is appropriate because it 
provides explicit, logical rules for simplifying complexity. This feature con
verges with the purpose of empirical typology: to  provide a useful short
hand for describing the diversity that exists within a  given dass of social 
phenomena. In the Boolean approach, the hilly reduced Boolean equation 
that results from application of the minimization algorithm s to a  tru th  table 
specifies the combinations of characteristics defining each m ajor type. In 
short, this technique pinpoints essential combinations of characteristics in a 
way that logically sum marizes the diversity displayed in the truth  table.

Stapleton and colleagues' twelve dusters (presented above) can be used to 
construct a tru th  table, as shown in Table 16. The column headings refer to  
the five structural variables. The output (£ ) indicates w hether o r n ot a cer
tain combination of features is found in at least three courts. This tru th  table 
is a faithful reproduction of the results of Stapleton and colleagues' simple 
dusters. Stapleton and «(w orkers teed  five dichotomies to identify twelve 
dusters of juvenile courts. They used a frequency criterion erf three to dis
tinguish substantively im portant dusters from  unim portant dusters. All 
that has been added is an output code (1 indicates that th e combination 
of values exists with suffident frequency to be considered significant by 
Stapleton and colleagues) and the remaining rows (that is. Combinations of 
values that are infrequent or simply do not exist in the data).

Application of the minimization algorithm s presented in Chapters 6  and 7  
to  this truth  table results in the following fully reduced Boolean equation:

E(exists) =  Sft +  CfT  +  C/D +  ScTD +  sfTd
Type: 1 2 3 4 5

Variable names in uppercase letters indicate that the characteristic is present 
(1 ); variable names in lowercase letters indicate that it is absent (0). M ulti-
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t a b l e  16: Truth Table Representation of Results of Stapleton and Colleagues' 
___________________ Cluster Analysis______;______

Row S

Combination of Values 
on Structural Dimensions

C F T D

Output Value 
{1 = Frequency >  2)

E

1 1 1 0 ■o- 1 1
2 1 1 0 1 1 1
3 1 1 0 1 0 1
4 1 1 0 0 0 1
5 0 1 0 1 1 1
6 0 1 0 0 1 1
7 1 0 0 1 1 1
8 1 0 1 1 1 1

9 0 0 0 1 0 1

10 0 1 0 1 0 1

11 1 0 0 0 0 1

12 1 0 0 0 1 1

13 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 1 0
15 0 0 0 1 1 0
16 0 0 1 0 0 0
17 0 0 1 0 1 0
18 0 0 1 1 0 o .

1 9 -32 . . .  (remaining terms) 0

5 = Scope of jurisdiction 
C = Centralization 
F = Formalization 
T = Task specificity 
D  =  Intake discretion 
£ = Combination exists

plication indicates logical AN D ; addition {+ )  indicates logical O R. The sym 
bol S indicates inclusiveness of jurisdiction (1 =  inclusive jurisdiction); C 
indicates that authority is centralized (1 =  high); F  indicates degree of for
malization of procedures (1 =  high); T indicates task specificity (1 — high); 
and D indicates intake discretion (1 =  high).

The equation delineates five different types of juvenile courts. The first 
three types overlap to some degree. The first combines inclusive scope with 
a low degree of formalization and a low degree of task specificity. This type 
conforms roughly to Stapleton and colleagues' traditional court. N ote, how
ever, that this Boolean term  embraces not only courts in dusters 1 and 4  but
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also those in dusters 11 and 12. Stapleton and colleague's traditional type 
embraced dusters 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 ; 11 and 12 were considered deviant. The 
second type reported in the equation combines centralized authority with a 
low degree of form alization and a high degree of task specificity. This type 
covers courts defined by Stapleton and colleagues as traditional (those in 
dusters 2 ,3 , and, to a  lesser extent, 5) and courts identified as sim ilar to  die 
due process type (courts in duster 10). The third type is very sim ilar to  the 
second. It combines centralized authority, a  low degree of form alization, and 
a high degree of intake discretion. Courts covered by this type include 
courts in dusters 1 ,2 ,5 , and 6 . These courts w ere identified as traditional or 
as sim ilar to  traditional courts by Stapleton and colleagues. W ith the excep
tion of duster 6 , th e courts covered by this type overlap with the courts 
covered by the first two types. (Although types identified in Boolean analy
sis are often m utually exdusive, this outcom e is not autom atic.) Thus, the 
firs t three types identified in the Boolean analysis appear to be cousins of the 
traditional type specified by Stapleton and colleagues.

The fourth type combines four elem ents: indusive scope, low centraliza
tion of authority, high task specificity, and high intake discretion. This type 
conforms well to  Stapleton and coworkers' description of the due process 
Juvenile court and embraces courts in dusters 7  and 8 . The last term  in  the 
equation also combines four term s. The elements combined— limited scope, 
low form alization, high task specificity, and low intake discretion— conform  
very loosely to what Stapleton and colleagues call the felony justice model, a 
variation of thé due process model. Courts in clusters 9  and 10  conform  to  
this type. These two clusters are treated in a residual m anner by Stapleton 
and coworkers.

O verall, the results of the Boolean analysis of the tru th  table reported in 
Table 16 are roughly compatible with Stapleton and colleagues' typology, 
but there is substantial disagreement. First, courts considered by Stapleton 
and colleagues to be historical artifacts (those in dusters 11 and 12) are 
shown to conform to one of the Boolean specifications of the traditional 
court (type 1). Second, the Boolean analysis shows at least two distinct sub- 
types of traditional courts (types 1 and 2 in the Boolean equation above), as 
well as a  third traditional type overlapping with the first tw o. Type 1 courts 
deviate from  the ideal-typic traditional court delineated by Stapleton and 
colleagues in that these courts may o r m ay not be centralized. Type 2  courts 
deviate by manifesting a high degree of task spedfidty, a  characteristic usu
ally associated w ith due process juvenile courts. A lso, type 2  courts m ay or
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may not be inclusive in scope, a key feature of the ideal-typic traditional 
court. Type 3 courts, which overlap w ith type 1 and type 2  courts, also may 
be either inclusive or exclusive and may or may not have a high level of task 
specificity. Still, all the dusters of courts conforming to the third type were 
defined by Stapleton and coworkers as traditional courts or as sim ilar to  tra
ditional courts.

The clearest support for Stapleton and Colleagues' typology is in the 
Boolean specification of due process juvenile courts, which included courts 
in dusters 7  and 8. The elements combined in the fourth type above— in
clusiveness, low centralization of authority, high task specificity, and high 
intake discretion— are all ideal-typic features of due process courts. There is 
an im portant incompatibility between the Boolean results and Stapleton and 
colleagues' typology, however. In the Boolean analysis, duster 9. a member 
of Stapleton and coworkers' due process aggregate duster, is shown to be
long to a distinct type. Cluster 9 is grouped with cluster 10 by the Boolean 
analysis, forming a fifth type.

The Boolean analysis presented above is not entirely satisfactory from  a 
minimization point of view because of the overlap, conceptual and empirical, 
that exists among the first three types. Furtherm ore, the analysis also falls 
short from  the perspective of substantive interests because it fails to  deline
ate a coherent traditional type. These shortcomings suggest that the analysis 
is too fine-grained because far too m any types are delineated relative to  
theoretical expectations. O f course, if the goal of the analysis had been 
simply to confirm that com plexity exists (one of Stapleton and colleagues' 
goals), then the results are dearly satisfactory. Still, a less fine-grained 
analysis would be valuable given the expectation in the literature of two 
main types of juvenile courts.

To produce a less fine-grained Boolean analysis it is necessary simply to  
alter the frequency criterion used to define substantively im portant dusters. 
Stapleton and colleagues use a frequency criterion of three as a cutoff for 
substantive significance. It easily could be argued that this cutoff is too low, 
especially considering that slight measurement errors could produce spu
rious substantive significance. Two of the four courts in Stapleton and col
leagues' duster 9, for example, are included in this cluster "because of mea
surement error" (Stapleton and others 1982 :5 6 2 ). Eliminating these two 
cases produces a frequency value of two for duster 9  and a consequent re
duction to substantive insignificance.

The frequency data reported by Stapleton and colleagues cam be used to
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select an alternative cutoff value (see Table 15). Specifically, there is a clear 
gap in the frequency distribution between four and seven. Using four in
stead of three as the cutoff changes little. Using seven as the cutoff value, 
however, reclassifies five clusters (numbers 5 , 6 ,9 ,1 0 , and l l )  to  false (that 
is, substantive insignificance). B y recoding these rows, the truth table in 
Table 16 is modified so that only the seven high-frequency clusters are coded 
true (1). This new truth table can be minimized with the same Boolean al
gorithm s applied to the original truth table.

The results of this second Boolean analysis are

E (exists) =  SCf +  ScTD +  SfD
Type: 1 2 3

These results differ substantially from  those reported for the first Boolean 
analysis. The first type combines inclusive scope, centralized authority, and a 
low degree of form alization. Courts conforming to this type (those in dus
ters 1 - 4 )  are dearly traditional. The second type combines indusive scope, a 
low degree of centralization, a high degree of task specificity, and a high de
gree of intake discretion. This combination of traits characterizes due pro
cess juvenile courts and embraces those in dusters 7  and 8 . H ie third type 
crosscuts the other two. It combines indusive scope, low form alization, and 
high intake discretion. This type covers courts in dusters 1 , 2 , 7 , and 12. 
The only duster covered uniquely by die third type is duster 12 , a  duster 
th at Stapleton and colleagues define as residual, a historical artifact.

This last combination of features, however, should be treated as an over
lapping type, not as residual. The image suggested by this type is that of a 
court with a strong social service orientation. Procedures are informal and 
some violators are offered "relief from  die law " at the discretion of the intake 
staff (see Stapleton and others 1 9 8 2 :5 5 5 ). B y treating this third type as an 
overlapping type, it is possible to differentiate subtypes within the first two 
types. W ithin the traditional type, for example, courts in dusters 1 and 2  
are social service-traditional courts, while courts in dusters 3  and 4  are 
nonsodal service-traditional courts. The feature of courts in clusters 3  and 
4  that precludes them from being classified as social service-traditional 
courts is their low level of intake discretion. In a similar m anner, courts in 
duster 7  are social service-due process courts, while courts in duster 8 are 
nonsocial service—due process courts. The feature of courts in duster 8  that 
excludes them  from the social service-due process category is their high 
level of form alization. Courts in cluster 12 appear to be pure social service 
courts, lacking both traditional and due process features.

H .
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The results presented above showing the different types that exist can be
converted to an explicit Boolean statement of the combinations o f  organiza
tional characteristics that do not exist or are unlikely. To produce this result, 
it is necessary simply to apply De Morgan's Law to the last equation model
ing the three types:

£  =  SCf +  ScTD + SfD
e =  s + c d +  Ft +  FC

The first term  in the equation shows that juvenile courts with exclusive 
scope are rare; m ost courts process all kinds of offenders. This is not a sur
prising finding; it is obvious from  simple inspection of fire frequency distri
bution for this variable. The other term s are more im portant from  the 
standpoint of organizational theory because they show combinations of 
structural characteristics that are unlikely in juvenile courts. These unlikely 
or rare combinations include decentralization combined w ith a low level of 
discretion, a  high degree of formalization combined w ith a  law  degree of 
task specificity, and a  high degree of formalization combined w ith a high 
degree of centralization. From an organizational standpoint, it is possible to  
view these three pairs of features as structurally antagonistic. Generally, 
these pairs combine traditional features and due process features. This pat
tern of results reinforces the view of juvenile courts as either traditional or 
due process. Note, however, that the fourth term  in the equation (formaliza
tion with centralization) combines classic features of bureaucracies. The fact 
that this combination of features (which is in line with the expectations of 
organizational theory) is unlikely in juvenile courts is consistent with the 
idea that there is a tension in crim inal justice system s between the demands 
o f the day-to-day processing of defendants and their rights.

To sum m arize: Stapleton and colleagues' analysis indicated that the key 
features of traditional courts are their inclusive scope, their centralization of 
authority, and their low level of form alization. These are the three features 
shared by the four clusters of courts they define as traditional. The Boolean 
analysis of high-frequency dusters confirm s this specification of the tradi
tional type. The due process court, according to Stapleton and colleagues, 
combines a low level of centralization of authority and a high level of task 
spedfidty. These are the features shared by courts in dusters 7 - 9 , their 
due process aggregate cluster. According to the Boolean analysis of high- 
frequency dusters, due process courts are also inclusive in scope and have a 
high level of intake discretion. The Boolean analysis indicates further that 
courts in duster 9  do not conform  well to  the due process type. These courts

A P P L I C A T I O N S  O F  B O O L E A N  M E T H O D S
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are exclusive in scope and lack intake discretion. Finally, the Boolean analy
sis suggests that an overlapping social service type crosscuts the tradi
tional—due process distinction, making it possible to  distinguish subtypes of 
traditional and due process courts.

The Boolean approach to the formulation of empirical typologies offers 
several distinct advantages. First, it provides explicit procedural rules for 
identifying types. Second, the Boolean algorithms are logical and holistic in 
their approach to the task of reducing the complexity represented in the 
truth table. Third, as shown above, a Boolean analysis can be constructed in 
a variety of ways— it is flexible. An investigator can choose a finer-grained 
analysis by selecting a lower-frequency cutoff. A  higher criterion value can 
be chosen if a simpler empirical typology is desired. One apparent drawback 
of the Boolean approach is that the types identified are not always mutually 
exclusive. However, this liability can be turned into an additional asset if the 
investigator anticipates im perfect conform ity of cases to types. The em
pirical world provides m any examples of mixed types— cases that combine 
features of conceptually pure types. Overlapping types identified in Bool
ean analysis provide a vocabulary for discussing such cases. Finally, using 
De Morgan's Law, the results of the Boolean analysis can be converted into an 
explicit statem ent of structural incompatibilities, a feature which enhances 
the theoretical relevance of the typology.

W ith a larger data set, the possibility of interpreting specific cases or cate
gories of cases diminishes. However, the résulte of the Boolean analyses pre
sented above could be used as a basis for a study of the development of the 
juvenile justice system  in the United States, M ost organizations bear the 
mark of their period of origin (Stinchcombe 1965). It may be that juvenile 
courts which were formed (or reformed) during the same period are of the 
same or overlapping types. An investigation of this sort, of course, is far 
beyond the scope of this brief overview of Boolean techniques of typology 
construction. It is im portant to note, however, that the construction of such 
typologies is rarely the endpoint of an investigation.

LIM ITA TIO N S O F TH IS C H A PT ER

Currently, m ainstream social science methodology favors a predominantly 
variable-oriented approach to social data, an approach that submerges cases 
into distributions and correlations. This tendency discourages thinking 
about cases as wholes— that is, as interpretable combinations of parts. Thus,
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from the perspective of mainstream social science, the value of Boolean- 
based comparative analysis is not readily apparent. To view cases as wholes, 
however, makes it possible to interpret them as cases and thus reestablishes a 
link between social science and actual entities. In short, these techniques 
make it possible to maintain an interest in both social science theory and 
specific empirical instances of the processes that interest social scientists and 
their audiences.

The examples of Boolean methods of qualitative comparison presented in 
this chapter barely scratch the surface of potential applications. The first ex
ample contrasts Boolean methods with Rokkan's configurational approach in 
comparative political sociology. The second applies Boolean techniques to the 
study of ethnic political mobilization in Western Europe and tests three the
ories in a Way that enhances their interpretive value. The third focuses on 
the general problem of empirical typologies using data on organizations. 
Many other applications are possible. The techniques are relevant to any in
vestigation that is oriented toward viewing cases or instances as wholes— as 
combinations of characteristics.

The illustrations of Boolean methods presented in this chapter have sev
eral shortcomings. Some of these shortcoming follow directly from the se
lection of relatively simple examples, but they also reflect certain limitations 
of the approach. First, as presented, the techniques are limited to categorical 
data. This limitation contradicts the current preference in m ainstream  social 
science for techniques designed for interval-scale data. As I have norad else
w here, however, the algorithm s described here can be adapted to interval- 
scale data. These adaptations are not presented because they are com plex, 
and they obscure m y prim ary goal— to demonstrate and formalize the 
unique tenures and strengths of qualitative, holistic comparison and begin 
to  bridge the gulf between variable-oriented and case-oriented research.

The second shortcom ing is related to  the first. A  variety of statistical 
techniques specifically designed for categorical data and the analysis o f com
plex Statistical interaction have been introduced in the social sciences over 
the last decade. These include log-linear models, logit and probit models, 
and logistic regression (see Fienberg 1985). This chapter does not address 
the relation between these techniques and Boolean methods. In general, 
these statistical techniques require large numbers of cases, especially when 
statistical interaction is examined. The Boolean methods are designed specif
ically for analyses involving limited numbers of cases. M oreover, when ex
amining statistical interaction these techniques approach the problem hiexar-
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chically. Thus, they are biased toward simpler models (a characteristic that 
m any researchers find desirable). Boolean techniques, by contrast, start by 
assuming m axim um complexity. These statistical techniques are further in
capacitated by highly collinear interaction term s— when two interaction 
term s of the same order, for example, explain the same section of variation 
in the outcome variable. Boolean techniques do not share this liability. Yet 
even when statistical techniques successfully identify higher-order interac
tion, it is sometimes difficult to locate it in specific cells or sets of cells in a 
multiway cross-tabulation. Boolean techniques provide a direct route to this 
identification and provide a basis for contrasting specific theoretical expecta
tions with specific patterns of interaction. This characteristic suggests a pos
sible future direction: Boolean techniques and these statistical techniques 
m ight be usefully combined in studies with large numbers of observations. 
A preliminary analysis contrasting Boolean techniques and logistic regres
sion has been presented elsewhere (Ragin and others 1984) .

Third, the examples emphasize the compatibility of Boolean methods 
with the goal of interpretation; yet none of the examples takes on the task of 
interpreting specific cases or historical processes. This restriction exists pri
m arily because of space limitations but also because extensive interpretation 
of cases (in the discussion of ethnic political mobilization, for example) 
would detract from the main goal of the work— to address methods of quali
tative comparison.

The fourth shortcoming concerns the fact that the examples presented 
start with truth tables. In actuality, one of the m ost demanding aspects of 
the qualitative comparative approach is the construction of useful truth  
tables. A great deal of intellectual energy m ust be devoted to selecting ap
propriate causal variables and studying individual cases before a worthwhile 
truth table can be constructed.

Fifth, the examples presented are relatively static. This feature contradicts 
the emphasis on Boolean analysis as an aid to comparative historical analy
sis, Note that it is possible to include causal variables relevant to historical 
process in a truth table (such as "class mobilization preceded ethnic mobi
lization," true or false?) and to analyze combinations of such dichotomies. 
This strategy would enhance the usefulness of Boolean techniques as aids to 
comparative historical interpretation. It is also possible to investigate compa
rable outcomes in a single case (such as the causes of regime changes in a 
single, coup-ridden Third W orld country) or to pool comparable outcomes 
in a single country with those of comparable countries (such as the causes of
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general strikes in several Western European countries). Characteristics spe
cific to historical periods can he included as causes in the analysis of compa
rable events, both within and between cases.

The final chapter summarizes the special strengths of Boolean methods 
of qualitative comparison.



9

The Dialogue of Ideas and Evidence In Social 
Research

The folklore of mainstream  social science is that investigators engage in re
search so that they can test theories. On the basis of theoretical ideas, hy
potheses are form ulated; data relevant to the hypotheses are gathered; and 
the hypotheses are subjected to  a  test. The hypotheses are rejected or not 
rejected on the basis of an examination of the evidence. According to  this 
folklore, there is an intentional gulf between concept and hypothesis form a
tion, on the one hand, and data analysis on  the other, at least at a formal 
level. This model of social science dictates drat hypotheses be formulated in 
isolation from data used to test hypotheses. To alter a hypothesis on the 
basis of data analyses which are also used to test the theory violates the prin
ciples of hypothesis testing central to the official logic of mainstream  social 
scientific methods.

In practice, however, no such intentional gulf between hypothesis or con
cept formation and data analysis usually exists. Most findings, at least most 
interesting findings, usually result from some form of grounded concept and 
hypothesis formation based on preliminary data analyses. In other words, 
most hypotheses and concepts are refined, often reformulated, after the data 
have been collected and analyzed. Initial examinations of data usually expose 
the inadequacy of initial theoretical formulations, and a dialogue, of sorts, 
develops between the investigator's conceptual tools for understanding the 
data and the data analysis itself. The interplay between concept formation 
and data analysis leads to progressively more refined concepts and hypoth
eses. Preliminary theoretical ideas may continue to serve as guides, but they
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are often refined or altered, sometimes fundamentally, in the course of data 
analysis.

The nature of the dialogue that develops between theoretical ideas and 
data analysis is shaped in part by the nature of the methods of data analysis 
used. From this point of view, social science methodology does not concern 
mere technique; it concerns the relationship between thinking and research
ing, The key concern here is the impact of the organization of the investiga
tion and the structure of the data analysis on how the investigator thinks 
about the subject.

ID EA S A N D  EV ID EN C E IN  V A R IA BLE-O RIEN TED  
A N D  C A SE-O R IEN T ED  R ESEA R C H

In m ost studies using variable-oriented techniques, the goal is to  dem on
strate that a relationship holds for a certain population, and data are collected 
from that population accordingly. Initial data analyses may show, however, 
that the relationship does not exist. The investigator may suspect that the 
key variables are measured improperly— or that the relationship is hidden 
by other variables or that the functional form  of the relationship is not 
specified correctly— and m ay experim ent with different ways of computing 
what is essentially the same analysis. Thus, in the typical variable-oriented 
study, discussions of m easurement alternatives, control variables, functional 
forms, and other specification issues dominate the dialogue that develops be
tween theoretical ideas and data analysis. This is true of alm ost all investiga
tions that rely primarily upon m ultivariate statistical techniques of data 
analysis, including statistically based comparative investigations of large sets 
of countries. Sometimes investigators speculate that a certain relation may 
differ among the subpopulations that compose a sample or target population 
and may examine relationships within subpopulations. Even when such 
analyses are conducted, however, the trait defining the subpopulations may 
be treated as a categorical variable. Thus, the problem of subpopulations can 
be conceptualized, however loosely, as an additional specification issue.

Sometimes researchers using variable-oriented methods examine specific 
cases. This examination is accomplished most often through the study of 
residuals. A multivariate model provides a basis for identifying cases that do 
not conform well to theoretically based predictions. Essentially, the inves
tigator computes the gap between actual values of cases on the dependent 
variable (say, rate of economic growth over a twenty-year period) and the
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values predicted by a certain modeL Cases with large residuals are identified 
as outliers. The goal of the researcher is to identify w hat die outliers have in  
common and use this knowledge as a way to  respecify the analysis o r to  
distinguish populations. (O f course, if the populations are suspected in ad
vance, analysis of covariance procedures can be used to test the hypothesis 
that the subpopulations differ.)

In an analysis of residuals, die predicted values are based on an equation 
that models general patterns discernible across a large number of cases. This 
model, in turn , is based on the assumption that a single causal model is ap
propriate for all cases identified as members of a certain population. Of 
course, if a single model does not in fact apply to m ost of the cases included 
in the analysis, it may be poindess to  compute residuals because the param e
ters estimated in the equation may deviate sharply hum  those appropriate 
for the main population of interest.

The im portant point here is that in the variable-oriented approach cases 
stand out as w orthy of an investigator's attention when they fail to  conform  
to  the predictions of a certain model. (And sometimes these outliers are dis
carded as deviant cases.) Thus, individual cases typically acquire significance 
os cases only relative to general patterns displayed across m any cases, not 
relative to the specific historical, cultural, political, substantive, o r theoretical 
concerns of the investigator.

Altogether, these features of the variable-oriented strategy shape a 
research dialogue that is variable-centered. This bias enhances the com
patibility of this strategy with the goal of addressing abstract theoretical con
cerns, a dear benefit, but the strategy is less compatible with the goal of 
interpreting o r understanding specific cases o r categories of cases. Variables 
are the main factors in this dialogue, not individual cases.

In the typical case-oriented comparative study, by contrast, the dialogue 
between concept form ation and data analysis is very different because the 
methods are holistic in nature and attend to combinations o f conditions. In
vestigators see each case as a  whole— as a total Situation. In this approach 
the causal significance of a  condition often varies by context. In some con
texts a certain cause may be relevant to a  given outcom e; in others it m ay be 
unim portant; and in still others the absence of this condition m ay be causally 
significant to the outcom e. Furtherm ore, the analysis of the evidence pro
ceeds on a case-by-case basis. Each case is compared and contrasted with 
other relevant cases, and they are compared as wholes— as ordered and 
meaningful combinations of parts.
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These features of case-oriented comparative methods shape a research 
dialogue that differs dramatically from that characteristic of the variable- 
oriented strategy. In case-oriented comparative studies, this dialogue centers 
on issues of divergence and causal heterogeneity. The problem is not to spec
ify a single causal model that fits the data best (the question that dominates 
the research dialogue in studies using multivariate statistical techniques) but 
to determine the number and character of the different causal models that 
exist among comparable cases. The phenomenon to be explained is viewed 
as an outcome and thus may be more or less constant across relevant obser
vations— in the sense that aH cases display roughly the same outcom e. 
Thus, the goal in case-oriented comparative studies is not to explain varia
tion but to account for the differences am ong instances of a certain outcom e.

In short, case-oriented methods make allowances for causal complexity, 
especially multiple conjunctural causation. This characteristic fundamen
tally alters the nature of the dialogue between ideas and evidence. Those 
who use statistical methods often m ust assume, for example, that the effect 
of a cause is the same across different contexts, and they are concerned to 
derive correct estim ates of the net effect of a  certain causal variable. Those 
who use case-oriented m ethods, by contrast, are more concerned with deter
mining when a cause is im portant and when it is not— they are m ore inter
ested in determining the different contexts in which a cause has an im pact 
In this approach, a cause may be im portant o r significant only in a  certain  
context or delimited set of contexts.

The response of case-oriented investigators to contrary evidence is also 
quite different. To the extent that the goal of interpretation predominates, 
contrary evidence represents nothing more than the fully anticipated devia
tion of empirical events from ideal-typic images. These deviations play an 
important part in accounts of the uniqueness or particularity of historically 
significant outcomes. From an interpretive standpoint, therefore, the depar
ture of empirical events from theoretical models is not confounding; it is raw 
material for historical explanation. To the extent that a case-oriented inves
tigation is oriented more toward limited historical generalization, contrary 
evidence is typically used as a basis for refining, not rejecting, theory. As 
noted in Chapter 3, investigators often use contrary evidence to delineate 
subtypes of the phenomenon of interest, which, in turn, provide a basis for 
elaborating theories.

Both variable-oriented and case-oriented approaches, however, are lim
ited-—the former by a simplifed conception of cause (a conception that may
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be incompatible with historical explanation), the latter by an inability to ad
dress large numbers of cases. In many respects, these limitations derive 
from strengths. The variable-oriented approach allows investigators to di
gest large numbers of cases. A  simplified conception of cause, embodied in 
assumptions built into statistical models, makes this possible. These assump
tions, however, discourage consideration of causal complexity, and the re
search dialogue is fundamentally altered as a  result. The case-oriented 
approach, by contrast, allows investigators to  comprehend diversity and ad
dress causal complexity. By considering-"cases as wholes, it is possible to ex
amine causal processes m ore directly, to look at them  in context. The re
search dialogue thus centers on intersections of causal conditions. Yet this 
approach is overwhelmed when there is too much diversity and too m any 
cases to comprehend. Thus, this approach discourages consideration of large 
numbers of cases and comparably broad generalizations.

The Boolean approach to qualitative Comparison presented in this study 
is a middle road between the two extrem es, variable-oriented and case- 
oriented approaches— it is a middle road between generality and complex
ity. it allows investigators both to digest m any cases and to assess causal 
complexity. Of necessity, the Boolean approach structures a qualitatively 
different dialogue between ideas and evidence. This dialogue is both case- 
oriented and variable-oriented simultaneously.

IDEAS AND EVIDENCE IN  QUALITATIVE COM PARATIVE 
RESEARCH

The Boolean approach is oriented toward cases because it addresses the dif
ferent combinations of causes relevant to outcomes and allows the inves
tigator to examine cases relative to different causal paths. An important part 
of the research dialogue in Boolean analysis, therefore, concerns the com
parability of cases. By specifying the assignment of cases to different causal 
paths, the Boolean approach establishes the boundaries of comparability. 
Thus, Boolean analyses simultaneously identify key cases and key causal 
conjunctures, which can then be examined in more detailed case-oriented 
studies. In general, the identification of different causal conjunctures pro
vides a basis for delineating types and subtypes of social phenomena. Speci
fying types, in turn, establishes the necessary bridge between the diversity 
that exists in a given category of historical outcomes and social scientists' 
attempts to produce theoretically relevant generalizations about events and 
processes around them.

I D E A S  A N D  E V I D E N C E  I N  S O C I A L  R E S E A R C H
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The research dialogue of Boolean analysis is variable-oriented in two 
ways. Investigators must identify causal variables; these are the bask build
ing blocks of Boolean analysis. Thus, the research dialogue from the outset 
concerns causal conditions conceived as variables and focuses explicitly on 
combinations of causal conditions. The Boolean approach is also variable- 
oriented in its understanding of individual causes. Boolean analyses assess 
the empirical boundaries of the effects of each causa! variable. Thus, a re
duced Boolean equation can be used as a basis for elaborating theory. Most 
theories are vaguely specified; they do not detail their scope conditions 
(Walker and Cohen 1985). Boolean analysis provides a way to delineate the 
scope conditions of causal variables specified in competing theories. The task 
of comparative social science is transformed from one of testing theories 
against each other— the competition to explain variation— to one of assess
ing the limits and boundaries of competing perspectives. This quality of 
Boolean-based comparative research is illustrated in Chapter 8 in the appli
cation to comparative ethnic political mobilization.

Both case-oriented and variable-oriented approaches have characteris
tic responses to the rejection of initial hypotheses by evidence. The typical 
variable-oriented response is to respecify the analysis (for example, to devise 
new measures or to use different control variables). The usual case-oriented 
response is to differentiate subtypes among positive cases or to construct 
more elaborate comjunctural arguments to distinguish positive cases from 
troublesome negative cases. In Boolean analysis the dialogue with evidence 
stimulated by the rejection of initial hypotheses is transformed. The Boolean 
approach directly implements case-oriented data reduction strategies (differ
entiating subtypes or constructing more elaborate oonjuncturai arguments) 
in the operation of the minimization algorithms. In essence, the work of 
comparing cases holistically in order to derive appropriately qualified causal 
statements is performed by the algorithms. But theory is not discarded in 
the process of identifying key causal conjunctures. Because theory is used to 
identify causal conditions, it is possible to contrast the results of the Boolean 
analysis with theoretically based expectations (formulated in Boolean terms). 
These contrasts reveal the shortcomings of existing theories and also provide 
an avenue for identifying which theories (appropriately modified) apply to 
which cases. As shown in Chapter 8 in the analysis of ethrik mobilization, 
the Boolean analysis may indicate that a theory (in that analysis, the devel
opmental perspective) may apply to only one or two cases (or to no cases) 
and therefore can be disregarded.

Boolean analysis does not, as a rule, reject theories in the same way that
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case-oriented or variable-oriented methods reject theories. It could be ar
gued that the Boolean results for ethnic political mobilization presented in 
Chapter 8  reject all three perspectives because none of the combinations of 
conditions reported in the final reduced equation conforms perfectly to  theo
retical expectations. However, this narrow interpretation of the results of 
Boolean analysis not only violates the spirit of the case-oriented comparative 
logic that inspires the Boolean approach; it also overlooks the potential for 
theoretical development and elaboration available through Boolean-based 
qualitative research.

The final and perhaps m ost im portant aspect of the dialogue of ideas and 
evidence in Boolean-based comparative work is the compatibility of the ap
proach with the goal of interpretation. Historical explanation, especially in 
comparative social Science, m ost often focuses on issues related to the diver
gence that is induced by different causal conjunctures. In its m ost basic 
form , the variable-oriented approach is not well suited for exam ining causal 
conjunctures; the Boolean approach focuses explicitly on conjunctures. This 
makes it possible to identify cases with specific conjunctures, which in turn 
establishes a  solid foundation for case-oriented elaboration of similarities 
and differences using the method of agreem ent and the indirect method of 
difference. Boolean analysis, per se, is not as connected to empirical cases as 
traditional case-oriented methods. (In fact, it has m any superficial simi
larities to  the variable-oriented approach; for exam ple, the tru th  table re
sembles a data m atrix.) However, the results of Boolean-based analysis pro
vide im portant signposts for more detailed historical examination of specific 
cases, using a  traditional case-oriented approach.

I D E A S  A N D  E V I D E N C E  I N  S O C I A L  R E S E A R C H

B O O LEA N  A N A LYSIS A S A  C O R R EC T IV E

A t present, the variable-oriented strategy is f in in g  in popularity among 
comparative social scientists, in part because it has enhanced the legitim acy 
of comparative research. Applications of variable-oriented techniques have 
become m ore and more sophisticated and intelligent, and several promising 
research traditions have emerged (see, for example, Zim m ermann 1983). 
However, this trend threatens to obscure the distinctive strengths of case- 
oriented comparative methods, with their attention to cases as wholes and to 
the combinatorial complexities of social causation. The potency of this threat 
is apparent in attem pts to define case-oriented comparative methods as in
ferior versions of variable-oriented methods (see, for example, Smelser
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1976) . The danger is that the pressure to transform questions about histori
cally define!«]' outcomes (such as military coups) into broad questions about 
structural variation (such as system ic strain) will increase, and social scien
tists will became even m ore detached from  their surroundings and from  
their audiences.

Still, the urge to  get the big picture, to  generalize, to  make broad theo
retical statem ents, is great. M oreover, the pressure to  test, o r at least show  
the utility of, ideas over the widest possible population of observations re
mains. The Boolean approach provides a  way to address large numbers of 
cases without forsaking complexity. It allows social scientists to  be broad 
without forcing them  to  resort to  vague and imprecise generalizations about 
structural relationships. In short, it provides a needed corrective to  the 
variable-oriented approach. The analyses presented in Chapter 8  show that 
the Boolean approach moves away from  traditional case-oriented methods by 
focusing on large numbers of cases but retains some of the logicof the case- 
oriented approach and thereby provides a link to historical interpretation.

The image of comparative social science that inspires the introduction of 
Boolean techniques is that the field should not be divided into two parts—  
those who know something about actual empirical cases and those who 
know something about multivariate statistical techniques. W hile it is diffi
cult to know a large number of cases well, historically and empirically de
fined questions can be addressed with Boolean techniques. It is not neces
sary to transform  all questions about historical outcomes experienced by 
many countries or regions into questions about relations between structural 
variables relevant to  all o r even to most cases. Well-defined questions about 
the social origins and bases of common outcomes provide a solid starting 
point for a historically oriented comparative social science.
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